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Faculteit der Geneeskunde
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This introductory chapter starts with an overview of the biomedical imaging scene in which this thesis is set. The area of interest for the optical imaging techniques that will be discussed is the microcirculation, therefore this chapter continues with a description of the microcirculation and the assessment of its functioning by quantifying the blood flow velocity. The microcirculation plays a role in many pathologies and a dysfunctional microcirculation can be the cause, mediator or result of other pathologies. Many tumours for example, thrive and survive due to increased microcirculatory blood supply invoked by tumour signalling molecules. However, quantifying the blood flow does not always provide adequate information, for example it does not provide adequate contrast to localize small tumour lesions. Therefore, the second part of the introduction focuses on achieving high-sensitivity molecular contrast in tumours using photoluminescent nanoparticles. Finally an overview of the thesis chapters covering quantitative flowmetry and photoluminescence techniques is given.
1.1  The Scene

Visual inspection is one of the oldest diagnostic tools used in medicine. In the early 1900’s William Osler advised his students “Let not your conceptions of disease come from words heard in the lecture room or read from the book. See, and then reason and compare and control. But see first” [1]. In modern medicine, the importance of visual observation is still a critical part of teaching [2, 3]. The physician’s eye and patient alone, however, do not always result in the true diagnostic outcome. Enhancing human vision has long been recognized as a valuable technique in medicine, from simple magnifying glasses and microscopes (flourishing since the 1680’s) to advanced neurosurgical microscopes that allow 3-dimensional visualization through binoculars during intracranial neurovascular procedures [4-6]. Not only magnification, but also other light interactions with tissue can enhance clinical vision. For example the use of only a small part of the spectral range of light (colour) can result in a substantial increase in contrast. In Fig. 1.1 an example is shown of an image of microcirculatory blood vessels obtained using sidestream dark field (SDF) microscopy [7] (a technique that will be discussed in Chapters 2 - 4) using respectively unfiltered (white) and filtered (green) light for illumination. The large contrast in Fig. 1.1b is due to a large absorption difference between blood and surrounding tissue for green light, whereas this absorption difference is reduced when the whole visible spectrum is used (Fig. 1.1a).

![Figure 1.1 Spectral imaging](image)

The addition of magnifying and contrast enhancing tools to visual inspection allowed advancement of the area of optical biomedical imaging. Although the most common clinical imaging modalities (20th century inventions like X-ray, CT, ultrasound imaging and MRI) are non-optical, optical imaging is currently emerging due to the following advantages: optical radiation is non-ionizing and safe; optical instruments are generally cheap and portable; and optical tissue interactions provide both structural and physiological information, usually at a higher resolution compared to the aforementioned modalities [8].

In the biomedical imaging field the goal is to obtain functional information about the tissue of interest to aid in a true diagnostic outcome, to monitor therapy or more generally to improve the understanding of life in health and disease. Tissue constituents like cells, organelles, proteins and biomolecules interact with light. Tissue can absorb, scatter and depolarize light, fluoresce or phosphoresce, or all at the same time. Interpreting the result of this complex, multiscale interaction can reveal information about the tissue of interest. Diseased tissue, or samples from a diseased organism (blood, urine, biopsies, etc.) can have
a different structure or composition compared to healthy tissue. The task of biomedical imaging is to use the different optical signatures of healthy and diseased tissue to improve the differentiation between them.

Using light-tissue interactions for diagnostics is not limited to imaging. Biomedical imaging is a subfield of the larger research area called biophotonics, covering all techniques that study light-tissue interactions in aid of the differentiation between (or understanding of) healthy and diseased tissues. To complete the biophotonics landscape, a last but certainly not least application is the use of light for clinical interventions and therapy, for example laser surgery [9] or photodynamic therapy for the treatment of cancer [10]. An upcoming research area is ‘theranostics’, where therapy and diagnostics are integrated, often in the field of nanophotonics [11]. Ongoing research efforts to understand the complex interactions of light with tissue will result in more effective optics-based therapies.

The challenges in biophotonics arise from the complex interactions of light with tissue. In particular the highly scattering nature of tissue at optical wavelengths requires sophisticated algorithms to obtain functional information or reconstruct images. In addition, scattering reduces the penetration depth of light in tissue to maximally a few centimetres in the near infrared region. The identification of potential application niches for optical techniques and the optimization of illumination, detection and signal processing methods are the driver behind the expansion of biophotonics in the biomedical field.

The versatile nature of tissue interactions with light logically results in a versatile field of biophotonics. Many excellent applications have already made their way to the clinic, such as the relatively simple pulse-oximeter [12] or advanced retinal imaging systems based on optical coherence tomography [13]. The advantages of adopting optics in the clinical setting are the potential for minimally invasive techniques, point-of-care diagnostics, and safe and affordable devices. In addition, the enhanced functional information (structural and physiological) that optical techniques can provide is arguably the most important added value to the clinic. However, before functional, robust and practical devices can be made, they have been preceded by in-depth, thorough and comprehensive research. This thesis is set in this particular scene where the quantification and interpretation of optical interactions with tissue are key concerns.

1.2 Microcirculation: where perfusion meets metabolism

The particular biotissue of interest in this thesis is the microcirculation: a network of blood vessels less than 100 μm in diameter. The microcirculation is the central region in the circulation system where the total vessel surface area is at its largest, and the blood flow slows down to allow exchange of gases, nutrients and metabolites providing the environment necessary for cells to function. Adequate tissue perfusion by microcirculatory blood flow is essential for healthy tissues and organs. Due to its function to meet the metabolic needs of tissues the microcirculation is found in almost all parts of the body, thus also close to the surface of tissues such as internal organs, muscles and skin (see Fig. 1.2). As light has a limited penetration depth in tissue the microcirculation is an excellent target for optical assessment with considerable clinical relevance.
Adequate tissue perfusion by the microcirculation is essential for organ health, so inadequate perfusion by the microcirculation can result in diseases and eventual organ failure. In the metabolic disease diabetes, common complications such as retinopathy and renal disease are the results of impaired microcirculation. Microangiopathy is caused by increased microvascular pressure and flow, but the exact cellular mechanisms causing this are unknown. However, microangiopathy appears to precede cardiovascular diseases in diabetic patients, and in turn, functional microvascular changes precede microangiopathy [14, 15]. Assessing microvascular functionality thus aids in early diagnosis of diabetes and its related complications and can also function as an indicator for effectiveness of treatment [16].

Another relevant area where microcirculation assessment can aid in both diagnosis and therapy monitoring is at the intensive care unit (ICU). Sepsis is defined as the clinical syndrome characterized by the presence of infection and a systemic inflammatory response of the body, and septic shock refers to acute circulatory failure characterized by persistent arterial hypotension unexplained by other causes [17]. One of the major features of septic shock is a heterogeneous distribution of microcirculatory blood flow and in more advanced states a dysfunctional microcirculation leading to oxygen extraction deficit, severe functional shunting and organ failure [18, 19]. The pathological causes for this are not yet fully understood but suggestions includes triggers by inflammatory mediators, endothelial alterations, loss of neural control, altered leukocyte adhesion, altered red blood cell deformability and the presence of micro thrombi [20-22]. Regardless of cause, the indicators of septic shock are apparent in the microcirculation early on in disease development [23]; microcirculatory changes are more severe in nonsurvivors [24]; and an improved microcirculation functionality is associated with successful therapy and patient survival [25, 26]. In addition, during septic shock microvascular changes are independent of systemic hemodynamic variables [26, 27]. Other critical diseases where the microcirculation has been reported to play a role are cardiac arrests, heart failure and cardiogenic shock [28, 29]. In circulatory failure blood flow is diverted from the less vital tissues (skin, muscle, gastrointestinal tract) to the vital organs (heart, brain, kidneys). Consequently, monitoring the less vital tissues can be an early marker for hypoperfusion of vital organs with the advantage that the peripheral circulation is more accessible [30]. Microcirculatory function and capil-
lary recruitment have therefore been proposed as end-points for therapy in sepsis and as potential parameters in other critical diseases [29, 31].

The microcirculation does not only provide adequate tissue perfusion to ensure healthy organs, it also provides oxygen and nutrients to unwanted tissue such as tumours. Without blood vessels tumours cannot grow beyond a critical size due to the limited diffusion distance of oxygen (100 - 200 μm) [32]. At the beginning of their development, tumours are usually not angiogenic (triggering blood vessel growth) due to a balance between pro- and anti-angiogenic molecules. Various processes occurring around tumours (metabolic or mechanical stress, immune or inflammatory response, genetic mutations) trigger the cells to secrete pro-angiogenic signalling molecules to derail this balance and turn the angiogenic ‘switch’ to ‘on’ [32, 33]. The subsequent growth of blood vessels around the tumour allows the tumour to expand and facilitates transport of tumour cells to create metastasis elsewhere in the body. On the other hand, tumour microcirculation also enables anti-cancer drugs to be delivered to the tumour [32-34].

The microcirculation’s ability or inability to accommodate the tissue’s metabolic needs is thus an important pathological marker for various diseases, including those outlined above. The causes for microcirculatory dysfunction, pro- and anti-angiogenic behaviour and microangiopathy are complex, broad and warrant further investigations. However there is strong evidence that the microcirculation functionality and cellular processes are interdependent [32, 35], and hence the study of microcirculation can elucidate the related cellular processes and clinical physiology and can help to understand causes of diseases and mechanisms of diagnosis and therapy.

1.3 Functional microcirculation imaging

An important perception is that assessing a single capillary is not sufficient to verify (in) adequate supply of oxygen to tissue. The functional parameters that have been identified to be relevant in septic shock are a measure of vessel density and geometry; assessment of capillary perfusion and the heterogeneity of microvascular perfusion [36]. This method of microcirculation scoring was developed due to the availability of a new-generation microcirculation microscopes that allowed capturing videos of the microcirculation of approximately 1 mm² field of view, usually containing 20 or more capillaries, venules and/or arterioles. The first imager was based on orthogonal polarization spectroscopy (OPS) [37] and the improved version of sidestream dark field (SDF) imaging [7]. In both versions the contrast is obtained by illumination with green light (higher absorption by blood compared to surrounding tissue, see Fig. 1.1) and they share the common property that the specularly reflected light is rejected from the imaging path, resulting in detailed videos of subsurface microcirculatory vessels with flowing red blood cells (RBCs). Importantly, the techniques can be implemented in hand-held and small instruments, which can be used at the ICU as opposed to the bulky nailfold capillaroscopy microscopes that are historically used for microcirculation assessment [38-40]. In addition, these devices can be placed sublingually where the mucosal tissue overlaying the capillaries is quite transparent and the images contain much more detail compared to the nailfold. SDF and OPS devices have extensively been used for research on microcirculatory function during critical diseases [18, 19, 22-29,
The non-invasiveness of SDF and OPS imaging is favourable for patients in critical circumstances especially for vulnerable patients such as on the paediatric intensive care unit [45]. SDF microscopy was for example used to monitor the microcirculation in relation to illness severity and therapy response in children with meningococcal disease [46], hypothermia [47], and hypotension [48]. The quantitative parameters proportion of perfused small vessels (< 20 μm) [24, 25, 27, 29, 46], microvascular flow index [26, 28, 46, 47, 49] and flow velocity [23, 44, 46] are found to be decreased in critically ill patients, while the microvascular heterogeneity increased [23]. Not all critical diseases lead to a change in functional microcirculatory parameters [42, 43], however this does not negate clinical relevance. On the other hand, concern has been raised about the requirement for time consuming off-line data analysis [42] and the difficult interpretation of microcirculation images [50], which could also be the reason for absence of significant microcirculatory changes in the data.

Quantification of the SDF or OPS images is currently semi-automatic using commercially available software (AVA3.0 Microvision Medical, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The algorithm for flow assessment to determine the important microvascular parameter vessel perfusion (and the proportion and heterogeneity thereof) is based on tracking of RBCs and plasma gaps in a space-time diagram [51]. However, the maximal flow velocity measurement is limited by the frame rate and exposure time of the camera, which is around 1 - 2 mm/s in the current system. In addition, the analysis needs to be performed off-line and involves considerable user-interaction limiting its use at the bedside. An alternative range of techniques to visualize microcirculatory flow is based on the temporal statistics of coherent light backscattered from dynamic structures, referred to as Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) techniques [52, 53]. In this case, the contrast is not based on absorption but on scattering by flowing RBCs. Techniques such as Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF) [54], Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) [55] and Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS, also called diffuse correlation spectroscopy) [56] fall in this category. These techniques are sensitive to a wide flow range, but generally lack a quantitative representation of flow velocity. Often their measurement quantities can be determined automatically with simple algorithms, but are expressed in quantities such as ‘flux’ or ‘relative blood flow’ or ‘perfusion units’ [57-59], related to the product of the number of moving RBCs and their average velocity. These techniques can therefore be used to visualize blood flow or quantify relative flow metrics, but are not a measure of absolute blood flow velocity. The techniques are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 and their key differences in technology, temporal and spatial resolution, field of view and probing depth are listed. DLS techniques often use wavelengths within the so-called ‘tissue transparency window’ (approx. range 650 - 1300 nm) [60] and therefore probe deeper, but with reduced spatial resolution compared to SDF video-microscopy [61-63]. The handheld SDF microscope uses green light for high contrast but with limited penetration depth in tissue due to the high scattering and absorption properties of tissue for green light. The maximum focus depth of the device is 0.4 mm. SDF microscopy can only acquire microcirculation images at locations where the vessels are superficial and in optically transparent tissues, such as mucosal tissue (sublingual, conjunctiva, nail-fold) [7, 64], organ surfaces [65] or neonatal skin [47]. LDF, DWS and LSCI have the ability to image the microcirculation through e.g. skin or skull [58, 59, 66].
Besides diagnosis and monitoring of critical diseases, imaging techniques that quantify microvascular parameters have also been used e.g. to assess neurovascular changes to gain insight in brain metabolism under normal or pathological conditions [67]; skin grafts and burn wounds [68, 69] and microvascular disorders in metabolic [15], cardiovascular [70] or oncologic diseases. Microcirculatory parameters such as vessel geometry, vascular pattern and blood flow were assessed using OPS imaging on oral squamous cell carcinoma [71] and brain tumours [72]. Dilated and chaotic vessels or vessels with low flow compared to healthy areas were found to characterize cancerous regions [71, 72]. This suggests that microcirculatory imaging can be a useful tool in the detection of cancer-related vascular aberrations, the effects of therapy on the tumour microvasculature or for guidance during tumour neurosurgery. Ideally, a blood flow imager should be objective, non-invasive, and capable of performing instantaneous and reproducible readings (for some diseases continuously) [30, 73]. Therefore, a substantial part of this thesis is devoted to optimizing optical technologies to comply with these requirements.

1.4 Microcirculatory delivery in tumours

The observation that tumour angiogenesis occurs around tumours and that the vessels display ‘chaotic irregularity’ was made more than 100 years ago [74]. The imbalance of angiogenic regulators and the vigorous nature of tumour and blood vessel growth cause tumour vessels to be structurally and functionally abnormal. In contrast to healthy vessels, tumour vessels are dilated, tortuous, have uneven diameters, and show excessive branching and shunting [32]. As elucidated in the previous section, the appearance of the microcirculation can be an indicator for the presence of tumours making direct visualization an important non-invasive clinical tool. At the same time, it is expected that cancerous angiogenic regions are visible in microcirculation images only when the tumour has grown to a reasonable size and is superficial enough for vessel image details to be retained in the presence of scattering. In addition, inflamed areas can also induce changes in microcirculatory perfusion similar to malignancies, as measured by LDF [75]. However, for the detection of small or deep tumours the microcirculation can still be useful as a delivery system for contrast enhancing particles to enable detection by advanced optical imaging techniques [76].

The delivery of macromolecular complexes to tumours is mediated by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [77]. Not only do tumour vessels look distorted on a μm to mm scale (dilated, tortuous, irregular, etc.) the composition of the tumour vessel wall also differs from normal on a nm to μm scale. The pathological angiogenesis process during tumour growth as a result of dysregulation of pro- and anti-angiogenic signalling molecules can result in a defective cellular lining of tumour vessels composed of disorganized, loosely connected, branched, overlapping or sprouting endothelial cells [78]. The resulting vessel wall is ‘leaky’ and exhibits an enhanced permeability to macromolecules. In normal tissue such macromolecules would be cleared by the lymphatic system, however, other characteristics of tumour tissue are compressed and damaged lymphatic vessels, possibly due to the high interstitial fluid pressure built up by the growing tumour mass [32, 79]. The absence of lymphatic drainage results in macromolecules retaining in the tumour for prolonged periods. This passive targeting of macromolecules to tumours through the EPR effect
results in a higher concentration inside the tumour as compared with the surrounding tissue [80, 81]. As a result, when the macromolecular complexes have photoluminescent properties, the tumour imaging contrast can be enhanced [76, 82, 83].

The macromolecular complexes need to exhibit certain physical and biochemical properties to take full advantage of the EPR effect. Obviously the size is important since particles that are too large cannot diffuse through the permeable vessel wall, while small particles quickly diffuse through the tumour and are not retained [84]. Endothelial intercellular openings in the range 0.3 - 4.5 μm and transcellular holes of 0.6 μm in diameter were measured using scanning electron microscopy images of mouse mammary tumour, as shown in Fig. 1.3 [78]. In a human colon tumour xenograft a cut-off size of 400 - 600 nm was found by observing transvascular transport of liposomes [85]. Optimal sizes of macromolecules for the EPR effect around 60 - 100 nm are reported [84, 86]. In addition, these nanoscale particles must remain in the circulation long enough for accumulation in the tumour, escaping clearance by the immune system, liver and spleen and without interaction with components in the blood vessels or vessel walls [80]. Engineering nanoparticles using biocompatible molecules or coating nanoparticles with biocompatible surface groups increases their circulation time [87]. Other properties such as surface charge, hydrophobicity and shape also play a role [80, 81]. In addition, co-administration of nanoparticles with factors that increase the permeability of tumour vessels has been shown to enhance the EPR effect [80, 83], for example by increasing the blood pressure and widening the endothelial cell-cell gaps [88].

The EPR effect essentially links the microcirculation to the cellular processes leading to tumour angiogenesis, enabling a passive way of enhancing molecular contrast in tissue. An active approach to enhancing molecular contrast is to conjugate the nanoparticles with tumour-specific recognition molecules (antibodies, ligands) that actively target tumour cells [89]. Targeted nanoparticles are recognised by tumour cell surface receptors, followed by
nanoparticle binding and receptor-mediated endocytosis. Pre-clinical data on targeted nanoparticle delivery to tumours has shown an increased cellular uptake compared to non-targeted nanoparticles [90].

Drug delivery is another attractive application to use nanoparticles. The important advantage of engineering drugs as nanoparticles instead of the free drug, is the increased efficiency of delivery (either passively or targeted) to the tumour compared to the healthy tissues, as healthy vessels are not permeable for nanoparticles. This reduces side effects for patients and lowers the drug dosage necessary for tumour response (or detection). Currently, there are at least six clinically approved nanoparticle-based cancer therapies and another few hundred companies are developing novel nanoscale therapeutics [81]. The first approved form of loading drugs in a nanoparticle was the encapsulation of doxorubicin (standard chemotherapy for e.g. breast and ovarian cancer) in liposomes of around 100 nm. In comparison with conventional doxorubicin, equi-effective (and lower) doses of liposomal doxorubicin show a decreased rate of cardiotoxicity, impaired bone marrow activity, hair loss and nausea/vomiting [91].

The utility of targeted and non-targeted contrast enhancing agents aiming for a higher therapy success has been demonstrated in humans during surgical procedures. The success of surgery, measured as thorough removal of all tumour tissue while leaving as much healthy tissue as possible, can be increased by enhancing intraoperative tumour visibility for the surgeon, exemplified by the realization of tumour-specific targeted fluorescence-guided ovarian cancer surgery in humans [92]. And recently, surgeons equipped with fluorescence goggles saw an enhanced tumour-to-healthy tissue contrast while resecting liver carcinomas during fluorescence-guided surgery [93]. These studies were accomplished using clinically approved fluorescent dyes. The design and approval of new nanotechnology based delivery of contrast enhancing agents can further enhance the specificity and sensitivity of visualizing tumour regions.

In spite of the above drug delivery and surgery prospects, the clinical effects of tumour therapy are confounded. This is illustrated by the withdrawal of the drug bevacizumab for patients with metastatic breast cancer, where impressive tumour reductions were seen but there was no improvement in overall survival [94]. This reveals the limitations and challenges in understanding tumour development where structural, cellular and molecular imaging can help to improve cancer treatments and guide the adaptation of nanotechnology based drug delivery approaches. The heterogeneity of angiogenesis in tumours, both spatially and temporally, is one of the problems resulting in unreachable areas of the tumours for nanoparticles. The high interstitial fluid pressure, which is on the one hand responsible for reduced lymphatic drainage and retention, on the other hand forms a barrier for transvascular transport [95]. In addition, the tumour size, type and location, immune system activity, co-medication and other patient specific characteristics all influence the EPR effect, nanoparticle delivery and the tumour response to therapy [32, 94]. Understanding and predicting EPR effects, assessing angiogenesis in primary and metastatic tumours and correlating EPR activity to clinical response are key considerations to improve nanomedicine in oncology [32, 33, 94]. Quantitative imaging of the microcirculation perfusion, geometry, permeability and delivery of nanoparticles can contribute to this quest.
1.5 Glow with the flow: Quantifying blood flow and photoluminescence signal in biological tissue

Understanding the complexity of microcirculation pathology during the course of diseases is aided by minimally invasive techniques that do not interfere with the physiology and bias results (ranging from changing the blood flow to interfering with the immune system). Optical techniques have advantageous characteristics that allow repeated monitoring, obtain functional information or allow sensitive detection using photoluminescent nanoparticles. The complex interactions of light with tissue represent important challenges in biophotonics. Understanding the complexity of these interactions can be the basis for novel biomedical imaging techniques. Designated niches for optical techniques are just below the surface of tissues. Since the microcirculation is in virtually all parts of the body, probing this part of the circulation is feasible and allows minimally invasive monitoring, even at the cellular and molecular level.

1.5.1 Thesis aim

This thesis aims to assess 2 optical imaging techniques for clinical applications in order to: 1. quantify microcirculatory flow velocities using laser speckle contrast imaging and 2. quantify photoluminescence signal from luminescent nanoparticles in biological tissues. The combination of these techniques can be especially useful in the context of tumour therapy by providing information on tumour angiogenesis, enabling molecular contrast and delivering nanoparticle-based drugs.

1.5.2 Thesis overview

The first part of this thesis addresses the problem of obtaining quantitative information on blood flow velocity, while maintaining technical simplicity. Using a hand-held microscope, a laser, LEDs and a software-controlled camera, two complementary flowmetry techniques were integrated into one device. SDF flowmetry, based on light absorption by RBCs, is excellent for visualizing blood vessels and quantifying low flows, while LSCI, based on dynamic light scattering by RBCs, is sensitive to a wide range of flow dynamics. Combining the two techniques potentially reduces their individual shortcomings: processing time and flow range (SDF), and quantification (LSCI). Building upon existing theoretical frameworks [54, 56, 96, 97] and recent advances in the understanding of optical scattering by blood [98] the quantitative abilities of LSCI are reassured in the first part of this thesis. The theoretical framework is described in Chapter 2, as well as the specific challenges and gaps for quantitative flowmetry. Chapter 3 describes the validation of integrated SDF-LSCI using a flow phantom and a first in vivo calibration of the technique in humans. Chapter 4 further explores the effects of light scattering with flowing particles of different sizes and concentrations to enable quantitative blood flow measurements in vivo for variable vessel diameters and blood volume fractions. LSCI can be used continuously, non-invasively and automated algorithms can be developed. The results of chapters 2 - 4 allow the quantitative visualization of blood flow, flow velocity and perfusion of microcirculatory beds, without being limited to relative flow measures. This enables SDF-LSCI to study microcirculation within and between organs and organisms, during the course of disease and therapy and resulting from different metabolic requirements.
Assessing the EPR effect and (targeted) delivery of macromolecules into tumours, whether it is for contrast-enhanced diagnosis, therapy, or both, is aided by highly sensitive and high contrast imaging. Therefore, macromolecules are often designed to enhance optical contrast due to their specific fluorescent, photoluminescent, scattering or absorption properties. High contrast is achieved when the macromolecules exhibit optical properties distinct from biological tissue. Since biological tissues can absorb, scatter and emit fluorescent light (auto-fluorescence), a novel type of luminophore capable of nonlinear 'upconversion' of light might be an excellent candidate for contrast-enhanced imaging in vivo [99, 100], given that tissues do not exhibit this property. The upconversion process and the unique optical properties of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) are discussed in Chapter 5. To assess their utility for biomedical imaging a thorough quantification of the optical properties in the context of tissue scattering and absorption is a necessity, which is experimentally realized in Chapter 6. Their unique properties are exploited to achieve single UCNP imaging through an absorbing layer of haemolysed blood. This result is extended towards in vivo applications by theoretically modelling the ability to detect a single UCNP at different depths in skin. In Chapter 7 we further advance this approach to include biological complexity by preparing UCNPs equipped with tumour-specific mini-antibodies and assessing their targeting abilities to human breast cancer cells in vitro. To model the in vivo detection limits of a cluster of breast cancer cells, we covered the labelled cancer cells with breast tissue simulating phantom layers and quantified the detectable upconversion signal at increasing thickness. This novel class of nanoparticles holds promise for future clinical tumour detection and therapy, especially in the context of the growing abilities of nanoscale engineering and technology. Quantitative experimental and theoretical modelling of optical upconversion signals in biomedical context is important to identify the opportunities and limitations of this unique class of photoluminescent nanomaterials, and identify feasible application niches. Chapters 5 - 7 are aimed at the quantification of optical upconversion signals in the context of biological tissue scattering, absorption and labelling performance of UCNPs. Other biologically relevant parameters of UCNPs (biological toxicity of UCNPs, blood circulation times and microvascular delivery of UCNPs to tumours in a chick embryo model) are presented in the Discussion and Conclusion Chapter 8. Chapter 8 also discusses additional results on quantitative laser speckle flowmetry and recommendations to further improve the LSCI technique. Chapter 9 presents a short summary and outlook on the results presented in this thesis, in particular the potential combination of photoluminescence and perfusion imaging in the context of the challenges in diagnosing and treating tumours, and the role of the microcirculation herein.
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LASER SPECKLE CONTRAST IMAGING
**Abstract** Dynamic light scattering techniques obtain information about the medium of interest by measuring the intensity fluctuations in dynamically scattered coherent light. The intensity fluctuations relate to the medium dynamics. Laser speckle contrast imaging, laser Doppler flowmetry and diffusing wave spectroscopy make use of this principle to obtain information about tissue perfusion. In this chapter the techniques are introduced and in particular the theoretical background of laser speckle contrast imaging is given, followed by the identification of the essential aspects that need further investigation in order to enable quantitative blood flow velocity measurements.
2.1 INTRODUCTION

The clinical need for a non-invasive microcirculation imaging device at the bedside to monitor the onset and development of critical diseases was illustrated in Chapter 1. Besides non-invasive and compact, other preferential properties are continuous monitoring, and an instantaneous, reproducible and quantitative measurement of microcirculation functionality [1, 2]. Such device could additionally be relevant for internal, surgical and oncologic medicine [3-8]. A clinically approved tool currently used for microcirculation monitoring at the intensive care unit (ICU) is the sidestream dark field (SDF) microscope. SDF videos contain a high level of detail to determine the relevant parameters such as vessel density and geometry; proportion of perfused vessels and microcirculatory heterogeneity [9]. However, the image analysis requires user-interaction, limiting its use at the bedside. In addition, accurate flow measurements require high-contrast images showing red blood cells (RBCs) and plasma gaps [10]. Fast flowing, out of focus, or fully RBC-filled vessels can therefore not be analyzed. An alternative method for measuring flow is based on the dynamical properties of scattered light, as introduced in Chapter 1. Techniques based on this approach do not depend on the aforementioned image properties and their flow sensitivity is based on different principles. In the next section their mechanisms and prospective as favoured flowmetry techniques are discussed.

2.2 DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING TECHNIQUES TO MEASURE BLOOD FLOW

The notion that phase shifts in dynamically scattered coherent light give rise to measurable intensity fluctuations was discovered soon after the launch of the laser in 1960 [11, 12]. The intensity fluctuations are caused by the constructive and destructive interference of the phases of electromagnetic waves (light) and are referred to as ‘speckles’. The cause of these phase differences is explained in two ways: by the Doppler-shift in the frequency of the scattered light (Laser Doppler Flowmetry, LDF [13]) and by the path length differences in the reflected light (Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) [14]) and Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) [15]). In general, the temporal autocorrelation of the interference pattern of the dynamically scattered light is related to the movement of the scattering particles.

In the case of LDF, the light scattered by moving particles undergoes a frequency shift (Doppler-shift) proportional to the velocity of the moving particle. This frequency shift is very small (10 - 100 kHz) compared to the high frequencies of light (100 THz), therefore the Doppler-shifted light is combined (‘mixed’) with a non-shifted reference beam resulting in a ‘beat’ frequency equal to the frequency shift [16]. This is called ‘heterodyne’ detection. In the case of flowing RBCs, however, not all the cells will have the same velocity but more likely the flow shows a velocity distribution about a mean value. Now the beat frequency will display a spread of frequencies, or a frequency spectrum, centred around the mean frequency shift. In addition, the reflected light from two RBCs with different velocities will also have slightly different Doppler shifts and therefore beat with each other. Thus, all cells together give rise to another self-beating frequency spectrum, centred around zero [17]. This is the homodyne signal detection. Even without a separate reference beam, a heterodyne signal is present from the self-mixing of non-shifted light reflected of static scatterers and the dynamically scattered light. Only for single scattered light for which the
exact angles between blood flow direction, and the incident and the reflected light are known the Doppler shift can be related to the flow velocity. In practice, this has been shown to be very complicated and troublesome [18]. Therefore, most commercial LDF devices do not use a separate reference beam and measure the self-mixing spectrum as a result of dynamic and static scattering in tissue [16]. In LDF the frequency spectrum is generated by recording the temporal intensity fluctuations of the interference pattern by a fast photodetector and calculating the temporal autocorrelation. By the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the power spectral density (PSD) of the intensity (Doppler frequency spectrum) are the Fourier transform of each other [19]. A narrower ACF results in a broader frequency spectrum, and thus a larger Doppler frequency shift implicating a higher velocity. Usually the first moment of the intensity PSD is used as the designated measurement parameter, which is related to the speed of the scatterers and their concentration [20, 21].

The second description for the generation of a fluctuating interference (speckle) pattern is based on phase differences that arise from path length differences between detected photons scattered from different positions within the tissue. When the photons are scattered by moving structures such as flowing RBCs, the optical path lengths will change and the detected speckle pattern fluctuates, referred to as time-varying speckle. Techniques derived from this principle measure these fluctuations either directly (DWS) or indirectly (LSCI). The time-varying speckle and Doppler-induced fluctuations are identical, which is intuitively not obvious. The speckle explanation is based on the superposition of waves of the same optical frequency, whereas in the Doppler explanation the superimposed waves have different frequencies [22]. However, it can be shown mathematically that the two explanations lead to identical equations that link the intensity fluctuations to the tissue dynamics [17, 23] which was later confirmed by simulation and experiment [21, 24].

Similar to LDF, DWS measures the speckle intensity fluctuations of single speckles and calculates the temporal ACF [25]. Because DWS is based on photon correlation in the multiple scattering regime, the illumination source and detector are separated by several centimetres [26]. This results in longer photon paths through tissue and deeper probing of tissue dynamics. Multiple scattering events with dynamic scatterers result in faster decorrelation of the photons. Consequently, speckle decorrelation happens on a shorter timescale and the ACF is measured at high sampling rates. The characteristic timescale for the decay of the ACF is referred to as the decorrelation time $\tau_c$. The tissue dynamics and $\tau_c$ are inversely related, making $\tau_c$ an important measurement parameter in DWS.

Alternatively, the time-fluctuating speckle pattern can also be imaged as an ensemble of speckles using a camera. It is easy to see that a fluctuating pattern will look blurry in an image when the exposure time is long. The faster the fluctuations, the more blur in the imaged speckle pattern. This is the basic principle of laser speckle flowmetry techniques first introduced by Fercher and Briers [14]. The speckle blur, or speckle contrast, can be quantified mathematically since a blurred pattern will have a low standard deviation in intensity ($\sigma_i$) as compared to a sharp pattern, but the mean intensity ($<I>$) is unchanged. The speckle contrast $K$ is therefore defined as the ratio $\sigma_i/<I>$ and depends on the integration time of the detector and the velocity of the scatterers and is valued between 0
Laser speckle contrast imaging techniques quantify the speckle contrast to measure or image blood flow and have been named laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA [27], including the variations tLASCA (temporal) and sLASCA (spatial) [28]), laser speckle imaging (LSI [29, 30]), laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI [31-34]), speckle-visibility spectroscopy (SVS [35]) and multi-exposure speckle imaging (MESI [36]), amongst others. In this thesis I refer to the technique as Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging - LSCI. As will be mathematically shown in Section 2.4 the contrast depends on the integration of the ACF over the exposure time. The measured quantity $K$ is an indirect measurement of the ACF and relates to tissue dynamics, similar to the LDF and DWS techniques.

2.3 Practical differences between LDF, DWS and LSCI

The theoretical frameworks of the discussed dynamic light scattering techniques to measure blood flow are highly related. I will therefore summarize the main practical differences between the techniques and their applicability to microcirculation assessment. Techniques based on LDF and DWS measure the temporal autocorrelation in a single speckle directly at high sampling frequencies (~kHz) at one measurement point and need fast sampling photodiodes, CMOS cameras or photomultiplier tubes. In addition, in DWS the signal is usually low, which reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and makes detection sensitivity important. This makes the technical requirements of LDF and DWS more complicated compared to LSCI, which quantifies the temporal autocorrelation of speckles integrated over camera exposure times in the millisecond timeframe. For an increased accuracy of LSCI multiple frames and exposure times are desirable, which a standard CCD camera permits. In addition, LSCI is a full-filed technique while for LDF scanning of the laser beam (and detector) is needed to obtain an image, making LDF imaging much slower (minutes versus sub-seconds). DWS has a high temporal resolution (single-point measurement), but a very low spatial resolution, compensated by a deep probing of tissue (> 1 cm deep) [26, 37, 38]. For this reason, DWS is not suitable for microcirculation imaging since the dominant decorrelation will be due to the deeper, larger and faster flowing vessels. Spatial resolution and probing depth are often interrelated via the wavelength of light and the distance between the light source and detector. Like DWS, LSCI and LDF operate in the near infrared window (relatively deep tissue penetration) but with shorter source detector separations and are estimated to measure flow at depths of several mm’s [18, 39]. The spatial resolution of LSCI and LDF are similar, and depend on the detection and tissue geometry (e.g. numerical aperture (NA) of detection optics, scattering of tissue layers like skin). The spatial resolution of LSCI is slightly further reduced since the speckle contrast is calculated using several spatial speckles, although ergodicity allows the speckle contrast to be measured temporally as well [40, 41]. An overview of the discussed dynamic light scattering techniques, in addition to SDF microscopy, is given in Fig. 2.1.

2.4 Laser speckle contrast imaging

The instrumental simplicity of LSCI makes it a favourable candidate for microcirculation monitoring. Since LSCI does not put stringent requirements on the detector, it can easily be combined with the clinical SDF microcirculation imager (Microscan, Microvision Medical Inc. The Netherlands) equipped with a CCD camera. For the results of Chapters 3 and 4
**Fig. 2.1. Schematic overview of blood flow imaging techniques.**

**Laser Doppler Flowmetry**
- **Detector ~10^1 KHz**
- **Intensity**
  - AC
  - Power
- **Frequency**
  - High flow, \( \tau_c \downarrow \)
  - Low flow, \( \tau_c \uparrow \)
- **Perfusion image**
- **High spatial resolution ~ \( \mu m \)'s**
- **Low temporal resolution for imaging mode**
- **Imaging depth ~ mm's**
- **Measurement of first moment of power spectrum ~ flux**

**Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy**
- **Detector ~10^2 KHz**
- **Intensity**
  - AC
  - Time
- **Decay time**
  - High flow, \( \tau_c \downarrow \)
  - Low flow, \( \tau_c \uparrow \)
- **Low spatial resolution ~ mm's - cm's**
- **High temporal resolution (single point measurement)**
- **Probing depth ~ cm's**
- **Measurement of decay time ~ tissue dynamics**

**Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging**
- **Camera ~10^1 Hz**
- **Raw speckle image**
  - \( K = \alpha / <I> \)
- **Speckle contrast image**
- **K ~ Decay time**
  - High flow, \( \tau_c \downarrow \)
  - Low flow, \( \tau_c \uparrow \)
- **High spatial resolution ~ \( \mu m \)'s**
- **High temporal resolution**
- **Imaging depth ~ mm's**
- **Measurement of decay time ~ (relative) flow/velocity**

**Sidestream Darkfield Imaging**
- **RBC tracking**
- **Flow velocity**
  - (low and in focus flows)
- **High spatial resolution ~ \( \mu m \)'s**
- **Moderate temporal resolution**
- **Imaging depth < mm**
- **Measurement of flow velocity**
we modified the Microscan for integrated SDF-LSCI microscopy. This allowed for the direct comparison of the measured speckle contrast \( K \) and blood flow velocities in the microcirculation measured using SDF. The exact relationship between \( K \) and blood flow is a much discussed topic in laser speckle flowmetry. In Chapters 3 and 4 theoretical and experimental contributions to understand this complicated relationship are presented. Below, I start with the mathematical derivation of speckle contrast \( K \) from the ACF of the time-varying speckle pattern and introduce the challenges that are facing quantitative laser speckle flowmetry.

Goodman has shown that the spatial statistics of a time-integrated speckle pattern are related to the temporal statistics of speckle fluctuations [19]:

\[
\sigma_s^2 = \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) C_r(\tau) d\tau \tag{2.1}
\]

here \( \sigma_s^2 \) is the spatial variance in the speckle pattern, \( T \) is the camera exposure time and \( C_r(\tau) \) is the autocovariance of the temporal speckle intensity. Thus, the variance of the spatial intensity pattern depends on the time integrated autocovariance of the intensity fluctuations. Essentially, LDF and DWS measure the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) while LSCI measures the left-hand side. \( C_r(\tau) \) is defined as:

\[
C_r(\tau) = \left\langle \{I(t) - \langle I \rangle, I(t + \tau) - \langle I \rangle\} \right\rangle = \langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle_i - \langle I \rangle_i^2 \tag{2.2}
\]

Here \( I(t) \) is the intensity measured at time \( t \) (or \( t + \tau \)), and \( \langle \ldots \rangle \) is the time average. Assuming ergodicity, we can replace the time average/variance by the ensemble average/variance and vice versa (writing \( \langle I \rangle \) and \( \sigma_i^2 \)). Division by \( \langle I \rangle^2 \) relates Eq. (2.1) to speckle contrast \( K \) [14, 19, 35]:

\[
K^2 = \frac{\sigma_s^2}{\langle I \rangle^2} = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) C_r(\tau) d\tau \tag{2.3}
\]

Substituting Eq. (2.2) in Eq. (2.3) gives:

\[
K^2 = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) \langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle - \langle I \rangle^2 \, d\tau = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) \frac{\langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle}{\langle I \rangle^2} - 1 \, d\tau \tag{2.4}
\]

Though the speckle fluctuations are caused by electric field fluctuations, in practical set-ups the intensity fluctuations are measured. The normalized electric field autocorrelation function \( (g_1(\tau)) \) and the normalized intensity autocorrelation function \( (g_2(\tau)) \) are related through the Siegert relation [12]:
\[ g_2(\tau) = 1 + \beta_M |g_1(\tau)|^2 \]  
(2.5)

and are defined as:
\[ g_1(\tau) = \frac{\langle E(t)E^*(t+\tau) \rangle_t}{\langle E(t)E^*(t) \rangle_t} \]  
(2.6)
\[ g_2(\tau) = \frac{\langle I(t)I(t+\tau) \rangle_t}{\langle I(t) \rangle_t^2} \]  
(2.7)

Where \( \beta_M \) is a measurement-geometry specific constant [19], \( E(t) \) represents the electric field at time \( t \) and \( E^*(t) \) its complex conjugate. Finally, from equations (2.4)- (2.7) and the ergodicity principle we get the basic expression for \( K \):
\[ K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau + 2 \rho(1 - \rho) \right]^{1/2} \]  
(2.8)

The assumption that Eq. (2.8) is valid for ergodic systems implies that the time and ensemble average of the speckle pattern are equal and \( K \) can be quantified using \( \sigma_i \) and \( \langle I \rangle \) from image pixels in time (subsequent frames) and in space. However, if a purely static component is present in the scattered electric field this component will produce a constant speckle contrast independent of camera exposure time and in addition, this component will have different temporal and spatial statistics (e.g. a temporal \( \sigma_i \) of zero). In many practical LSCI geometries the static component needs to be taken into account. By defining the electric field as a summation of the fluctuating (\( E_f \)) and the static (\( E_s \)) component:
\[ E(t) = E_f(t) + E_s(t) \]

a modified Siegert relation was proposed [36, 42]:
\[ g_2(\tau) = 1 + \beta \left[ \rho^2 |g_1(\tau)|^2 + 2 \rho(1 - \rho) |g_1(\tau)| + (1 - \rho)^2 \right] \]  
(2.9)

Which gives
\[ K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau + 2 \rho(1 - \rho) \right]^{1/2} \]  
(2.10)

Where \( \rho \) is the fraction dynamically scattered light: \( \rho = I_f / (I_f + I_s) \), with \( I_f \) the detected intensity of the fluctuating scattered light and \( I_s \) the detected intensity of the light scattered by static components. Parameters \( \beta_M \) and \( \rho \) depend on the measurement geometry and can be measured. To quantify the relation between \( K \) and blood flow dynamics an expression for the field ACF \( g_1(\tau) \) is needed, which is parameterized by the characteristic decorrela-
tion time of the scattered electric field, $\tau_c$. In LSCI it is conventional to assume a Lorentzian form $[g_1(\tau) = \exp(-(\tau / \tau_c))]$ for Brownian motion and a Gaussian form $[g_1(\tau) = \exp(-((\tau / \tau_c)^2))]$ for directional motion. Substituting the appropriate form of $g_1(\tau)$ in Eq. (2.10) results in an analytical expression of $K(T)$ from which $\tau_c$ can be derived. This analytical expression is given in Chapters 3 and 4 (Eq. (3.6), Lorentzian and Eq. (3.7)/Supplementary Eq. (4.10), Gaussian).

From the above it is clear that accurate estimation of $\beta_M$ and $\rho$ is important, as well as choosing an appropriate model for $g_1(\tau)$. Parthasarathy et al. [36] propose to use a multi-exposure speckle acquisition scheme to estimate $\beta_M$ and $\rho$ and $\tau_c$ accurately. It is commonly agreed that blood flow velocity and $\tau_c$ are inversely proportional to each other, but the proportionality constant of this relationship is topic of debate [24, 43], and in vivo quantification of the technique represents one of the challenges in LSCI. Since the integrated SDF-LSCI microcirculation imager can acquire raw speckle images and conventional SDF images of the same blood vessels, in vivo quantification is feasible. In Chapter 3 SDF-LSCI is explored using a multi-exposure acquisition scheme and assuming a Gaussian form of $g_1(\tau)$, for both an in vitro flow phantom and for the in vivo sublingual microcirculation.

The relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and blood flow velocity is investigated, which gave interesting insight into the decorrelation by tissue dynamics relevant for LSCI. Another insufficiently explored area is the validity of the assumed forms of the ACF, often simply the Gaussian or Lorentzian form. In Chapter 4 $g_1(\tau)$ is revised within the theoretical frameworks of LDF and DWS, complemented by recent advances in the modelling of optical scattering of whole blood [44]. In addition, the influence of multiple scattering, a well-known bottleneck in LSCI (and also LDF) [45] is theoretically and experimentally assessed. The results are relevant to other dynamic light scattering flowmetry techniques for which the ability to accurately measure blood flow depends on the appropriateness of the assumed model for $g_1(\tau)$ and the accuracy in measuring $g_1(\tau)$, taking into account the optical properties of the scatterers and the geometry dependent multiple scattering in biological tissues. However, the acquisition simplicity, temporal and spatial measurement characteristics and automated analysis possibility of time-integrated speckle based methods (like LSCI) are advantageous for a non-invasive, compact, instantaneous and continuous microcirculation monitoring device.
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Quantitative Laser Speckle Flowmetry of the In Vivo Microcirculation using Sidestream Dark Field Microscopy
Glow with the Flow

Abstract

We present integrated Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) and Sidestream Dark Field (SDF) flowmetry to provide real-time, non-invasive and quantitative measurements of speckle decorrelation times related to microcirculatory flow. Using a multi-exposure acquisition scheme, precise speckle decorrelation times were obtained. Applying SDF-LSCI in vitro and in vivo allows direct comparison between speckle contrast decorrelation and flow velocities, while imaging the phantom and microcirculation architecture. This resulted in a novel analysis approach that distinguishes decorrelation due to flow from other additive decorrelation sources.

Adapted from:

3.1 Introduction

The microcirculation comprises the smallest functional vessels of the vascular network, where blood and tissue interact to create an environment necessary for cell and tissue survival [1]. It provides the link between cellular processes and system physiology. Microcirculation imaging has been successfully applied in internal, surgical and intensive care medicine where its significance has become particularly apparent in the diagnosis and treatment of septic shock [2, 3]. Good image contrast and determination of functional parameters are key requirements for microcirculation imagers. Recently, sidestream dark field (SDF) video imaging has evolved from these clinical requirements [4] resulting in a handheld device captures light reflected from the subsurface tissue bed, focused onto a camera to visualize movement of red blood cells (RBCs) in the capillaries. High quality images can be acquired at locations where the microcirculation is superficial, such as mucosal tissue (e.g. sublingual), conjunctiva and organ surfaces.

Functional microcirculation parameters such as vessel geometry and -density can be straightforwardly obtained from SDF images. The RBCs can be tracked to quantify the blood flow velocities within the vessels semi-automatically [5]. However, the maximum measurable flow velocities are limited by the frame rate of the camera (e.g. ~1 mm/s at 30 frames per second) [4, 5]. An alternative technique to quantify microcirculation dynamics is based on laser speckle photography [6], but only after digital cameras became readily available Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) increased in popularity [7-9]. Speckles are formed when coherent light is randomly reflected (scattered) and constructively or destructively interferes at the detector to form bright respectively dark spots ('speckles'). When the scatterers are in motion the speckle pattern fluctuates, resulting in blurring of speckles at the detector within a finite integration time. LSCI links the reduced speckle contrast to the dynamics of the scatterers (flowing RBC’s). The speckle contrast depends on the combination of integration time and the decorrelation time of the speckle pattern. However, the quantitative relation between flow velocity and speckle contrast/decorrelation time remains topic of debate [10]. On the other hand, the advantage of LSCI is the sensitivity to considerably higher flow velocities than SDF imaging (typically 10 mm/s for LSCI [11]).

Combining conventional SDF imaging with LSCI enhances the dynamic range of microcirculation perfusion measurements, and improves the quantification algorithm of perfusion. LSCI and SDF imaging have been shown to be sensitive to the same microcirculation perfusion dynamics, using the handheld SDF imaging system and a separate commercial LSCI system with different optics, magnification and resolution [12]. Here, we present an integrated system where both SDF and speckle contrast images can be obtained using one hand held SDF-LSCI system. This enabled us to acquire true RBC velocities (conventional SDF mode) and speckle contrast values (SDF-LSCI mode) of the same microcirculation region in vivo. We applied a multi-exposure acquisition scheme which has been shown to result in reliable estimates for speckle decorrelation times [11]. This dual-mode approach therefore provided fundamental insight in the quantitative relation between RBC flow velocities and time-integrated speckle contrast decorrelation. This resulted in the development of a novel speckle contrast analysis scheme that distinguishes decorrelation due to blood flow from other additive decorrelation sources, and is a first step towards absolute quantitative laser speckle flowmetry in vivo.
3.2 THEORY

After interaction of coherent light with tissue, each pixel on the camera receives light that has been scattered from various positions within the sample. The associated path length distribution leads to an interference amplitude that depends on the arrangement of the scattering medium with respect to the pixel, so that an image with randomly varying intensity (speckle pattern) is produced. Moving scatterers will naturally lead to fluctuations in the detected speckle intensity. Quantification of this fluctuation by calculating either temporal or spatial statistics of the speckle pattern provides information on the motion of the scatterers.

3.2.1 Temporal assessment of speckle dynamics

The rate of change of the speckle pattern is quantified through the characteristic decorrelation time(s) of the scattered electric field $\tau_{C}$, which parameterize the electric field autocorrelation function $g_1(\tau) = \langle E^*(t+\tau)E(t) \rangle / \langle |E(t)|^2 \rangle$, where $\langle \ldots \rangle$ is the time average. This cannot be measured directly in most experiments so that in practice, the temporal autocorrelation of the detected intensity $g_2(\tau) = \langle I(t+\tau)I(t) \rangle / \langle I(t) \rangle^2$, is recorded. Both are related through the Siegert relation:

$$g_2(\tau) = 1 + \beta_M |g_1(\tau)|^2$$

(3.1)

where $\beta_M$ is a measurement-geometry specific constant discussed in Section 3.2.2. The characteristic time(s) of $g_1(\tau)$, can thus be obtained from measurements of $g_2(\tau)$ after proper assessment of $\beta_M$. For independent particles with isotropic dynamics, $g_1(\tau)$ is given in [13]:

$$|g_1(\tau)|^2 = \exp \left( -2q^2 \langle \Delta r^2(\tau) \rangle / 6 \right),$$

(3.2)

where $q = 2k \sin(\theta/2)$, with $k$ the wave number $k = 2\pi/\lambda$; $\lambda$ the wavelength; and $\theta$ the angle between incident and reflected light. For low-NA detection optics in backscattering, $\theta \approx 180^\circ$ and $q \approx 2k$. The $\langle \Delta r^2(\tau) \rangle$ is the mean-square displacement of the scatterer in time interval $\tau$. Multiple sources of decorrelation can be present at the same time [10]. For example, particles in flow can also undergo Brownian motion due to finite temperatures. If Brownian motion is not affected by the velocity gradient, the total mean square displacement can be separated in a diffuse and convective part. The decorrelation of the scattered fields due to these two independent motions can then be treated separately [14]. For Brownian motion, $\langle \Delta r^2(\tau) \rangle = 6D_b \tau$ [13] where $D_b$ is the Brownian motion diffusion coefficient. For flows with a Gaussian velocity distribution, Bonner and Nossal [15] showed that $\langle \Delta r^2(\tau) \rangle = \langle V^2 \rangle \tau^2$, where $\langle V^2 \rangle$ is the second moment of the velocity distribution. Neglecting other sources of decorrelation (e.g. rotations of the particles), we have:

$$|g_1(\tau)|^2 \approx |g_{1,Brown}(\tau)|^2 \times |g_{1,dir}(\tau)|^2 = \exp \left( -2\tau \langle \tau_{C,Brown} \rangle \right) \times \exp \left( -2\left[ \tau / \tau_{C,dir} \right]^2 \right),$$

(3.3)

$\S$ This condition is often assumed in laser speckle flowmetry, but not always met. In Chapter 4, $q$ will be calculated following Mie and Percus-Yevick scattering theories.
Both Lorentzian and Gaussian forms are encountered in the LSCI literature, often discussing which one is more appropriate [7, 9, 10, 16, 17]. However, the presence of multiple sources of decorrelation validates the use of a combinational model such as Eq. 3.3. Additionally, a sampled biological tissue volume likely consists of stationary structures and moving blood. The influence of the static component on $g_1(t)$ can be taken into account using a modified Siegert relation [11, 18, 19] introducing a dependence on $\rho = I_f/(I_f + I_s)$, with $I_f$ the detected intensity of the fluctuating scattered light, $I_s$ the detected intensity of the light scattered by static components.

### 3.2.2 Spatial assessment of speckle dynamics

Direct measurement of temporal statistics requires long acquisition times, or a small field of view, so that research has focused on spatial assessment of speckle dynamics. This approach relies on quantification of loss in speckle contrast due to temporal averaging of speckle fluctuations during the integration time of a camera. Speckle contrast $K$ is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation ($\sigma_i$) to the mean ($<I>$) of the intensity:

$$K = \frac{\sigma_i}{<I>}.$$  \hfill (3.4)

Contrast $K$ is related to the time integrated $g_1(t)$ [20]:

$$K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) \left| g_1(\tau) \right|^2 d\tau \right]^{1/2},$$  \hfill (3.5)

where $T$ is the exposure time of the camera and $\beta_M$ is a factor propagating from Eq. (3.1). Although $\tau_c$ can be obtained from a measurement using a single $T$, it has been shown [11] that more robust estimates of $\tau_c$ can be obtained using a multi-exposure scheme, e.g. measuring $K(T)$ vs. $T$ followed by non-linear curve fitting.

The probability density function of the measured intensity is a gamma-PDF [20] with shape parameter $M = 1/\beta_M$, i.e. the maximum attainable speckle contrast $K_{\text{max}} = 1/\sqrt{M}$. A fully developed speckle pattern gives $K_{\text{max}} = 1$ ($\beta_M = 1$). In practice $K_{\text{max}} < 1$ due to depolarization; incoherence of the light source; vibrations in the experimental setup; etc. [7, 21, 22]. Another cause for reduced $K_{\text{max}}$ is failure to meet the Nyquist sampling criterion i.e. pixel size $\leq 1/2$ speckle size (optical resolution in the camera plane).

An often used approximation is ‘Brownian motion only’ [6, 8, 11, 23], i.e. the first term in Eq. (3.3). Using the modified Siegert relation as before, Eq. (3.5) evaluates to:

$$K(T) = \beta^{1/2} \left[ \rho^2 \frac{\exp(-2x) - 1 + 2x}{2(x)^2} + 4\rho(1-\rho) \frac{\exp(-x) - 1 + x}{(x)^2} + (1-\rho)^2 \right]^{1/2} + C_{\text{noise}}$$ \hfill (3.6)

where $x = T/\tau_c$ and $C_{\text{noise}}$ an added noise term for measurement noise.
In case of directional dynamics, the second term of Eq. (3.3) is retained, and speckle contrast is given by [16, 18]:

\[ K(T) = \beta^{1/2} \left[ \rho^2 \frac{\exp(-2(x)^2) - 1 + \sqrt{2\pi} \text{erf}(\sqrt{2}x)}{2(x)^2} \right]^{1/2} \]

The model choice has consequences for the retrieved \( \tau_c \) and is a complicating factor in speckle contrast analysis [10]. A combinational model, as leading to Eq. (3.3) can be evaluated using e.g. Mathematica, but is not reiterated here because of the arguments in Section 3.2.4.

### 3.2.3 Relation between \( \tau_c \) and \( V \)

Eq. (3.3) suggests an inverse linear relation between \( \tau_c \) and \( V \) for both Brownian motion and directional flow, which has been observed in many independent experiments [8, 11, 24]. A common relation is \( V = \lambda/(2\pi\tau_c) \), which reduces to approximately \( V = 0.1/\tau_c \) [\( \mu m/\)ms] for visible laser light [21]. This relation differs by 1-2 orders of magnitude [9] from the analysis of Bonner [15] that takes into account the form factor of red blood cells, leading to \( V = 3.5/\tau_c^{1/2} \) [\( \mu m/\)ms]. Also suggested is \( V = \omega/\tau_c \), where \( \omega \) is a measure of the point spread function of the system [10]. In the camera plane, \( \omega \) corresponds to the minimal speckle size, and \( \tau_c \) to the time it takes to “replace” a speckle pattern with an uncorrelated pattern. Yoshimura [25] gave an extensive overview of statistical properties of dynamic speckle patterns in different imaging geometries, demonstrating (again) an inverse relation between \( \tau_c \) and \( V \), but proportionality was highly dependent on the exact experimental layout. Imaging a speckle pattern on a camera, yields \( V = r_s/M_{\text{opt}}\tau_c \), where \( r_s \) is the speckle size in the image plane and \( M_{\text{opt}} \) is the optical magnification of the imaging system. The relation between \( \tau_c \) and \( V \) may thus depend on a combination of scatterer properties and imaging geometry, but remains unsettled. Another factor hampering quantification is multiple scattering by moving objects which reduces \( \tau_c \) because of an apparent increase of \( <\Delta r^2(t)> \) in a given time interval \( t \).

### 3.2.4 Practical considerations

Our preliminary in vivo measurements showed that ‘static tissue’ also exhibits a non-negligible speckle decorrelation. We hypothesize that this is due to 1) dynamic processes encountered along the photon path before arriving at the image plane (tissue matrix, other vessels); 2) movement of muscles in the sublingual region (subject) and hand (operator) while holding the Microscan™. This ‘offset’ decorrelation is thus also present in data obtained from vessels in addition to the sought decorrelation due to flowing RBCs. Since, analogous to the derivation leading to Eq. (3.3), the total autocorrelation function is given by the product of the two (or more) autocorrelation functions we write:

\[ g_{1,\text{total}}(\tau) = g_{1,\text{flow}}(\tau) \cdot g_{1,\text{offset}}(\tau), \quad (3.8) \]
where \( \text{flow} \) refers to decorrelation due to blood flow and \( \text{offset} \) due to photon path dynamics and muscle movements. Likely, \( g_{c, \text{offset}} \) is best modeled as random (“Brownian”). For simplicity we assume that a Gaussian form describes both processes, such that flow dynamics are characterized by a convoluted time constant:

\[
\tau_{c, \text{flow}} = \tau_{c, \text{offset}} \cdot \left( \frac{\tau_{c, \text{offset}}^2 - \tau_{c, \text{total}}^2}{\tau_{c, \text{total}}^2} \right)^{1/2},
\]

(3.9)

where \( \tau_{c, \text{total}} \) can be derived from a multi-exposure fit of \( K \) measured at the vessel region, while \( \tau_{c, \text{offset}} \) can be measured at a tissue region adjacent to the vessel.

LSCI suffers from a trade-off between \( K \)-accuracy and spatial resolution, as \( K \) must be determined over a sufficient number of pixels. A practical approach [26-28] is to determine \( K \) in a small spatial region from subsequently acquired images, assuming ergodicity – ensemble statistics equal temporal statistics. Even if ergodicity is violated (e.g. the presence of a static fraction \( (1 - \rho) \)) correct \( K \)-values are obtained as long as \( \rho \) is constant between frames, and the time between acquisitions is large compared to \( \tau_c \). It has been shown that a multi-exposure acquisition scheme and fit of Eq. (3.6) or (3.7) adequately corrects for differences in spatial and temporal sampling [11], and in this report we show similar assurance for spatiotemporal sampling.

### 3.3 Methods

#### 3.3.1 Sidestream dark field and speckle microscope system

An SDF-imaging system (Microscan™, Microvision Medical, The Netherlands) was modified to allow flexible coupling between light sources for tissue illumination. The SDF-principle is based on a central imaging pathway surrounded by illumination light. Specular reflection is blocked while multiple scattered light illuminates the subsurface vessels and is focused on the camera. Absorption of green light by haemoglobin in red blood cells (RBCs) results in image contrast between tissue and flowing RBCs, an example can be viewed in Media 1 §. In our system, four large multimode plastic optical fibers (POF ESKA™, fiber core 980 μm, NA 0.5) surrounding the central lens tube were used for light delivery. For conventional SDF microcirculation imaging, green light provided by a band pass filtered (550 ± 20 nm) broadband light source (Xenon light, Karl Storz Endoskope, Germany) was coupled into the fibers. For SDF-LSCI imaging, red laser light (632.8 nm He/Ne, Spectra Physics, US) was coupled into the fibers using a flip mirror which simultaneously blocked the green light, see Fig. 3.1. To prevent overexposure a variable neutral density filter was placed in front of the laser. The tip of the Microscan™ including the four optical fibers is covered with a disposable sterile cap, and can be placed safely on organ and tissue surfaces. The camera plane can be axially translated with respect to the lens system within the tube (not shown, 5x magnification) which results in translation of the focal plane from tissue surface to a maximal depth of 400 μm. Light was detected with a monochrome camera (IEEE 1394, Guppy F-080B, Allied Vision Technologies, Germany), software controlled by self-written scripts (LabVIEW, National Instruments, US). By flipping the mirror between image

§ Media 1 can be downloaded at: http://www.opticsinfobase.org/boe/viewmedia.cfm?uri=boe-4-11-2347&seq=1
sequences, conventional ‘SDF-absorption mode’ and ‘LSCI mode’ videos could be recorded sequentially. The principal imaging mechanisms are illustrated in the enlargement in Fig. 3.1: absorption of green light results in contrast between RBCs and tissue, while reflection (and minimal absorption) of red coherent light results in constructive and destructive interference patterns of which the temporal properties reflect the dynamic contrast between RBCs and tissue.

![Diagram of Modified SDF imaging system](image)

**Figure 3.1** | Modified SDF-imaging system for non-invasive imaging of subsurface microcirculation in dual mode (SDF and SDF-LSCI). Broadband green light (SDF) is highly absorbed by flowing RBCs, resulting in contrast between vessels and tissue. Red coherent light (SDF-LSCI) is scattered by tissue and moving RBCs, resulting in contrasting speckle dynamics between vessels and surrounding tissue. The optical set-up for sequential coupling of SDF light and SDF-LSCI light into the four optical illumination fibers involved 3 lenses (L1 = L2, f = 32 mm, L3, f = 10 mm); two filters (F1, band pass interference filter, 550 ± 20 nm and F2, variable neutral density filter, OD 0.04 - 2.00); and a flip mirror M to swap between modes. A 5x magnifying lens system in the lens tube focuses the subsurface microcirculation image onto a CCD camera. Details of imaging modes are illustrated in the inset (green arrows: SDF, absorption; red arrows: SDF-LSCI, speckle).

### 3.3.2 In vitro flow phantom imaging

We designed a sublingual tissue simulating optical phantom based on a protocol by De Bruin et al. [29]. Silicone elastomer (Sylgard® 184 Silicone Elastomer DOW/Corning, US) was mixed with titanium dioxide (TiO\(_2\)) particles (anatase form, Sigma Aldrich, US) to mimic tissue scattering ([TiO\(_2\)] = 1 mg/ml, corresponding to a reduced scattering coefficient \(\mu'_s = 1.5 \text{ mm}^{-1}\) at 632.8 nm) [29]. A small glass tube (diameter \(d = 300 \mu\text{m}\)) was embedded in the silicone and connected to a reservoir of Intralipid® (2.5%), a scattering solution of fat particles, subject to a constant pressure to create a stable flow through the channel. The resulting flow velocity was estimated by measuring the throughput volume over an extended period of time. Fig. 3.2 shows an optical coherence tomography image of a cross-section of the flow phantom, together with a schematic drawing.

### 3.3.3 In vivo sublingual tissue imaging

**In vivo** sublingual microcirculation SDF and speckle images were obtained with the integrated SDF-LSCI device from a healthy volunteer. The handheld device was gently pressed against sublingual tissue ensuring undisruptive blood flow. The SDF and SDF-LSCI modes were alternated to record data from the same microcirculation region.
3.3.4 Data analysis
The SDF-LSCI device recorded 8-bit monochrome image frames, 1024 x 768 pixels at 30 frames-per-second (except for exposure times > 34 ms). Image and data analysis was performed using self-written software (Labview, National Instruments, US and Matlab, MathWorks, US). A prerecorded bias frame (average dark frame) was subtracted from each image frame before analysis, which made the noise-term in Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) negligible. The speckle contrast values recorded at multiple exposure times in the range 0.5 - 80 ms were calculated according to Eq. (3.4) using spatial and spatiotemporal sampling (see also Section 2.4), and were fitted to Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) using a nonlinear fitting procedure based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. For our in vitro flow phantom measurements, $\beta_M$ was a-priori estimated from the static part of the phantom, at short integration time $T$. The same approach is not possible for sublingual tissue measurements, since completely static regions are absent in vivo due to background tissue and/or probe movement. Therefore, for each individual vessel or tissue region $\beta_M$ was estimated from an initial fit with fit parameters $\beta_M$, $\rho$ and $\tau_c$. We note that $\beta_M$ is expected to be different in in vitro and in vivo situations, due to differences in optical properties affecting multiple scattering, depolarization, etc. which are likely to be different in both experiments. In subsequent evaluations of a given phantom or vessel/tissue region, $\beta_M$ was kept fixed and $\rho$ was estimated at $T >> \tau_c$, since the first two terms in Eq. (3.6)/(3.7) will be negligible ($K^2 = \beta_M (1 - \rho)^2$). Finally, either Eq. (3.6) or (3.7) was fitted to the speckle contrast data with $\tau_c$ the only fitting parameter. Eq. (3.6) was used when no flow, but only Brownian motion was present in phantom experiments; Eq. (3.7) in all other cases. In vivo, determination of $\tau_c$ corresponding to flow regions and to non-flow regions allowed extraction of the speckle decorrelation time associated with flow only according to Eq. (3.9). Image frames acquired using conventional SDF-mode could be used to measure the blood flow velocities, using commercially available software (Automated Vascular Analysis, AVA3.0, Microvision Medical, The Netherlands).

3.4. Results

3.4.1 Validation of SDF-LSCI device
Following Section 3.2.2 the intensity PDF of a static speckle pattern determines the maximum attainable speckle contrast. Fig. 3.3a shows the intensity PDF of the speckle pattern resulting from the static part of the flow phantom imaged with SDF-LSCI (green triangles), and the black line represents a gamma-PDF with $M = 2.2$ [20, 30]; the maximum contrast is $K_{\text{max}} = 0.67$ and $\beta_M = 0.45$. Spatial integration and under-sampling of speckles
can also reduce speckle contrast, therefore we estimate our speckle size using the second order statics of the intensity distribution \([31, 32]\), such as the power spectral density (PSD) and the normalized autocovariance of the intensity in the spatial and the frequency domain respectively (Figs. 3.3b and 3.3c). The measured PSD (Fig. 3.3b) straightforwardly demonstrates that the speckles are sampled above the Nyquist frequency because there is no signal content at the maximum spatial frequency. More quantitatively, Alexander et al. calculate the average speckle diameter as half the full width of the autocovariance function \([30]\), while Goodman relates the average size of a speckle to the ‘equivalent area’ of the normalized 2D autocovariance function \([20]\), and Kirkpatrick et al examine the FWHM of the autocovariance function to estimate the minimum speckle size \([31]\). Fig. 3.3c shows the normalized autocovariance of the speckle intensity with an equivalent area of \(\approx 2.5\) pixels and a full width of \(\approx 5\) pixels; resulting in a speckle size of \(2.5\) pixels. We estimated the FWHM of the PSD by fitting a Gaussian and calculated the corresponding FWHM of the (also Gaussian) autocovariance function according to \(\text{FWHM}_{\text{PSD}} = \text{FWHM}_{\text{autocov}} \approx 2.5\) pixels. It is thus assured that the speckles are adequately sampled above the Nyquist frequency, with an estimated minimum speckle size \(\approx 2.2\) pixels (10.2 μm) and average speckle size \(\approx 2.5\) pixels (11.6 μm).

Lastly, the temporal behaviour of the light source and light delivery by multimode fibers is investigated. The Spearman correlation coefficient of subsequent image frames \((T = 1\) s\), recorded from a static phantom region, showed a strong correlation \((r > 0.5)\) up to 5 seconds. In view of the expected speckle decorrelation times in vivo this is sufficiently long.

\[\text{FWHM}_{\text{PSD}} \approx \frac{8\ln(2)}{\text{FWHM}_{\text{autocov}}} = 2.2\text{ pixels}.\]

\[\text{FWHM}_{\text{autocov}} \approx 2.2\text{ pixel}.\]

3.4.2 Validation of speckle contrast measurement

Accurate estimation of \(K\) benefits from a large number of sampled speckles and thus a large spatial region size for calculation of \(<I>\) and \(\sigma_I\). The estimated \(K\)-value is reduced with respect to its true value for a small region-size to speckle-size ratio and the uncertainty in \(K\) is larger \([27, 28, 32]\). Large spatial regions result in a reduced spatial resolution. Spatiotemporal sampling can alleviate this resolution loss by (also) averaging over temporal pixels. In microcirculation imaging both spatial and temporal resolution are important, therefore we defined a spatiotemporal local region \([27, 28]\).
To validate K-estimation we recorded 20 in vitro and in vivo images (T = 1 ms) and a large area representing the center of the flow channel respectively vessel was selected for which constant flow (thus constant K) was assumed. The flow velocity in the channel was 7 mm/s while that in the vessel was <2 mm/s resulting in lower absolute speckle contrast values for the channel compared to the vessel. To determine the smallest local region size that still gives an accurate estimation of K we varied the number of pixels in the spatial (N_s × N_s) and temporal (N_t) dimension. For the varying local region sizes (N_s × N_s × N_t) pixels K-values were calculated for the selected channel and vessel area (see Fig. 3.4a). Next, the mean <K> and coefficient of variance (CV = \sigma_K/<K>) were determined, where \sigma_K is the standard deviation in K. For the largest local region size a total of 45 K-values could be obtained, thus, for fair comparison 45 K-values were selected for each local region size to calculate <K> and CV. The global K-value was calculated from all pixels comprising the area representing the channel respectively vessel in the raw speckle image, and is regarded as the ‘true’ K-value. In Fig. 3.4b the results for <K> in vivo and in vitro are plotted as a dependency on N_t for 4 different N_s’s, with global K represented by the dashed line. In Fig. 3.4c and 3.4d, the obtained CV is plotted for in vitro respectively in vivo K-values. As expected, the estimated <K> converges to the global value with increasing region size, and the CV decreases. Fig. 3.4 also shows that for a scenario with a large fraction of static scatterers, like the flow phantom, the estimated <K> is mostly dependent on the spatial dimension N_s, although the CV of <K> depends on both N_s and N_t. Based on Fig. 3.4 we defined our local region for subsequent analysis to be 7 x 7 x 20 (N_s × N_s × N_t).
× $N_t$) pixels, which means a negligible underestimation of $K$ and a CV below 8%, while keeping the spatial resolution at 7 μm.

### 3.4.3 SDF-LSCI in vitro: flow phantom

The flow phantom enabled recording of raw speckle images for a large range of Intralipid® flows (in the range $V = 0 - 20 \text{ mm/s}$) and exposure times (0.5 - 80 ms). The raw speckle images were converted to speckle contrast images using a local region of $7 \times 7 \times 20 (N_s \times N_s \times N_t)$ pixels. In Fig. 3.5a the multi-exposure $K$-values are plotted for five different flow velocities and Brownian motion, as well as for a static (non-channel) region of the phantom. The flow data points are fitted to Eq. (3.7) (Gaussian autocorrelation function), while the Brownian motion data is fitted to Eq. (3.6) (Lorentzian autocorrelation function), $<R_{\text{adj}}^2>$ averaged over all 9 fits = 0.86 ± 0.08. $\beta_M$ was estimated at 0.33, and $\rho$ at 0.6 ± 0.02. To verify that spatiotemporal sampling resulted in a comparable fitting outcome compared to spatial sampling, we also estimated $K$-values using a spatial local region consisting of an equal amount of pixels ($31 \times 31$ instead of $7 \times 7 \times 20$) and repeated the same fitting procedure. Again, the goodness of fit was high ($<R_{\text{adj}}^2>$ averaged over all 9 fits = 0.94 ± 0.03). The obtained fitting parameter $\tau_c$ from both sampling procedures is plotted in Fig. 3.5b as a dependency of flow velocity. Fig. 3.5b shows that $1/\tau_c$ follows a linear relationship versus flow velocity for velocities up until 12 mm/s ($r^2 = 0.99$). The slope and intercept [95% upper Cl - lower Cl] of the linear fit were for the spatially sampled data: 2.7 [2.3 - 3.0] [μm⁻¹] (slope) and 1.3 [-1.2 - 3.8] [ms⁻¹] (intercept), and for spatiotemporally sampled data: 2.4 [2.0 - 2.7] [μm⁻¹] (slope) and 1.8 [-0.7 - 4.2] [ms⁻¹] (intercept). The presence of static scatterers (as in the flow phantom) diverges the estimate of $K$ when sampled spatially compared to spatiotemporally [18]. As can be seen in Fig. 3.5b, the absolute $\tau_c$ values from fitting the spatially and spatiotemporally sampled multi-exposure curves are similar (difference in slope linear fit <10%). Thus, the adopted model based on the modified Siegert relation properly corrects for the presence of a static component in the speckle images in the SDF-LSCI geometry, as was shown for other geometries before [11].

![Flow phantom speckle decorrelation results](image)

**Figure 3.5 | Flow phantom speckle decorrelation results.** (a) Multi-exposure speckle contrast values (data points) and corresponding fit (lines) for several different flow velocities. The $K$ values ($N_s = 7$, $N_t = 20$) are fitted to Eq. (3.7) for the flow data, while Eq. (3.6) is fitted to the Brownian motion data. (b) Fit parameter $\tau_c$ (plotted as $1/\tau_c$) from multi-exposure speckle contrast fits for several flow velocities between 0 - 20 μm/ms (mm/s), applying a spatiotemporal (purple squares) and a spatial (orange triangles) local region, consisting of $7 \times 7 \times 20$ and $31 \times 31$ pixels respectively, and its linear fit (dashed line).
3.4.4  **SDF-LSCI in vivo: sublingual microcirculation**

The *in vivo* data set consists of videos of several regions of the sublingual microcirculation acquired in SDF and SDF-LSCI mode sequentially, recorded with multiple exposure times (in the range 0.5 - 80 ms) for the SDF-LSCI mode. To illustrate the recording and analysis procedure and resulting processed images, a video is shown in Media 2 (1.6 Mb) and Media 3 (7.9 Mb) and Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.6 shows four panels each representing the same area of sublingual microcirculation. Fig. 3.6a and 3.6b (top left and top right panel in Media 2 and 3) represent unprocessed conventional SDF and raw speckle images respectively. The corresponding processed *K*-image at exposure time 10 ms is shown in Fig. 3.6c. In Media 3 (full video) raw speckle images and processed SDF-LSCI images are shown for *T* = 1, 2, 10, 20 and 50 ms consecutively, each as 2 second videos, and Media 2 only for *T* = 10 ms. Note that to enhance the contrast in Fig. 3.6c the scale bar for speckle contrast *K* ranges from 0.1 - 0.4, while in Media 2 and 3 (bottom left panel) the *K*-scale bar ranges from 0 - 1 to accommodate for *K*-values from short and long exposure times. To increase the spatial and temporal visualization, the raw SDF-LSCI videos in Media 2 and 3 (top right panel) were processed for each pixel (with local region *N* = 7, *N* = 20), thus only every 7th *K*-value in space and every 20th *K*-value in time are independent. For each exposure time 150 frames were recorded, consequently each pixel represented an average of 7 *K*-values to perform a multi-exposure fit (Eq.(3.7)), resulting in a 1/*τ* map of the sublingual microcirculation region as shown in Fig. 3.6d and bottom right panel of Media 2 and 3.

To average the physiological variation in flow, SDF videos of 5 seconds were captured on average 5 times (at least twice) for each vessel before, during and after multi-exposure laser speckle imaging. SDF and SDF-LSCI images were recorded for 5 different sublingual regions in total. The minimum blood flow recorded was 0.2 mm/s and the maximum was higher than the reliable measurement range (>1.2 mm/s) using the RBC tracking algorithm in AVA3.0, resulting in reliably measurements for 15 out of 19 analyzed vessels. A multi-exposure speckle acquisition scheme (0.5 - 80 ms) was performed twice for each vessel, and for each exposure time 150 frames were recorded (≥ 5 sec) again averaging for physiological heterogeneity in flow. In these processed *K*-images for each vessel at least 25 (in space) x 15 (in time) independent *K*-values were selected to calculate mean <*K*>. The standard deviation in *K*-values was between 1 and 10% with an average of 4%. In Fig. 3.7a three examples of multi-exposure *K*-curves and their corresponding fit result (Eq. (3.7)) are shown for three blood vessels, ranging from 0.2 - 1.1 mm/s. We note that the maximum *K*-value of the multi-exposure speckle contrast curves *in vivo* (Fig. 3.7a) is higher than the static data points in Fig. 3.5a, likely due to differences in *β*, as discussed in Section 3.3.4. The goodness of fit was high, <R<sup>adj</sup>^2> averaged over all 19 fits = 0.98 ± 0.01. The average value of *β*, was 0.44 ± 0.06, and ρ 0.85 ± 0.02.

A bar plot of 1/*τ*<sub>flow</sub> according to Eq.(3.9) versus *in vivo* blood flow velocity is shown in Fig. 3.7b. Due to physiological variance in blood flow velocity we grouped the vessels, where each group consisted of minimally 3 vessels. Subscribing to our hypothesis, the correlation between blood flow velocity and 1/*τ*<sub>flow</sub> (*r*^2* = 0.95) than

---

§ Media 2 can be dowloaded at: [http://www.opticsinfobase.org/boe/viewmedia.cfm?uri=boe-4-11-2347&seq=2](http://www.opticsinfobase.org/boe/viewmedia.cfm?uri=boe-4-11-2347&seq=2) and the full version Media 3 at: [http://www.opticsinfobase.org/boe/viewmedia.cfm?uri=boe-4-11-2347&seq=3](http://www.opticsinfobase.org/boe/viewmedia.cfm?uri=boe-4-11-2347&seq=3)
the uncorrected $\tau_{c,total}$ ($r^2 = 0.40$) for the grouped vessels. The slope and intercept [95% upper CI - lower CI] of the linear fit were for $1/\tau_{c,flow}$ versus flow: 0.32 [0.19 - 0.44] [$\mu$m$^{-1}$] (slope) and 0.37 [0.29 - 0.44] [ms$^{-1}$] (intercept). In addition, $\tau_{c,total}$ (uncorrected vessel $\tau_c$) correlated highly to $\tau_{c,offset}$ (adjacent tissue region) ($r^2 = 0.99$).

Figure 3.6 | In vivo SDF-LSCI recording and analysis procedure. (a) Typical SDF image of sublingual microcirculation. (b) Raw speckle image and (c) processed K-image ($N_s = 7, N_t = 20$) of same region as in (a), recorded at $T = 10$ ms. For each pixel and exposure time, $K$ was estimated to enable a pixel wise multi-exposure curve fit (Eq.(3.7)), resulting in a $1/\tau_c$ map of the same region as in (a), shown in (d). In Media 2 and 3 the four panels are presented as a video, showing flowing RBC’s (top left), raw speckle (top right) and speckle contrast (bottom left) images, and a still frame (bottom right) of the corresponding $1/\tau_c$ map. Media 2 represents SDF-LSCI at $T = 10$ ms, while Media 3 represents SDF-LSCI at $T = 1, 2, 10, 20$ and $50$ ms consecutively.

Figure 3.7 | In vivo SDF-LSCI results. (a) Multi-exposure $K$-values (data points) and corresponding fit (lines) for several different flow velocities in vivo (upper curves). For comparison two in vitro multi-exposure $K$-curves are also plotted (lower curves). Eq. (3.7) is used as fitting model. (b) Bar plot of fit parameter $\tau_{c,flow}$ (represented as $1/\tau_{c,flow}$) of 19 in vivo blood vessels, corrected according to Eq. (3.9). The vessels were grouped in five different velocity ranges, with minimally 3 vessels per group.
3.5 DISCUSSION

We validated sidestream dark field laser speckle contrast imaging (SDF-LSCI), for functional microcirculation imaging in vivo based on contrast due to RBC-concentration (absorption of green light, conventional SDF-mode) and on contrast due to RBC-flow (reflection of coherent light, SDF-LSCI mode). SDF-LSCI is sensitive to a large range of flows, from sub-mm/s to effectively unlimited velocities, making it a suitable tool to image low flows in angiogenic microvessels (wound healing, tumor neovascularization), or for high blood flow imaging during hyperthermia [33, 34]. A linear relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and flows up to 12 mm/s (equivalent to $\tau_c > 0.03$ ms) was found in vitro, suggesting that SDF-LSCI can be used to quantify changes in the microcirculation during the development of sepsis [3].

3.5.1 SDF-LSCI: a quantitative tool?

Duncan et al. highlighted 5 issues hindering LSCI to become a quantitative tool [10].

1. “a persistent erroneous formula expressing contrast as a function of integrated instantaneous covariance of intensity” – As pointed out by Bandyopadhyay [24], for robust absolute flow measurements the correct derivation is essential and thus applied in this study (Eq. (3.5)).

2. “the inappropriate use of the Lorentzian field correlation relationship” - Differences in $\tau_c$ fitted with Eq. (3.6) or (3.7) (Gaussian or Lorentzian) were small in vitro (data not shown), but since the error induced by incorrect autocorrelation model is more significant for low flows (small $T/\tau_c$ ratio) [17], for the subsequent in vivo analysis the Gaussian model, appropriate for directional flow, was applied in this study.

3. “a tendency to operate in the long-exposure asymptotic regime and the subsequent lack of sensitivity” - Fig. 3.5a shows that high flow velocities in the phantom experiment allowed only fitting the tail of the multi-exposure curve. The reduced linearity of $1/\tau_c$ vs. $V$ for higher velocities (Fig. 3.5b) could thus be caused by a large $T/\tau_c$ ratio in the applied exposure range. Increasing the intensity to allow for shorter $T$ is expected to result in an increased linear regime. For our in vivo data at $T = 0.5$ ms, $T/\tau_c$ is well below 1 and the speckle contrast is close to $K_{max}$ (high sensitivity [10]).

4. “a common assumption that the requirements of quasi-elastic light scatter (QLS) and LSCI measurements are the same” - In the optimal QLS measurement, the speckle size matches the pixel size [7, 23]. However, in LSCI the speckle contrast (thus $<I>$ and $\sigma$) is highest when speckles are truthfully imaged. Fig. 3.3 shows that for the SDF-LSCI instrument we assure that the speckles are sampled above the Nyquist frequency, with an average speckle size of ~2.5 pixels. Thompson et al. showed that $K$ continues to increase above Nyquist sampling, and is close to maximum at 3 pixels/speckle [32], but that any reduction in $K$ is properly corrected for by a ‘linear system factor’, i.e. $\beta_M$.

5. “the oft-cited, nonphysical association between the decorrelation time and its associated flow velocity” - The key feature of the modified SDF-LSCI tool is the accessibility to speckle decorrelation times and actual blood flow velocities simultaneously. Having preliminary
quantitative in vivo $1/T_c$ and absolute flow data in hand, investigating this relationship was plausible. The aforementioned association refers to $T_c = \lambda / 2 \pi V \approx 0.1 / V$ [ms]. Interestingly, the (uncorrected) $T_{c,\text{total}}$ found in vivo was between 0.8 - 3 ms which according to this relation corresponds to a flow of 0.03 - 0.13 mm/s. Without knowledge of actual RBC velocities this seems a plausible range for microvessels, however the results of Section 3.4.4 show that using the uncorrected $T_{c,\text{total}}$ there is low correlation with flow velocity ($r^2 \approx 0.40$). After correction for offset decorrelation an improved relation between flow and $T_c$ could be established ($r^2 = 0.95$), Fig 3.7b. Two other suggested relationships between velocity $V$ and $T_c$ exist in literature (Section 3.2.3). Adapting the model by Duncan et al. based on the PSF for this geometry results in $T_c = 4.2 / V$ [ms] [10]. For our in vivo data (first 4 bars in Fig. 3.7b) we find $T_c = 3.3 / V$ [ms], approaching the PSF-model. Conversely, phantom experiments yielded $T_c = 0.4 / V$ [ms], significantly deviating from this model. The decrease in proportionality constant may be due a larger influence of photons that are multiply scattered from moving scatters, caused by a larger channel (d = 300 μm vs. d = 30 ± 16 μm in vivo) and smaller scatterers (<700 nm fat particles vs. >10× larger RBCs [35]). The third suggested model [15], taking into account the size of scatterers yields $T_{c,1/2} \approx 3.5 / V$ [ms] for RBCs (close to our values); our proportionality constant in vitro corresponds to a particle of diameter $D = 0.5$ μm, in excellent agreement with our recent determination of the effective scattering size for Intralipid® particles [35].

The different physical principles underlying the proposed models confound quantitative flow measurements, further complicated by possible multiple scattering and heterogenic flow profiles. However, we believe our approach addresses all of the five issues discussed above. Most importantly, the dual-mode operating SDF-speckle imager is a valuable method to increase the knowledge on the relationship between $T_c$ and $V$ in vivo.

### 3.5.2 Comments on hypothesis

Our proposed separation of $T_{c,\text{offset}}$ and $T_{c,\text{flow}}$ for in vivo measurements in Section 3.2.4 improved the correlation between actual flow velocity and $1/T_{c,\text{flow}}$, but needs further verification and explanation of the remaining intercept of $1/T_c$ at zero flow (Fig. 3.7b). For our in vitro data (Fig. 3.5b), the intercept of the linear fit of $1/T_c$ versus $V$ was 1.8 ms$^{-1}$, with 95% confidence range (-0.7 - 4.2). This result nearly matches the value of $1/T_c$ found for Brownian motion of Intralipid® at $V=0$ in the flow phantom channel: $1/T_c = 0.4$ (0.32 - 0.53) ms$^{-1}$. Following Eq. (3.3), we interpret the dynamics in flowing Intralipid® as a combination of Brownian motion and directional flow, where the total autocorrelation function is given by the product of the individual functions [10]. Applying our analysis of Eq. (3.9) (all processes have Gaussian autocorrelation functions), we interpret decorrelation due to Brownian motion as an offset, e.g. $T_{c,\text{offset}} \approx T_{c,\text{Brown}}$. As there were no other sources of decorrelation in our phantom setup, this analysis indeed yields $1/T_{c,\text{flow}} = 0$ at 0 mm/s. We again note that the assumption of two Gaussian autocorrelation functions is not strictly correct (since Brownian motion is associated with Lorentzian autocorrelation), but to gain mathematical simplicity the resulting small deviation is acceptable. This also suggests that the remaining intercept in the in vivo data, Fig. 3.7b ($T_{c,\text{flow}} = 3$ ms), is partially due to the Brownian motion of RBCs in the vessels that is not corrected for using in vivo $T_{c,\text{offset}}$ (next to the vessel). A $T_{c,\text{Brown,RBC}}$ in the order of 10 ms was measured for rat RBCs in Brownian motion, which have similar size to human RBCs [36].
3.6 Conclusion

We studied the combination of two non-invasive in vivo flowmetry techniques, calibrated flowmetry (SDF microscopy) and laser speckle flowmetry (LSCI). This enabled us to compare in vivo microcirculation blood flow to speckle decorrelation characteristics. We found that decorrelation sources other than blood flow confound the relationship between flow and $\tau_c$. We proposed an analysis scheme that reduces the contribution of additive decorrelation sources to advance towards absolute quantitative laser speckle flowmetry. The preliminary in vivo quantitative relationship of $\tau_c$ with blood flow velocity is promising in view of existing models, but warrants further study. We thoroughly validated the integrated instrument to ensure valid speckle sampling and speckle contrast calculations. Using the exposure range of 0.5 - 80 ms, the absolute value of fitting parameter $\tau_c$ was robust to sampling method (spatial or spatiotemporal sampling of K) and $1/\tau_c$ was found to scale linearly with flow velocities up to 12 mm/s in vitro. We have shown that SDF-LSCI has the potential to become a quantitative, automatic, non-invasive and affordable microcirculation monitoring tool.
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Quantitative Blood Flow Velocity Imaging using Laser Speckle Flowmetry
**ABSTRACT** Laser speckle flowmetry suffers from a debated quantitative relationship with blood flow, velocity or tissue perfusion and a lack of calibration of the inverse relationship $1/\tau_c = aV$ between decorrelation time ($\tau_c$) and flow velocity ($V$). Using a modified microcirculation imager, we experimentally investigate on the influence of the optical properties of scatterers on $a$ in vitro and in vivo. We found a good agreement to theoretical predictions based on the scattering phase function, within certain limits for scatterer size and multiple scattering. We present a practical model-based scaling factor to correct for multiple scattering in microcirculatory vessels. Our results show that laser speckle flowmetry offers a quantitative measure of flow velocity in addition to vessel morphology, providing the quantification of local blood flow, velocity and tissue perfusion for clinically relevant applications.
Quantitative Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Quantification of microcirculatory blood supply to tissues is of paramount importance for diagnosis, therapy planning and monitoring, e.g. of metabolic, vascular and critical diseases [1, 2]. Quantifying cerebral blood flow gives insight into brain metabolism [3], while visualizing angiogenic vasculature can aid in localizing tumours [4, 5] and monitoring their development and oxygen metabolism [6-8]. Important clinical microcirculation parameters are blood flow (volume of blood per unit time in the vasculature) and perfusion (volume of blood per volume tissue, per unit time). Both are intimately related to (local) blood flow velocity through the morphology of the vasculature itself (e.g. local vessel diameters and vessel density). Laser speckle flowmetry [9] has become a widely available vascular imaging tool with the potential to be used at the bedside or during operations due to its technological simplicity, and high spatial and temporal resolution [10-14]. Direct quantification of blood flow velocity through imaging has the additional advantage of acquiring vessel morphology, leading to the quantification of local blood flow and perfusion. However, a true quantitative representation of blood flow velocity by laser speckle flowmetry techniques was hindered by multiple scattering inside the vessels and lack of calibration of the flow velocity and speckle dynamics [15, 16], which are both addressed in the following pages. We present a practical guideline to quantitative blood flow velocity measurements through laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI), thereby enabling the quantitative estimation of functional microcirculatory parameters real time and non-invasively.

LSCI provides a measure for blood flow by quantifying the decrease in speckle contrast as a result of ‘blurring’ of dynamic speckles within a finite camera exposure time [9, 17]. When scatterers, e.g. red blood cells (RBCs), move the speckle contrast $K$, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation ($\sigma$) to the mean ($<I>$) of the pixel intensity, decreases with increasing ratio of the camera exposure time $T$ and the characteristic timescale of the speckle dynamics $\tau_c$ [18, 19]. The interpretation of $\tau_c$ as a measure of blood flow, velocity or tissue is confounded [15, 20], but represents a clinically relevant question. We investigate on this matter and show that the parameter $\tau_c$ can be quantitatively related to blood flow velocity.

Contributing to this quest we recently integrated sidestream dark field (SDF) microscopy [21, 22] with LSCI [19]. SDF-LSCI enabled us to simultaneously obtain speckle decorrelation times and flow velocities in microcirculatory vessels or phantom flow channels. We have shown that in biological tissue the speckle pattern decorrelates due to both desired and undesired dynamics and a first correction of $\tau_c$ for decorrelation sources other than blood flow (such as muscle movements) is needed. We will further validate LSCI by investigating on the relationship between $\tau_c$ and flow velocity ($V$). Albeit that the relation is verified to be of the form $1/\tau_c = \alpha V$ in flow phantom experiments, the exact value of the proportionality constant $\alpha$ is debated and has not been verified in vivo [16, 23]. Suggestions for $\alpha$ ranged from a dependence on system parameters [16, 24, 25] to a dependence on the optical properties of the scatterers [26] and dependence on multiple scattering [16, 26]. These predictions differ 1-2 orders of magnitude [23]. In spite of this controversy speckle flowmetry has shown great clinical potential for visualizing vasculature and measuring relative flow velocities [10-13, 27-30], however, to become a true quantitative tool the assessment of $\alpha$ beyond speculation is a necessity. In this work, we quantify the $1/\tau_c = \alpha V$ relation-
ship in vivo, which was suggested to depend on scatterer size through the scatterer phase function [26] and multiple scattering through the number of dynamic scattering events [16, 26]. To this end we investigate on the influence of scatterer size and volume fraction on α, using an in vitro flow phantom and solutions of polystyrene spheres. We place our results in theoretical context taking into account the optical properties and experimental geometry, resulting in a practical relation \(1/\tau_c = \alpha' A(N) \times V\) where \(\alpha'\) is the proportionality constant for single scattering events and \(A(N)\) scales for the average number of dynamic scattering events \(N\). Applying this theoretical framework to chick embryo and human microcirculation beds demonstrates the feasibility of LSCI for quantitative mapping of blood flow velocities (V) in vivo. As a guideline for the reader a flow chart presenting the sequential steps, which will be described in this Chapter, is shown in Fig. 4.1.

### 4.2 Theoretical Framework

When coherent light backscattered from different positions in biological tissue is imaged on a camera, the ensemble of phase differences gives rise to a randomly varying spatial intensity distribution (speckle). Movement of scatterers results in a temporally fluctuating speckle pattern. The characteristic timescale \(\tau_c\) of the fluctuation can be used to quantify the motion of scattering particles. However, \(\tau_c\) also depends on optical and physical properties of the tissue, e.g. the scattering phase function and scattering from more than one moving particle causing faster decorrelation of the speckle pattern (shorter \(\tau_c\)). We review the optical properties relevant to our application and their relationship with \(\tau_c\) in
Supplementary section 4.1a and 4.1b, respectively. The parameter $\tau_c$ parameterizes the temporal electric field autocorrelation function (ACF) $g_1(\tau)$ describing the sample dynamics. This approach builds upon the theoretical foundation of Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF) [26, 31], Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) [32, 33] and using our recent advances in the modelling of optical scattering of whole blood [34]. Because for large concentrations of scatterers, as in blood, the scattering is not linear with their concentration, the inter-particle correlation (“dependent scattering”) has to be taken into account to estimate the real scattering coefficient. This correlation is implemented by modelling flowing blood as a discrete random medium of hard spheres which is characterized by the local density and pair correlation function. The latter is calculated using Percus-Yevick (PY) equations [35, 36] as before [34, 37]. Next the number of scattering events in the vessel has to be determined. The probability density for the number of scattering events per unit volume $p(n)$ is Poissonian only for low volume fractions of scatterers [26]. For RBCs in whole blood (volume fraction or hematocrit (Hct) 30 - 50%) we use a normal distribution for $p(n)$, where the relation between mean ($N$) and variance ($\sigma_n^2$) is determined by the pair correlation function [38, 39] (Supplementary section 4.1c). Here, $N$ is estimated from Monte Carlo simulations of our measurement geometry (Supplementary section 4.2 and 4.3).

Temporal speckle dynamics can be derived from spatial intensity statistics of an imaged speckle pattern (Supplementary section 4.1d). After the initial derivation [9] essential improvements were included [40, 41], for example a correction for a static component in the speckle pattern. When a Gaussian form of $g_1(\tau)$ is appropriate [40] an analytical expression for speckle contrast $K(T/\tau_c)$ can be derived for curve fitting, where $T$ is the camera exposure time. Next to the sought $\tau_c$, the model incorporates the parameters $\beta_M$ [19, 42, 43] (the measurement geometric calibration constant) and $\rho$ (the fraction dynamically scattered light where $\rho = I_f / (I_f + I_s)$, with $I_f$ the detected intensity of the fluctuating scattered light and $I_s$ the detected intensity of the light scattered by static components) that can both be measured. The resulting expression is Supplementary Eq. (4.10), from which $\tau_c$ can be reliably estimated by applying a multi-exposure acquisition scheme and subsequent non-linear curve fit [28, 44].

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Data acquisition

To enable SDF-LSCI, a clinical microcirculation imager based on SDF microscopy (Microscan, Microvision Medical, The Netherlands) was modified to provide illumination with laser light (HeNe, 632.8 nm) guided through four optical multimode fibres surrounding a central imaging pathway with 5x magnification (Supplementary Fig. S4.1) [19], and an Airy disk of 4.2 μm. Light that is back reflected forms a speckle pattern on an 8-bit monochrome camera (IEEE 1394, Guppy F-080B, Allied Vision Technologies, Germany) with a field of view of 1 x 0.7 mm on 1024 x 768 pixels and 30 frames per second. The minimal speckle diameter was 2.2 pixels $\approx 10.2$ μm [45]. For conventional SDF imaging broad band green light (530 ± 20 nm) was coupled into the fibres to provide contrast between flowing RBCs and surrounding tissue to enable RBC flow measurement [46]. During in vivo data acquisition the SDF and SDF-LSCI modes were alternated to measure the flow velocity and decorrelation time of the same region [19].
4.3.2 In vitro flow phantom
We designed a tissue simulating flow phantom consisting of a polymer tube (diameter 0.2 ± 0.03 mm; depth 0.3 mm ± 0.03 mm, verified with OCT measurements [19]) embedded in silicone elastomer (Sylgard® 184 Silicone Elastomer DOW/Corning, US) mixed with titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$, anatase form, Sigma Aldrich, US) in the concentration [TiO$_2$] = 1 mg/ml to mimic tissue scattering [47]. The tube was connected to a 0.5 ml syringe, slowly pressed by a syringe pump (Harvard model PHD2000, US) which resulted in a flow range of 0.1 - 20 mm/s. The flowing media consisted of polystyrene spheres with diameters D = 0.6, 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10 μm (Kisker-Biotech, Germany) with stock volume fraction of 2.5 vol%. For 1, 2 and 5 μm particles we prepared different volume fractions in the range 0.6 - 7 vol%. The range of scattering coefficients µs as calculated using Mie and Percus-Yevick theory [37] was 7 - 150 mm$^{-1}$ as specified in Supplementary table S4.2. A complete flow series was repeated 2 or 3 times per sample, however, we note that for large spheres the low flows (<1 mm/s) were excluded due to precipitation of scatterers.

4.3.3 In vivo microcirculation
We recorded multimodal in vivo SDF-LSCI image frames from the readily accessible microcirculation of a chick embryo at embryonic day 9, grown ex ovo [48]. The imaging tip of the integrated SDF-LSCI device was gently put in contact with the chorioallantoic membrane tissue to prevent disruption of blood flow. The human sublingual microcirculation SDF-LSCI dataset was previously obtained [19] and analyzed using the current model. For the sublingual microcirculation the device was hand-held, while it was secured in a stand for chick embryo microcirculation imaging.

4.3.4 Data analysis
In vitro: Speckle contrast K was calculated from the raw speckle images according to Supplementary Section S4.1d, Eq. (4.8) over a local region of 10 x 10 pixels. To obtain a multi-exposure curve, we applied an exposure time range of 0.3 - 30 ms using neutral density filters to prevent overexposure (Supplementary Fig. S4.4). For each T minimally 200 K-values were selected in the centre of the tube (standard deviation in K < 5%). $\beta_M$ and $\rho$ were a-priori estimated at T $\ll \tau_c$ (static phantom) and at T $>> \tau_c$ (flow > 15 mm/s and T > 10 ms ) respectively, leaving $\tau_c$ the only fit parameter in Supplementary Eq. (4.10). Specifically, $\rho$ was individually estimated for each scatterer size and volume fraction and kept constant for all other flow velocities in the same size/volume fraction series, while $\beta_M$ is expected to be constant and was found to be 0.40 ± 0.02. The goodness of nonlinear fit $\langle R_{adj}^2 \rangle$ averaged over all fits of K(T) vs. T was 0.98 ± 0.02.

In vivo: To calculate K a spatiotemporal local region of 7 x 7 x 20 pixels was applied to optimize the in vivo spatiotemporal resolution and minimize the uncertainty in K [19], and minimally 25 K values were obtained per vessel and T (standard deviation in K < 7%). The exposure time range was extended to longer T [0.5 - 100 ms] and $\rho$ and $\beta_M$ were a-priori estimated at long and short T respectively. In the subsequent curve fit both were constraint within 5% of their estimated value, and $\tau_c$ was unconstraint. The goodness of nonlinear fit $\langle R_{adj}^2 \rangle$ averaged over all fits was 0.99 ± 0.01. The in vivo decorrelation times ($\tau_{c,offset}$) were corrected for statistically independent sources of decorrelation (flow and muscle movement) via the ‘offset’ $\tau_{c,offset}$ measured from adjacent tissue as described in Supplementary
Eq. (4.11) [19]. Absolute flow measurements (maximal measurable flow < 2 mm/s) were obtained from videos acquired in conventional SDF-mode using commercially available software (AVA3.0, Microvision Medical, The Netherlands) [46]. To correct the decorrelation times for multiple scattering the number of scattering events \( N \) in the vessel were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations as described in Supplementary Section 4.3. Next, we calculated an in vivo scaling factor \( A(N) = \alpha(N)/\alpha' \), where \( \alpha(N) \) was theoretically derived using the optical properties of blood (Supplementary table S4.1) for \( N \) scattering events, and \( \alpha' \) for single scattering. Finally, \( 1/\tau_c \) was rescaled according to \( 1/\tau'_c = (1/\tau_c)/A(N) \).

Figure 4.2 | Influence of size on \( \alpha \). (a) \( 1/\tau_c \) plotted against \( V \) for 6 different diameters of scatterers (polystyrene microspheres [0.6 - 10 \( \mu \)m]), together with a linear fit (dotted lines) to the data points with weights \( \tau_c \). The slope of the linear fit is \( \alpha \). No error bars are plotted for clarity, the average standard error on \( \tau_c \) was 4\% ± 2\% (max. error 12\%). (b) \( \alpha \) versus scatterer diameter, error bars are 95\% CI intervals from linear fit in (a). Also plotted is the theoretically derived \( \alpha \) (solid line) using Mie-Percus-Yevick scattering approximations and the number of scattering events \( N \) in the flow tube (diameter \( d \) 0.2 ± 0.03 mm) as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations (\( N = 1.2 \mu s \). The shaded area represents the uncertainty in \( \alpha \) due to error margins in optical properties of the scatterers.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Influence of size and volume fraction of scatterers

Experimental LSCI data was acquired using an integrated SDF-LSCI device (Supplementary Fig. S4.1). Multi-exposure SDF-LSCI frames were recorded for 9 flow velocities [0.1 - 20 mm/s] and 6 differently sized microspheres [diameter \( D = 0.6 - 10 \mu \)m; all 2.5 vol\%] and \( \tau_c \) was estimated by fitting Supplementary Eq. (4.10) to the measured speckle contrast (a typical example is shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.4). In Fig. 4.2a, \( 1/\tau_c \) vs. \( V \) is plotted for the different sphere sizes, where the slope defines \( \alpha \). For large scatterers (5, 7 and 10 \( \mu \)m) \( \alpha \) increases with decreasing size. For small scatterers (0.6, 1 and 2 \( \mu \)m) however, \( \alpha \) is approximately constant. The theoretical predictions for \( \alpha \) follow from Supplementary Section 4.1 using the optical and physical properties listed in Supplementary Table S4.2 and Monte Carlo simulations for this geometry. Fig. 4.2b shows \( \alpha \) plotted (data points) for all scatterer sizes, together with predictions (solid line). The shaded area represents the uncertainty in the calculation due to variations in size and refractive index of the scatterers. In order to determine the effect of concentration, we prepared different volume fractions of solutions of 1, 2 and 5 \( \mu \)m spheres (Supplementary table S4.2) and determined \( \alpha \) shown in Fig. 4.3a together with \( \alpha \) from 2.5 vol\% solutions of 0.6, 7 and 10 \( \mu \)m. In Fig.
4.3b the same data points are plotted as a function of optical properties, scattering coefficient $\mu_s$ and $N$, which results in a more uniform increase of $\alpha$ with increasing $\mu_s$ resp. $N$, until $\alpha$ remains constant. Fig. 4.3c shows measured values vs. prediction yielding good correspondence for small $\alpha$ (low $\mu_s$ and $N$), however for higher $\alpha$ theory overestimates the experimental measurement.

Figure 4.3 | Influence of volume fraction on $\alpha$. Experimentally measured $\alpha$ versus (a) scatterer volume fraction, (b) scattering properties ($\mu_s$ and $N$ in the flow tube with diameter $d = 0.2 \pm 0.03$ mm, $N = 1.2\mu_s d$) and (c) theoretically derived $\alpha$ for differently sized polystyrene spheres in varying volume fractions. Error bars are 95% CI intervals from linear fit on $1/\tau_c$ vs. $V$.

4.4.2 Quantitative flowmetry in vivo
We assessed in vivo decorrelation times by imaging the readily available microcirculation of the chorioallantoic membrane of a chick embryo grown ex ovo. Multi-exposure SDF-LSCI and conventional SDF frames were recorded for 35 unique vessels for which RBC tracking was possible, to independently estimate $\tau_c$ (by LSCI) and $V$ (by SDF) of the same vessels. Compared to controlled phantom experiments, first it is essential to account for 'offset' decorrelation due to dynamic scattering of photons outside the focal plane [19]. Second, the average number of scattering events varies per vessel diameter, estimated from Monte Carlo simulations (Supplementary Section 4.3). Therefore, for each vessel a unique $\alpha(N, \mu_s, p(q))$ can be found. We assume that for the microcirculation $\mu_s$ and $p(q)$ are invariant and we can write $\alpha(N)$. This allows rescaling of each $\tau_c$ to $N = 1$ by a model-based in vivo scaling factor $A(N) = \alpha(N)/\alpha'$, denoting the parameters rescaled for single
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In Fig. 4.4a, $1/\tau_c$ (top panel) and $1/\tau'_c$ (bottom panel) are plotted versus blood flow velocity. The correlation coefficient of the linear fit of $1/\tau_c$ and $1/\tau'_c$ vs. V improved after rescaling from $r = 0.11$ to $r = 0.74$, respectively. The slope of the rescaled linear fit gave $\alpha' = 0.20 \pm 0.07$ (95% CI), close to theoretical $\alpha' = 0.27$ with an uncertainty range of [0.24 - 0.30] calculated by varying the size ±5% and refractive index $n_{RBC} \pm 1\%$ (Supplementary table S4.1). The scaling factor $A(N)$ for chick embryo blood vessels is shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.5. Next, we reassessed the human sublingual microcirculation measurements acquired previously (14 unique vessels with known flow velocities) [19] by model-based rescaling of $\tau_c$. The correlation coefficient increased from $r = 0.48$ to $r = 0.87$ between $1/\tau_c$ (Fig. 4.4b, top panel) and $1/\tau'_c$ data (Fig. 4.4b, bottom panel), respectively, vs. flow velocity. The in vivo $\alpha$ (human) was $0.41 \pm 0.50$ (95% CI) for the original data and $\alpha'$ was $0.39 \pm 0.15$ (95% CI) for the rescaled data, near identical to the theoretical prediction for $\alpha'$ is 0.27 respectively 0.38.

Figure 4.4 | In vivo determination of $\alpha$. $1/\tau$ versus V for RBCs in vivo, for (a) chick embryo and (b) human microcirculation. The top panels (green open circles) show $1/\tau_c$ estimated by a multi-exposure curve fit (Supplementary section IId, Eq. 4.10) and $\tau_{offset}$ correction (Supplementary Eq. (4.11) [19]). The bottom panels show $1/\tau'_c$, rescaled for multiple scattering (see text). In both (a) and (b) one data point was excluded as an outlier (not shown). Vertical error bars represent 95% CI of the multi-exposure curve fit and horizontal error bars represent the standard deviation in flow velocity measurements. The slope, or $\alpha'$, is 0.20 ± 0.07 (95% CI) and 0.39 ± 0.15 for chick embryo respectively human RBCs, and the theoretical prediction for $\alpha'$ is 0.27 respectively 0.38.
prediction for $\alpha'$ of 0.38 with an uncertainty range of $[0.34 - 0.41]$ calculated by varying the size $\pm 5\%$ and $n_{RBC} \pm 1\%$. The quantity $1/\tau_c$ is essentially related to both flow velocity and vessel diameter, therefore a strong correlation with $V$ is not expected, however, by correcting for volume fraction of RBCs the correlation is much improved as also evidenced by the reduction in 95\% CI range for $\alpha'$.

To illustrate the quantitative imaging ability of laser speckle flowmetry we constructed a $1/\tau_c$ map and a blood flow velocity map as shown in Fig. 4.5 and Supplementary Movie 1 (human) and Supplementary Movie 2 (chick embryo)\S, following the practical steps outlined in Fig. 4.1 and Supplementary Section 4.7. The scaling factor $A(N)$ for human blood vessels is shown in Fig. 4.6 for values of hematocrit corresponding to whole blood (Hct = 45\%) and the microcirculation (Hct = 30\%) [49].

4.5 DISCUSSION

In this Chapter we demonstrate non-invasive quantitative blood flow velocity measurements in vivo, using a relatively simple and available technique based on LSCI. LSCI suffers from a debated quantitative relationship with blood flow, velocity or tissue perfusion [15, 20]

\S Movie 1 can be downloaded at https://www.dropbox.com/s/rsflrsdxxkxhfoh/Movie%201%20Human.avi?dl=0 and Movie 2 at https://www.dropbox.com/s/kl1ctnxxtraokbw/Movie%202%20Chick%20Embryo.avi?dl=0
and a lack of calibration of the inverse relationship between $\tau_c$ and flow velocity quantified by the proportionality constant $\alpha$ [23]. Several predictions for $\alpha$ have been suggested in literature, but disagree in their absolute value and physical dependence [24-26, 50]. The results of our study confirm that scatterer size and volume fraction influence the relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and $V$ [26]. To quantitatively understand this relation we employed a theoretical model based on optical and physical properties of the scatterers, where $\alpha$ is particularly influenced by the scattering phase function and multiple scattering effects. The assumption that the scattering properties of RBCs in the microcirculation are invariant implies that rescaling for the number of scattering events is required for quantitative in vivo flowmetry. This has previously been implemented empirically by rescaling $\tau_c$ by a weighting term that is proportional to the vessel diameter [28]. We estimated the average number of scattering events with Monte Carlo simulations and related its distribution to the Mie-Percus-Yevick scattering model of whole blood. This approach resulted in an excellent agreement between theory and experiment, validating $\alpha$ in vivo for microcirculatory blood flow velocities and confirming the quantitative measure of flow velocity by LSCI. Conveniently, vessel diameters and vessel density can be estimated from the images, allowing quantitative mapping of both blood flow and velocity and estimating tissue perfusion using laser speckle flowmetry.

In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 we systematically varied the size and volume fraction of flowing polystyrene spheres and compared the experimental and theoretical results. In Fig. 4.2b $\alpha$ for 5, 7 and 10 $\mu$m diameter particles (2.5 vol%) is in good agreement with our predictions, but for smaller scatterers (red colour shades) $\alpha$ is overestimated by theory. For the small scatterers (0.6, 1 and 2 $\mu$m), which are below the resolution limit of the system, $\alpha$ seems to saturate to a value of $2 - 2.5 \mu$m$^{-1}$ in our system. A similar value for $\alpha$ was found in our previous report, using 2.5 vol% Intralipid® as flowing fat emulsion with sub-resolution effective scatterer size [19]. Supplementary Fig. S4.7 shows that saturation of $\alpha$ is expected for small scatterers, albeit at much higher values. Moreover, $\alpha$ does not show dependence on volume fraction for these small spheres (Fig 4.2), suggesting that $\alpha$ in this case is predominantly determined by system properties rather than sample properties [16, 24]. On the other hand, from Supplementary table S4.1, all experiments with small particles involve a high $\mu_s$ and thus a large number of dynamic scattering events so that an alternative explanation is that our theory overestimates decorrelation by multiple scattering when the number of events get large. A satisfactory theoretical explanation for either possibility has hitherto not been found.

In our in vivo SDF-LSCI geometry, RBCs are above the resolution limit and in whole blood (high $\mu_s$) multiple scattering is present in most vessels (our data set: $d = [10 - 55 \mu m]$, $N = [1 - 5]$) and $N$ was low (<5) saturation of $\alpha$ is unlikely. Simulating $N$ in vivo and applying the theoretical model to the optical properties of blood allowed to rescale the obtained $\tau_c$ for multiple scattering resulting in a high linear correlation between $1/\tau_c$ and flow velocity. In addition, the measured $\alpha'$ is in perfect agreement with the theoretical prediction. Introducing the offset-decorrelation correction to conventional LSCI analysis yields a quantitative decorrelation map (Fig. 4.5b) and subsequently applying the model-based scaling factor yields a quantitative blood velocity map (Fig. 4.5c). Though in vivo $\alpha'$ could only be validated against low flow velocities (< 2 mm/s) measured by conventional SDF flowmetry,
the *in vitro* experiments verified $\alpha'$ up to $15 \text{ mm/s}$ indicating that LSCI is capable of measuring high microcirculatory flow velocities as well. Extending the multi-exposure regime to lower exposure times will increase the maximum flow velocity limit further.

The variance in the estimation of $N$ with Monte Carlo simulations is due to uncertainties in the included optical properties and fidelity of the simulated measurement geometry. Our phantom experiment offers an alternative way to validate $N$ as described in Supplementary Section 4.9 and Supplementary Fig. S4.8. The latter also illustrates the importance of including the parameter $\rho$ to obtain $\tau_c$ from the speckle contrast $K$. Naturally, different geometries result in different $\rho$ (e.g. due to different static/dynamic medium properties, tube diameter, etc.) thus $\rho$ needs appropriate estimation/calibration. *In vivo*, $\rho$ is influenced by geometry, vessel diameter, vessel depth and Hct values and can be estimated using long exposure times. When neglecting to appropriately estimate $\rho$ the resulting value for $\tau_c$ can deviate majorly [28, 44]. Estimation of $N$ *in vivo* using Monte Carlo simulations depends on the geometrical and optical properties such as vessel depth, diameter and $\mu_{\text{blood}}$. Varying the vessel depth between $0.1$ and $0.4 \text{ mm}$ and the Hct between $30\%$ and $45\%$ resulted in comparable values for $N$ (Supplementary Fig. S4.3), indicating that the estimation of $N$ is robust. In addition, calculating $\alpha'$ using these varying $N$ values influenced $\alpha'$ by less than $\pm0.02$ for microcirculatory vessel diameters. Alternatively, low-coherence interferometric set-ups allow path-length resolved speckle signals to be acquired [50-52], providing better estimation of $N$ albeit without the simplicity of the LSCI approach.

To make our results more widely applicable we performed Monte Carlo simulations for a conventional speckle imaging set-up where wide field laser light illuminates tissue at an angle and the backscattered light is captured by a camera directly above the tissue [10, 13, 14, 27, 28, 53]. In this geometry very similar $N$ values for dynamic detected photons were found for both *in vitro* and *in vivo* optical properties (Supplementary Fig. S4.3), which generalizes our multiple scattering correction. As a practical guideline we therefore plotted the *in vivo* scaling factor $A(N)$ for two Hct values in Fig. 4.6, solid lines. For comparison to conventional LSCI approaches we also plotted $A(N)$ for Gaussian and Lorentzian shape of $g_1(\tau)$ (dashed lines), calculated using a normal distribution for $\rho(n)$. Rescaling for multiple scattering is thus highly model dependent, where the Lorentzian ($A(N) \sim N$) and the Gaussian ($A(N) \sim \sqrt{N}$) model result in an underestimation or overestimation of $V$, respectively. Thus, the practical realization of quantitative laser speckle flowmetry necessitates the estimation of $N$ from the geometry of blood vessels. Then, $\tau_c'$ is calculated according to $1/\tau_c' = (1/\tau_c)/A(N)$ and the flow velocity estimated from $1/\tau_c' \approx [0.38 \pm 0.04] V$. We emphasize that $\tau_c'$ *in vivo* is subject to additive decorrelation sources along the photon path through tissue [19], which should be estimated and corrected accordingly.

We use the analytical model of Supplementary Eq. (4.10) to fit experimental $K(T)$ vs. $T$ curves, based on the ansatz that this model accurately retrieves the actual decorrelation time $\tau_c'$, even though our derived $g_1(\tau)$ is not necessarily purely Gaussian. We verified the validity of this approach by calculation (Supplementary Section S4.10). It is shown that the current model and the Gaussian model approximate each other sufficiently, especially for $N > 1$, by examining the final $K(T)$ curve. We therefore conclude that assuming a Gaussian ACF, thereby making the model analytical and practical, results in an acceptably small er-
ror in \( \tau_c \). This result does not imply that scaling factors \( A(N) \) should be based on Gaussian approximations to \( g_1(t) \) as evidenced by Fig. 4.6. We therefore scale our \textit{in vivo} measured \( \tau_c \) to the value \( \tau'_c \) (for single scattering) using the model-based factor \( A(N) \).

The approach to calculate \( g_1 \) for multiple scattering has been recognized in literature [50, 52, 54], explicitly in the LDF [26] and DWS [33] field. The differences in the treatment of multiple scattering and modelling \( g_1 \) between LDF, DWS and our approach are discussed in Supplementary Section S4.11. Key challenges are to find a valid model for \( g_1 \) and a valid expression for \( p(n) \) in the specific geometry. Here we have shown that our experimental \( \alpha' \) (and estimation of \( p(n) \)) matches brilliantly with theory (\( \alpha' = 0.38 \)) and falls in between predictions from the LDF framework (\( \alpha'_{\text{LDF}} = 0.36 \)) and DWS framework (\( \alpha'_{\text{DWS}} = 0.54 \)).

![Figure 4.6 | Multiple scattering scaling factor.](image)

Scaling factor \( A(N) \) for \( \alpha \) is calculated using our model based on Mie/PY scattering in human blood for Hct = 30\% (orange line) and Hct = 45\% (red line). Dashed lines represent \( A(N) \) for Lorentzian (grey) and Gaussian (black) models for \( g_1 \). All scaling factors are calculated using a normal distribution for \( p(n) \).

The experimental and theoretical findings in this study improve the quantitative flowmetry capabilities of LSCI and show that the clinically relevant parameters blood flow, velocity and tissue perfusion, can be quantitatively represented in SDF-LSCI microcirculation images, escaping the doctrine of qualitative and relative flow measures. This enables SDF-LSCI to quantitatively study microcirculation within and between organs and organisms and during the course of disease and therapy. In essence, for quantitative \textit{in vivo} speckle flowmetry reliable calculation of \( \tau_c \), correction for ‘offset’ decorrelation [19], and estimation of vessel diameter to correct for multiple scattering are key ingredients. We recommend to consider the influence of system resolution on \( \alpha \), for example when choosing flowing scattering solutions in phantom experiments. The highly vascularized chorioallantoic membrane of the chick embryo can be a practical calibration model as an intermediate between \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} validation.
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Supplementary Information

S4.1 Theory

S4.1a Optical and physical properties of the dynamic medium

We briefly review the optical properties relevant to our application. We model our phantom and tissue as a discrete random medium of hard spheres (i.e. occupying non-overlapping volumes). The differential scattering cross section $\sigma_{sca}(q)$ describing the angular distribution of scattered light by a single sphere, is calculated using Mie (M) theory \[1\]. Here $q = k_{scat} - k_{in}$ is the scattering vector with magnitude $|q| = 2k \sin(\theta/2)$; $k$ is the wavenumber $2\pi/\lambda$ and $\theta$ is the scattering angle. To account for inter-particle correlation effects (“dependent scattering”), we calculate the structure factor $S(q)$ using the Percus-Yevick (PY) equation \[2\] for hard spheres \[3\]. The scattering coefficient $\mu_s$, cross section $\sigma_{sca}$ and scattering phase function $p(q)$ are then found, respectively, as:

$$
\mu_{s,\text{PY}} = \eta \sigma_{sca,\text{PY}} = \eta 2\pi \int_0^{2k} \sigma_{sca,\text{MIE}} (q) S_{\text{PY}} (q, f_v) q dq
$$

(4.1a)

$$
p_{\text{PY}} (q) = \frac{\sigma_{sca,\text{MIE}} (q) S_{\text{PY}} (q, f_v)}{\sigma_{sca,\text{PY}}}
$$

(4.1a)

Here $\eta = f_v V_p$ is the particle number density in the medium; with $f_v$ the volume fractions of particles with volume $V_p$. The structure factor is given by the Fourier transform of the pair correlation function PCF($r$) which is interpreted as the distribution of distances $r$ between particle pairs. For dilute solutions of hard spheres of diameter $D$, PCF($r$) = 0 when $r < D$ and unity otherwise. For higher volume fractions PCF($r$) shows damped oscillatory behaviour, with increased probability of finding pair separations at multiples of $D$ and decreased probability in between. In the limit $r \to \infty$; PCF($r$) goes to unity. The structure factor $S(q)$ is approximately constant at unity for low volume fractions. Non-unity S($q$) at higher values of $f_v$ cause an angular redistribution of scattered light (Eq. (4.1b)) as well as non-linear scaling of the scattering coefficient.

S4.1b Dependence of $\tau_c$ on the optical properties of the dynamic medium

Consider an ensemble of scatterers (indexed $j$) each moving with velocity $V_j$ in a vessel within an otherwise static, scattering medium. The velocity distribution is given by $p(V)$. The normalized electric field autocorrelation (ACF) function $g_1(t) = \langle E^*(t+t)E(t) \rangle / \langle E(t)E^*(t) \rangle$, for a single scattering event from moving particles is \[4\]:

$$
g_{1,\text{single}} (q, \tau) = \sum_i \exp \left( -iq \cdot V_i \tau \right)
$$

(4.2)

When light undergoes many scattering events before reaching the vessel, the propagation direction becomes isotropic. Consequently, the direction of the scattering vector $q$ with respect to the velocity vector $V$ also becomes isotropic, and the velocity distribution de-
pends only on the magnitude $|V|=V$. We assume a Gaussian-shaped speed distribution $p(V) = \sqrt{(2/\pi)}(3/V_0)^{3/2}\exp(-3V^2/2V_0^2)$; where $V_0$ is the average flow velocity. Averaging over $p(V)$ yields \[4-6\]:

$$g_{1,\text{single}}(q,\tau) = \exp(-q^2V_0^2\tau^2/6) \quad (4.3)$$

In the following, we drop the subscript ‘0’ on velocity. The average over $q$ is calculated as:

$$g_{1,\text{single}}(\tau) = \int_{-2k}^{2k} p_{MPY}(q)\exp\left(-q^2V^2\tau^2/6\right)qdq \quad (4.4)$$

The angular weighting by the phase function of Supplementary Eq. \((4.1b)\), introduces dependence on the optical and physical properties in $g_1$ (and thus in $\tau_c$).

S4.1c Multiple scattering

Eq. \((4.4)\) describes the electric field decorrelation due to single scattering events. If subsequent scattering events are assumed to be statistically independent, the ACF becomes $[g_1(\tau)]^n$ where $n$ is the number of scattering events from moving scatterers. The total correlation function follows after weighting with the appropriate distribution of $n$:

$$g_1(\tau) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} p(n)[g_{1,\text{single}}(\tau)]^n \quad (4.5)$$

Because the scattering events take place at the particles, the distribution $p(n)$ in the measurement volume follows the microscopic distribution of the number of particles $p(\eta_{\text{micr}})$ in the dynamic medium. If the particles positions are independent of each other, $p(\eta_{\text{micr}})$ and $p(n)$ are given by the Poisson distribution \([7]\), with equal mean and variance of $<\eta_{\text{micr}}>=\sigma^2\eta_{\text{micr}}=\eta$ (the global average density); and of $<n>=\sigma_n^2=N$, respectively. When correlations between the particle positions are present, e.g. when $\text{PCF}(r)\neq1$, the Poissonian distribution model is no longer valid. Although the exact distribution is unknown, the relation between mean ($N$) and variance ($\sigma_n^2$) is determined by the PCF as \([8, 9]\):

$$\sigma_n^2 = N + \eta\int[\text{PCF}_{PY}(r)-1]dr = \frac{(1-f_V)^4}{(1+2f_V)^2} \quad (4.6)$$

Where the right-hand side is valid for the PY equation of PCF($r$) for hard spheres. In our present analysis, we assume $p(n)$ follows a normal distribution where the relation between mean and variance is given by Eq. \((4.6)\). Parameter $N$ is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation of our experimental geometry (Supplementary Section 4.3) The ACF $g_1(\tau)$ is an exponentially decaying function of time, parameterized by the characteristic timescale $\tau_c$ (decorrelation time) which is evaluated from \([4, 7]\):
Following the above outlined exercise, $g_1$ can be plotted according to the set of optical and physical properties (including $N$) and the proportionality constant $\alpha$ can be derived as $1/\tau_c$ at $V = 1$. The ACF calculated using the above formulae is of Gaussian form (because all involved functionals, i.e. phase function, velocity distribution and distribution of the number of scattering events, are of (near) Gaussian shape). In the following, we therefore assume that $g_1(\tau) = \exp(-0.25\pi(\tau/\tau_c)^2)$ for mathematical convenience of the procedure to extract $\tau_c$ from spatial speckle contrast measurements (Supplementary Section 4.1d). The validity of this approximation is discussed in Supplementary Section S4.10.

**S4.1d Spatial assessment of temporal speckle dynamics**

Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) assesses sample dynamics from spatial measurement of speckle contrast, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation ($\sigma_i$) to the mean ($\langle I \rangle$) of the intensity:

$$K = \frac{\sigma_i}{\langle I \rangle}$$

(4.8)

This quantity is related to sample dynamics through temporal integration of the ACF $g_1(\tau)$ as obtained from Supplementary Eq. (4.5) [7]:

$$K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau \right]^{1/2}$$

(4.9)

Here, $T$ is the exposure time of the camera and $\beta_M$ is a measurement-geometry specific constant that can be calibrated [10]. In the general case of flow in a single vessel or channel, $g_1(\tau)$ is assumed to have a Gaussian form $g_1(\tau) = \exp(-0.25\pi(\tau/\tau_c)^2)$ as described in Supplementary Section 4.1c. For Brownian motion, $g_1(\tau)$ takes a Lorentzian form: $g_1(\tau) = \exp(-\tau/\tau_c)$. A sampled biological tissue volume likely consist of both static and dynamic scatterers. The influence of the static component on $g_1(\tau)$ can be taken into account [11-13] by introducing a dependence on $\tau$, with $I_f$ the detected intensity of the fluctuating scattered light and $I_s$ the detected intensity of the light scattered by static components. The speckle contrast Supplementary Eq. (4.9) can be solved analytically for the Gaussian form of $g_1(\tau)$ to give [11, 12]:

$$\tau_c = \int_0^\infty g_1(\tau)d\tau$$

(4.7)
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\[ K(x) = \beta^{1/2} \left[ \frac{\exp\left(-2(x)^2\right) - 1 + \sqrt{2\pi x} \text{erf}(\sqrt{2}x)}{2(x)^2} \right. \\
+ \left. 2\rho(1-\rho)\frac{\exp\left(-\left((x)^2\right) - 1 + \sqrt{\pi x} \text{erf}(x)\right)}{(x)^2} + (1-\rho)^2 \right]^{1/2} + C_{\text{noise}} \]  

(4.10)

where \( x = \sqrt{\pi T/2}\tau_{c,\text{total}} \) and \( C_{\text{noise}} \) an added noise term for measurement noise. For our determination of \( \tau_{c,\text{total}} \) we fit the model of Supplementary Eq. (4.10) to measurements of \( K \) obtained with different exposure times as detailed in Methods. The definition of \( x \) differs a factor \( \sqrt{\pi}/2 \) from other publications and Chapter 3 [10, 14, 15] in which \( g_1(t) = \exp(-t/(\tau_j)^2) \) is used – a form that is incompatible with our Supplementary Eq. (4.7). In biological tissue \( \tau_{c,\text{total}} \) represents the total decorrelation due to contributions from ‘offset’ (e.g. muscle movements) and the desired flow dynamics.

S4.2 Sidestream Dark Field and Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (SDF-LSCI)

SET UP

To enable absolute blood flow measurements and estimation of \( \tau \) of the same in vivo vessels we modified a clinical microcirculation imager (Microscan, Microvision Medical, The Netherlands) to allow illumination by different light sources [10]. The conventional system provides illumination by six green LEDs at the tip of the lens tube, which were replaced by four optical fibres (POF ESKA, fibre core 980 μm, NA 0.5). The fibres are directed through the imager alongside the lens tube, which is covered with a sterile cap and can be brought into contact with the tissue of interest. In SDF-LSCI mode, as is shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.1, laser light (632.8 nm, He/Ne, Spectra Physics, US) is split into four beams by three 50:50 beam splitters and coupled into the four multimode fibres. Raw speckle frames with different exposure times are captured by a monochrome camera at 30 frames per second (IEEE 1394, Guppy F-080B, Allied Vision Technologies, Germany), controlled by self-written software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, US). For exposure times above 33 ms obviously the frame rate is less. Overexposure is prevented by a neutral density filter wheel in front of the laser. In conventional SDF mode the fibres are illuminated by four LEDs (530 ± 20 nm). Conventional SDF images show good contrast between tissue and highly absorbing red blood cells (RBCs). Conventional and SDF-LSCI mode were consecutively employed to image the same microcirculation area. The focal plane can be translated between tissue surface and 0.4 mm depth and the optical magnification is 5x.
Supplementary Figure S4.1 | Dual-mode non-invasive microcirculation imaging set-up. SDF-LSCI mode: speckle contrast due to reflection of coherent laser light by flowing RBCs and static tissue. Conventional SDF mode: contrast due to absorption of green light by flowing RBCs. See text left for more details.
To get a reliable estimate for the number of dynamic scattering events, \( N \), we built the geometry in Monte Carlo simulation freeware [16, 17], and included the scattering coefficients of the static phantom and dynamic polystyrene spheres for all sizes and volume fractions (see Supplementary table S4.2), as shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.2. Photon transport was simulated for one fibre, and the results were rotated 90, 180 and 270 degrees to mimic 1 fibre in each corner. In this set-up the optical absorption is low and can be ignored. The number of Doppler events are stored per detected photon. We simulated 5000 dynamic photons (thus photons with at least 1 scattering event in the flow tube) detected at the centre of the tube/vessel region in the field of view and calculated the average number or Doppler scattering events, \( N \), per dynamic photon. The relationship between \( \mu_s \) and \( N \) could be linearly fitted by \( N = 1.2\mu_s d \), \( (r^2 = 0.99) \) for 15 different simulations with \( \mu_s \) ranging from 20 - 150 mm\(^{-1}\) and \( d \) the tube diameter of 0.2 mm (see Supplementary Fig. S4.2b). The factor \( F = 1.2 \) [95% upper CI - lower CI: 1.21 - 1.26, CI confidence interval] is likely due to an increased effective optical path length as a result of scattering, photons crossing the tube with a longitudinal component, and photons crossing the tube more than once. For low \( \mu_s \) (\(< 20 \text{ mm}^{-1}\)) the factor was slightly higher (< 1.9), due to a low number of scattering events in the tube (\( N \) < 5) and subsequent overestimation of the photon path through the tube. We therefore fixed the factor at 1.2 for all \( \mu_s \) and this specific \( d \) of 0.2 mm.

**Supplementary Figure S4.2 | Monte Carlo geometry and simulation in vitro.** (a) To mimic the SDF geometry a diverging beam is located at \( \sim 1 \text{ mm} \) distance from the detector field representing a high NA fibre and photons are launched into the static medium (TiO\(_2\) in silicone). The flow tube with optical properties for polystyrene spheres is placed in the medium (diameter 0.2 ± 0.03 mm; depth 0.3 mm ± 0.03 mm). The simulation results are rotated to represent a fibre in each corner. For each photon detected at the centre of the tube (in the detector plane) the number of Doppler scattering events \( N \) is counted, and the average \( N \) per detected photon is plotted versus scattering coefficient in (b), as well as a linear fit to the data (dashed line).
The number of scattering events in the \textit{in vivo} vessels was also estimated using Monte Carlo simulations with the same geometry as shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.2 adapted to the scattering properties of blood. The optical properties of human blood are reviewed by Bosschaart et al.\cite{18}. We calculated the optical properties accordingly, taking into account a reduced microcirculatory hematocrit (Hct) as a result of the Fahraeus effect \cite{19} (average microcirculatory Hct = 30\%, see Supplementary table S4.1), for a range of vessel diameters \([0.02 - 0.4 \text{ mm}]\). The resulting \(N\) can be described by \(N = (0.92d + 0.92)\mu_s d\), with \(d\) in mm and \(\mu_s = 95 \text{ mm}^{-1}\). For chick embryo whole blood no experimentally validated optical properties were found, therefore, we estimated the optical properties using the known red blood cell volume \cite{20} and hematocrit \cite{21} calculated using Mie scattering and Pervus-Yevick theories \cite{1, 3}, see Supplementary table S4.1. Inserting these value into the Monte Carlo geometry resulted in \(N = (0.68d + 0.92)\mu_s d\), with \(\mu_s = 86 \text{ mm}^{-1}\). To find \(N\) the \textit{in vivo} vessel diameters can be estimated from conventional SDF images.

To generalize our results, we simulated two other scenarios: 1. \(N\) for vessels with full hematocrit (Hct = 45\%) and 2. \(N\) for a common LSCI system geometry. In most LSCI systems, the laser light illuminates the tissue at a 45\(^\circ\) angle and the detector is placed perpendicularly above the tissue. For all situations similar values for \(N\) were found, as is plotted in Supplementary Fig. S4.3 below.

\textbf{Supplementary Figure S4.3 | In vivo scattering events from Monte Carlo simulations.} The average \(N\) per detected dynamic photon for a range of vessel diameters was obtained from Monte Carlo simulations using \textit{in vivo} optical properties for human (Hct 30\% (yellow circles) and Hct 45\% (green triangles)) and chick embryo (Hct 22\% (red squares)) blood, see Supplementary table 1. In addition, \(N\) was simulated for a common LSCI system where the laser beam is directly illuminating the tissue at a 45\(^\circ\) angle and the detector is placed perpendicularly above the tissue (blue upside down triangles). Polynomial curve fits are plotted as dashed lines and the fit coefficients are displayed (all \(r^2 > 0.99\)).
Supplementary Figure S4.4 | Multi-exposure curves and fits. Multi-exposure speckle contrast values (data points) and corresponding fit of Supplementary Eq. (4.10) (dashed lines) for 9 different flow velocities for 2 µm polystyrene spheres (2.5 vol%). Speckle contrast $K$ is calculated according to Supplementary Eq. (4.8), for a local region of $10 \times 10$ spatial pixels. No error bars are shown for clarity. At least 200 $K$-values in the centre of the tube were selected and the standard deviation in was $K$ less than 5%. 
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S4.5 Optical Properties of Scatterers

Supplementary table S4.1 and S4.2 list the optical properties of scatterers used in the in vivo and in vitro experiments. To estimate the error in theoretical $\alpha$ we varied the size of the polystyrene spheres by $\pm 10\%$ and the refractive index by $\pm 5\%$, as this variation was reported for the purchased polystyrene spheres (Kisker-Biotech, Germany) [22]. For the red blood cells (RBCs) we varied the size by $\pm 5\%$ and refractive index by $\pm 1\%$.

Table S4.1. Optical properties of scatterers at 632.8 nm\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scatterer</th>
<th>Refractive index particle</th>
<th>Refractive index medium</th>
<th>Scatterer diameter</th>
<th>Vol %</th>
<th>Scattering coefficient $\mu_s$</th>
<th>Anisotropy $g$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human blood, microcirculation</td>
<td>$n_{RBC} =$ 1.3937</td>
<td>$n_{plasma} =$ 1.345</td>
<td>5.6 $\mu$m</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>$\mu_s = 95$ mm(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human blood</td>
<td>$n_{RBC} =$ 1.3937</td>
<td>$n_{plasma} =$ 1.345</td>
<td>5.6 $\mu$m</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>$\mu_s = 93$ mm(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick blood, microcirculation</td>
<td>$n_{RBC} =$ 1.3937</td>
<td>$n_{plasma} =$ 1.345</td>
<td>7.1 $\mu$m</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>$\mu_s = 42$ mm(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO(_2) in silicone</td>
<td>$n_{TiO2} =$ 2.49</td>
<td>$n_{silicone} =$ 1.4225</td>
<td>$\sim 0.2$ $\mu$m</td>
<td>0.0265% (1 mg/ml)</td>
<td>$\mu_s = 4.1$ mm(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polystyrene spheres</td>
<td>$n_{sphere} =$ 1.5872</td>
<td>$n_{water} =$ 1.332</td>
<td>see Suppl. table 2</td>
<td>see Suppl. table 2</td>
<td>see Suppl. table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Calculated using Mie and Percus-Yevick theory [23]. \(^b\) Anisotropy ($g$) is the average cosine of the scattering angle. \(^c\) See ref [18]. \(^d\) Calculated for an equivolumetric sphere with the same volume as an human/chick RBC [18,20]. \(^e\) See ref [21]. \(^f\) See ref [24].

Table S4.2. Optical properties of polystyrene sphere solutions in water at 632.8 nm\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size series</th>
<th>Volume fraction series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5 vol%</td>
<td>1 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$\mu_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Calculated using Mie and Percus-Yevick theory [23]. \(^b\) $D$ is diameter in $\mu$m. \(^c\) $\mu_s$ in mm\(^{-1}\). \(^d\) Anisotropy ($g$) is the average cosine of the scattering angle.
**S4.6 Multiple scattering scaling factor for chick embryo blood**

![Graph](image)

**Supplementary Figure S4.5 | Multiple scattering scaling factor for α, A(N) for chick embryo blood.** A(N) is plotted versus multiple scattering events, N, in chick embryo blood calculated using our model based on Mie/PY scattering (red line). Dashed lines represent A, for Lorentzian (grey) and Gaussian (black) models for g. All scaling factors are calculated using a normal distribution for p(n) for Hct = 22%.

**S4.7 Microcirculatory flow mapping**

With conventional-SDF and SDF-LSCI images at multiple exposure times at hand, a quantitative blood flow map can be constructed. We applied the following steps:

1. Raw speckle images were converted to K-images by calculating the ratio of standard deviation and mean intensity at each pixel from a local neighbourhood using a spatiotemporal local region of 7 x 7 (spatial) x 20 (temporal) pixels.
2. For each pixel in the K-image a multi-exposure curve fit is performed (with a priori estimated $\beta_M$ and $\rho$ as fixed parameters, as described in Methods and Supplementary Section 1d) to estimate $\tau_{c,\text{total}}$.
3. To correct for offset decorrelation $\tau_{c,\text{offset}}$ is estimated as the average of the lowest 10% of pixels in the $1/\tau_{c,\text{total}}$ map and $\tau_c$ is calculated per pixel according to [10]:

$$\tau_c = \tau_{c,\text{offset}} \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{\left(\tau_{c,\text{offset}}^2 - \tau_{c,\text{total}}^2\right)}}$$

(4.11)

An example of such $1/\tau_c$ map (perfusion map) in false colour is shown in Fig. 4.5b (human, main paper) and Supplementary Fig. 4.6b (chick embryo).
4. For selected vessels the diameter is estimated from the conventional-SDF images and 
\( N \) is estimated following Supplementary Fig. S4.3 based on Monte Carlo simulations 
of our measurement geometry.

5. Selected vessels are manually masked based on conventional SDF images and 
\( 1/\tau_c \) is corrected for multiple scattering according to 
\( 1/\tau_c' = (1/\tau_c)/A(N) \), see Fig. 4.6 (human, main Chapter 4) and Supplementary Fig. S4.5 (chick embryo).

6. The resulting map is represented in false colour to visualize the blood flow (Fig. 4.5c, 
main Chapter 4 and Supplementary Fig. S4.6c), using 
\( 1/\tau_c' \approx [0.39 \pm 0.15] V \)

This practical guide shows the feasibility of quantitative flowmetry. We identified the following revisions for enhanced performance. Step 3: The offset decorrelation correction would be improved if a site adjacent to each vessel is selected to estimate \( \tau_{c,\text{offset}} \). Step 4: 
The vessel diameter can vary along a vessel and at intersections, therefore an improved estimate of \( N \) can be obtained by measuring the diameter dynamically along the vessels. Step 5: Vessel masking is done manually for selected vessels, automatic masking will be more complete and efficient.

In Supplementary Movie 2§ a video representation of Supplementary Fig. S4.6 is shown for the chick embryo microcirculation.

§ Movie 2 can be downloaded at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kl1ctnxxtraokbw/Movie%202%20Chick%20embryo.avi?dl=0
Supplementary Figure S4.7 | $\alpha$ versus size. Measurement and theoretical prediction for $\alpha$ versus scatterer diameter (polystyrene spheres) in logarithmic scale showing the saturation of $\alpha$ for small diameters. Error bars are 95% CI intervals. Theoretical $\alpha$ is derived using Mie-Percus-Yevick scattering approximations and the number of scattering events $N$ as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations ($N = 1.2 \mu s d$) for the in vitro flow phantom set-up.
S4.9 Experimental validation of Monte Carlo simulations

The number of scattering events $N$ in the tube (phantom experiment) was estimated with Monte Carlo simulations (Supplementary Section 4.3), and yielded: $N = F \mu_s d$, with $F = 1.2$. We validate this estimation using experimental values of $\rho$ (the fraction of detected photons that have been dynamically scattered). The probability of photons reaching the vessel is denoted $c_1$. The probability of crossing the vessel with path length $l$ without scattering events follows from Beer's law as $\exp(-\mu_s l)$, where $\mu_s$ is the scattering coefficient. Normalizing the path length on vessel diameter $d$ using $l = F \cdot d$ we obtain the probability for passing the vessel under the condition of one or more scattering events as $[1 - \exp(-\mu_s F \cdot d)]$ so that $\rho$ can be estimated as $\rho = c_1 [1 - \exp(-\mu_s F \cdot d)]$. In Supplementary Fig. S4.8 $\rho$ is plotted for all in vitro measurements. The best fit yielded $c_1 = 0.83$ and $F = 0.95$ [95% upper CI - lower CI: 0.81 - 1.1], $r^2 = 0.83$. Fixing $F = 1.2$ to match the Monte Carlo estimation resulted in $r^2 = 0.74$. Both fits are plotted in Supplementary Fig. S4.8 and resemble the data. This analysis confirms our simulated estimate for $N$.

Supplementary Figure S4.8 | Fraction dynamically scattered light ($\rho$) versus scattering properties. The dashed line represents a curve fit (see text above) of $\rho = c_1 [1 - \exp(-\mu_s F \cdot d)]$ with fit parameters $c_1 = 0.83$ and $F = 0.95$ ($r^2 = 0.83$), or $F = 1.2$ ($r^2 = 0.74$).
S4.10 Influence of Gaussian approximation on $K(T)$

The decorrelation time $\tau_c$ is derived from the measurement of spatial speckle contrast $K$ vs. integration time $T$ by fitting an analytical model to the measurements. The model in Supplementary equation (4.10) assumes a Gaussian form of the autocorrelation function $g_1(t)$ which we justify by the approximately Gaussian form of all distributions in the model:

- The velocity distribution $P(V)$ is assumed to Gaussian because of the randomization of the scattering vector $q$ with respect to the flow velocity vector $V$. This assumption is not expected to hold all experimental geometries; e.g. for collimated incident light on a laminar flow profile.
- The phase function $\rho(q)$ is approximately Gaussian for particles with little refractive index difference from their suspended medium. For large particles with high refractive index contrast this assumption has limited accuracy.
- The distribution of the number of scattering events is Poissonian for highly diluted samples. We assume a Gaussian distribution of $n$ which will be less valid for small number of scattering events.

We calculated $g_1(t)$ and $K(T)$ using our model for RBCs, and $N = 1, 5$ and 50 scattering events, respectively, yielding $\tau_c(1) = 2.66$ ms; $\tau_c(5) = 0.78$ ms and $\tau_c(50) = 0.18$ ms. Supplementary Fig. S4.9 shows both groups of curves simulated for a flow velocity $V = 1 \mu$m/ms. We then calculate $g_1(t)$ and $K(T)$ for the Gaussian ACF using the respective values for $\tau_c$ (Supplementary equation (4.7)). Subsequent scaling of the time-axes on $\tau_c$ causes these latter curves to overlap. For reference, $g_1(t)$ and $K(T)$ based on the Lorentzian model (appropriate when Brownian motion is considered) are also provided. From the close resemblance of $K(T)$ curves using our model of $g_1(t)$ and that obtained from a Gaussian form with the same $\tau_c$, we conclude that $\tau_c$ can be retrieved adequately using Supplementary equation (4.10). We note that this result does not imply that $g_1,\text{single}(t)$ is Gaussian nor that the scaling factor based on this assumption should be used ($A(N) \sim \sqrt{N}$, reference curve in Supplementary Fig. S4.5 and main Chapter Fig. 4.6). Rather, the $K(T)$ curve at any number of scattering events can be fitted with Supplementary Eq. (4.10) to yield $\tau_c$ and model based rescaling to $\tau'_c$ follows from the Mie/PY curve in Supplementary Fig. S4.5 and main Chapter Fig. 4.6.
Supplementary Figure S4.9 | Theoretical modelling of $g_1(\tau)$ and $K(T)$ in the multiple scattering regime. $g_1(\tau)$ and $K(T)$ are theoretically calculated for the optical and geometrical properties of RBCs, for $N = 1$ (red), 5 (green) and 50 (blue) scattering events, yielding $\tau_c = 2.66$ ms, $\tau_c = 0.78$ ms and $\tau_c = 0.18$ ms for $N = 1$, 5, 50 respectively. Gaussian (solid line) and Lorentzian (dashed line) models with the same $\tau_c$ are also plotted. A flow velocity of $V = 1 \mu m/ms$ was used in the calculation.

S4.11 RELATION TO DIFFUSING WAVE SPECTROSCOPY AND LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETRY

The model presented in Supplementary Section 4.1 is of similar form and origin as the theory for Diffusive Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) [23, 24] and for Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) [6]. Our model differs in two key areas with both. The first area covers the different approaches in deriving the ACF for single scattering events $g_{1,\text{single}}$. Rather than carrying out the integration over the velocity distribution, leading from Supplementary Eq. (4.2) to Supplementary Eq. (4.3), DWS uses a cumulant expansion for short times $\tau$ to bring the ensemble average into the exponential:

$$g_{1,\text{single}}(\tau) = \begin{cases} \langle \exp(-q^2 V^2 \tau^2 / 6) \rangle_q & \text{This work, Supplementary equation (4)} \\ \exp\left(-\langle q^2 \rangle_q V^2 \tau^2 / 6 \right) & \text{Diffusive Wave Spectroscopy, ref [21]} \end{cases} \quad (4.12)$$

Where the $\langle \ldots \rangle_q$ represents integration over the phase function. For DWS, $\langle q^2 \rangle_q$ evaluates to $2k_0^2(1-g)$ where $g$ is the average cosine of the scattering angle. Then, the scaling factor $\alpha'$ between the inverse of the decorrelation time and flow velocity, $1/\tau_c = \alpha' V$ becomes:
\[ \alpha'_{\text{DWS}} = k_0 \sqrt{\frac{1}{3} (1 - g)} \] (4.13)

We note that the dependence on particle diameter and volume fraction is included in \( g \). Using Supplementary Table S4.1 we find \( \alpha'_{\text{DWS}} \approx 0.54 \) in the human microcirculation. The LDF framework proceeds to integrate Supplementary Eq. (4.12) over \( q \), weighted by the form factor, which is equivalent to our weighting with the phase function. However, LDF uses the Rayleigh-Gans (RG) approximation to estimate the angular distribution of scattered light, whereas we use the more generically applicable Mie theory combined with Percus-Yevick equation to account for volume fraction effects. LDF \([6]\) proceeds to approximate the RG phase function by a Gaussian form leading to

\[ \alpha'_{\text{LDF}} \approx \frac{1}{1.35r} \] (4.14)

Where \( r \) is the particle radius. Our definition of \( \tau_c \) in Supplementary Eq. (4.7) differs from the definition by Bonner and Nossal \([6]\) who use \( \tau_{\text{H}}, \) which is related to \( \tau_c \) by \( \tau_{\text{H}} = \tau_c (4 \ln 2 / \pi) \). For comparison reasons we adhere to our definition which explains the difference of the factor 1.35 with the factor 1.27 that is often cited in literature. For human blood we find \( \alpha'_{\text{LDF}} \approx 0.26 \).

The second key difference concerns how multiple scattering is treated. Our summation over the number of scattering events \( n \) is replaced by integration over the path length distribution \( p(l) \). The two quantities are related through \( l = n / \mu_s \):

\[ g_1(\tau) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sum_n p(n) \left\langle \exp \left( -n q^2 V^2 \tau^2 / \delta \right) \right\rangle_q & \text{This work, Supplementary equation (5)} \\
\int p(l) \exp \left( -2k_0^2 (1 - g) V^2 \tau^2 l / \delta \right) & \text{Diffusive Wave Spectroscopy, ref [21]}
\end{array} \right. \]

(4.15)

Expressions for \( p(l) \) can then be derived from e.g. the radiative transport equation \([24]\), or, similar to our approach, approximated from Monte Carlo simulations \([25]\). LDF assumes the Poissonian form of \( p(n) \) to carry out the summation, thereby essentially limiting the range of validity to low volume fractions. Contrary to the coherent techniques discussed here, low coherence interferometry allows control over \( p(l) \), either coercing the experiment to single scattering \([26]\) or low-order scattering \([27]\). The latter work proposes an empirical correction to the assumed Poissonian form of \( p(l) \). Part of the correction is related to instrumental factors, part is attributed to volume fraction-dependent effects on the optical properties (correctly so in our opinion for the reasons given in Supplementary section 4.1c). The choice of \( p(n) \) becomes of lesser influence as the mean number of scattering events \( N \) increases, because all forms of \( p(n) \) eventually become Gaussian as per the Central Limit Theorem.
S4.12 References for Supplementary Information to Chapter 4

UPCONVERSION NANOPARTICLES
This chapter introduces optical techniques to assess biological tissues based on photoluminescent probes, as well as the relevant tissue optical properties and the desirable characteristics of the luminophores. Upconversion nanoparticles represent a class of luminophores that are particularly interesting for molecular imaging in the biomedical context. Therefore, their optical properties, the upconversion process and an introduction on bioconjugation of these nanomaterials is included.

Abstract

This chapter introduces optical techniques to assess biological tissues based on photoluminescent probes, as well as the relevant tissue optical properties and the desirable characteristics of the luminophores. Upconversion nanoparticles represent a class of luminophores that are particularly interesting for molecular imaging in the biomedical context. Therefore, their optical properties, the upconversion process and an introduction on bioconjugation of these nanomaterials is included.
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5.1  INTRODUCTION

The results of the previous chapters on laser speckle flowmetry are promising for functional monitoring of the microvasculature in the clinic. As elucidated in Chapter 1, the microcirculation plays an important role in tumour development but can also be effective in tumour therapy and delivery of drugs and contrast agents, for example mediated by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect and targeted delivery. Although the EPR effect and its applicability in tumour detection and therapy were described almost 30 years ago [1], therapies exploiting the tumour vessel hyperpermeability are still limited in clinical use and need further investigations [2, 3]. Underlying this apparently moderate progress is the complexity of tumour development, in particular the structural features and biochemical processes, which can vary both spatially and temporally within one tumour but also between tumour types, location and patient specific characteristics [4, 5]. Therefore, imaging the tumour microvasculature is instrumental but not sufficient for a thorough understanding of tumour development. In addition, tumour detection by increased microvasculature is only possible in case of hyper-vascularised tumours, which are characteristic for advanced stages of cancer and imply reduced patient survival [6]. Therefore, more sensitive detection approaches at the early stages of cancer are needed.

The increased focus on nanotechnology in cancer research can potentially accelerate the progress in tumour detection and therapy [7]. Controlling the size, shape and surface properties of nanoparticles allows controlling their interaction with normal versus cancer cells and tissue [2]. Therefore, nano-engineering can provide solutions for cancer therapy. Visualizing the interaction of nanoparticles with tumour vasculature or tumour cells is an important capability for cancer research, where a high imaging contrast is essential. In this chapter, I will discuss the desirable characteristics of nanoparticles that result in a high imaging contrast and introduce a novel class of nanoparticles, called upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs), as promising photoluminescent nanomaterials.

5.2  PHOTOLUMINESCENT IMAGING OF BIOTISSUE

The ideal luminophore for biomedical imaging has excellent optical properties, as well as chemical and physical stability in biological environments [8, 9]. These optical properties include a high absorption coefficient and quantum yield for brightness, a large Stokes shift for minimal interference between excitation and emission light, and preferably no photoluminescence intermittency (blinking) and irreversible light-induced transitions to the dark states (photobleaching). In addition, the excitation and emission radiation should substantially penetrate into biological tissue. This last property is determined by the optical absorption and scattering properties of biological tissue, where the absorption is mainly due to the three tissue constituents water, oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin. In Fig. 5.1a the absorption due to blood and water in skin tissue is plotted for the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) wavelength range. In skin the pigment melanin is also responsible for absorption of light, although this is highly dependent on skin type (e.g. Caucasian, Mediterranea, Negroid) [10] and therefore excluded from this graph. For Caucasian skin the absorption by melanin (0.4%) is less than the absorption by blood for wavelengths >400 nm [11]. The total effective attenuation coefficient in skin including the effects of scattering
is also calculated and plotted [12]. In Fig. 5.1b the tissue penetration depth of light in skin
is visualized for the UV-VIS-NIR spectrum. The tissue transparency window (650 - 1300
nm) is marked by the low effective attenuation and deep tissue penetration depth of light.
Luminophores whose excitation and emission fall in this window can be detected at greater
depths in tissue. In addition, unwanted tissue autofluorescence is much lower compared to
exciting in the shorter wavelength range.

Figure 5.1 | Optical properties of skin. (a) Optical effective attenuation spectrum of skin (green solid line), domi-
nated by absorption spectra of water (blue -...), deoxygenized haemoglobin (Hb, brown -...), oxygenized haemo-
globin (HbO₂, red solid) and scattering of skin. The biological tissue transparency window is the unshaded area (650
- 1300 nm). Adapted from ref. [12]. (b) Light penetration depth in skin tissue for the UV-VIS-NIR wavelength range,
calculated as the depth where 37% of the incident light (e⁻¹ = 0.37) is not diffused or absorbed.

Near infrared dyes are a group of organic fluorescent dyes whose excitation and emission
properties fall in the tissue transparency window and are therefore attractive for cancer
targeting and imaging [8, 13]. However, conventional NIR dyes have a poor hydrophilic-
ity and stability in biological media, a low quantum yield and low photostability due to
bleaching, although recent developments of NIR dyes have improved these characteristics
to some extent [8, 14]. An alternative way to use NIR excitation light is the use of 2-photon
imaging where luminophores absorb two NIR photons simultaneously and subsequently
emit one photon of higher energy (shorter wavelength) than each of the excitation pho-
tons [15, 16]. This technique has delivered high-quality images and has optical sectioning
capability enabling tomography. However, the chance for the simultaneous absorption of
two photons is low and excitation intensities of the order 10⁶ - 10⁹ W/cm² are needed for
sufficient signal detection [16], acquired with expensive short pulsed lasers. Yet another
process that involves the generation of anti-Stokes shifted light is photon upconversion,
based on the sequential absorption and energy transfer steps involving real metastable
states of the luminophore as detailed in the next section. This process occurs at excitation
intensities of 1 - 10³ W/cm² [17], attainable with low-cost continuous-wave lasers. Similar
to dynamic light scattering techniques, the utility and production of upconversion materials
Upconversion nanoparticles depended highly on the introduction of the laser more than 50 years ago [17, 18]. However, the synthesis of nanosized upconversion materials that can be dispersed in a solution was a challenging task, which was achieved only ten years ago in the early 2000’s. [19, 20]. Since then, the application of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) in the biomedical sciences expanded majorly due to their key photophysical advantages: excitation in the NIR and emission in the VIS/NIR region at modest excitation intensity also characterised by a long emission lifetimes (~milliseconds) compared to conventional fluorophores (~nanoseconds). There are no endogenous molecules known that are capable of this conversion, therefore emission of UCNPs can be discriminated from that of autofluorescence, leading to strong suppression of the background, as for example is shown in Fig. 5.2. In addition, the long lifetimes allow for time-gated detection, which can eliminate the residual background signals due to the excitation beam and autofluorescence. UCNPs have other advantageous optical properties such as nonblinking, nonphotobleaching, sharp emission bands and a large anti-Stokes shift [21].

**Figure 5.2.** UCNPs (NaYF₄:Yb,Tm) distribution in excised skin. (a) UV (365 nm) excited autofluorescence image of skin tissue slice treated with UCNPs (b) NIR (980 nm) excited upconversion image of same skin tissue slice showing only UCNP signal and no background of autofluorescence and (c) pseudo-colour overlay of (a) and (b) showing UCNPs (purple) in skin furrow and dermis (green), respectively. Adapted from ref. [12].

### 5.3 The Upconversion Process

UCNPs are dopant-host systems where trivalent lanthanide ions are dispersed in an inorganic nanocrystal matrix. The lanthanide ions are optically active centres, which can absorb photons and emit photoluminescence. Generally, the photoluminescence arises from electronic transitions in the 4f-4f orbital within a single lanthanide ion. The 4f electrons are shielded by the complete outer 5s and 5p shells resulting in sharp emission bands. The electronic transmission within the 4f shell are forbidden by quantum mechanical selection rules, but can happen due to local crystal field-induced relaxation, resulting in long lifetimes of the higher energy levels of the 4f electrons (~ milliseconds). This metastable excited state enables the occurrence of sequential excitation to a second energy level, and the exchange of energy by ion-ion interactions [17, 21]. There are five basic mechanisms for upconversion identified: excited-state absorption, energy transfer upconversion, cooperative sensitization upconversion, cross relaxation and photon avalanche [21, 22].

Most photoluminescence by UCNPs relies on the energy transfer upconversion process, which is schematically shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. A detailed energy diagram of the transitions in two often used dopant pairs, Ytterbium (Yb³⁺) - Erbium (Er³⁺) and Ytterbium - Thul-
um (Tm$^{3+}$), is shown in Fig. 5.3a [9]. A two-level Yb$^{3+}$ ion serves as the donor (also known as the sensitizer) which has a high absorption cross-section for the NIR excitation photons via the $^2F_{7/2} \rightarrow ^2F_{5/2}$ transition path. Then, it non-radiatively transfers the excitation energy to a neighbouring Yb$^{3+}$ ion, or a neighbouring Er$^{3+}$ (or Tm$^{3+}$) ion (also known as the activator). As a result, the ensemble of the excited Yb$^{3+}$ ions forms a delocalised quasi-exciton across the entire nanocrystal matrix maintained by the non-radiative energy exchange process. This excitation energy is continuously transferred to the network of activators, Er$^{3+}$ or Tm$^{3+}$, a fast process at a rate of 1000 s$^{-1}$ for the representative crystal matrix Cs$_3$Lu$_2$Br$_9$ [23]. The activated ion, for example, Er$^{3+}$ in the $^4I_{11/2}$ metastable state can coalesce with the metastable Yb$^{3+}$ ($^2F_{5/2}$) via the collective pair-wise process called energy transfer upconversion. As a result, the Er$^{3+}$ ($^4I_{11/2}$) makes a transition to the next-level excited state Er$^{3+}$ ($^4F_{9/2}$), followed by a rapid non-radiative transition to Er$^{3+}$ ($^4S_{3/2}$) at the expense of the Yb$^{3+}$ ($^2F_{5/2}$) falling back to the ground state. The Er$^{3+}$ ($^4S_{3/2}$) emits in a multiplet green spectral band, and also in a multiplet red spectral band, following the non-radiative phonon-assisted transition Er$^{3+}$ ($^4S_{3/2}$) → Er$^{3+}$ ($^4F_{9/2}$), as one can see in the emission spectral bands in Fig. 5.3b. The Er$^{3+}$ ($^4F_{9/2}$) population is also built up via an alternative excitation path: non-radiative transition Er$^{3+}$ ($^4I_{11/2}$) → Er$^{3+}$ ($^4I_{13/2}$), followed by the energy transfer upconversion Er$^{3+}$ ($^4I_{13/2}$) → Er$^{3+}$ ($^4F_{9/2}$) and Yb$^{3+}$ ($^2F_{5/2}$) → Yb$^{3+}$ ($^2F_{7/2}$) back to the ground state. Other energy transfer paths involve the absorption and exchange of 3 excitation photons resulting in a blue emission band (Fig. 5.3b). The energy diagram of the Tm$^{3+}$ activator ion results in two main emission bands at the NIR and blue wavelengths (Fig. 5.3c).

Fig. 5.4 presents a simplified schematic diagram of energy transfer upconversion. At low (sub-saturation, $\sim 100$ W/cm$^2$) excitation intensity $I_{\text{ex}}$, the emitted upconversion signal depends on the population of the second energy level which depends on $I_{\text{ex}}^2$ for a 2-photon process, generally $I_{\text{ex}}^n$ for an $n$-photon process (although competitive energy transfer processes and size-dependent nonradiative decay result in a value somewhat deviating from $n$ [24-27]). Due to this nonlinearity, the upconversion efficiency $\eta_{uc}$ decreases when $I_{\text{ex}}$ decreases. This poses a challenge to tissue imaging, since tissue scattering decreases $I_{\text{ex}}$ with imaging depth resulting in a quick reduction of the photoluminescence signal with depth. A relatively high upconversion efficiency is observed for the Yb$_2$Er and Yb$_2$Tm dopant pairs in a host matrix consisting of NaYF$_4$ [25], typically around 1% for nanosized materials [28]. The $\eta_{uc}$ also depends on the synthesized crystal purity, phase and size and is therefore an important parameter to measure for feedback on the design and synthesis of UCNPs. In Chapter 6 a quantitative measurement system for the determination of the absolute $\eta_{uc}$ is designed using an integrating sphere set up. Since the background signal is virtually absent detection of UCNPs with a high contrast is achievable in spite of the low $\eta_{uc}$. In Chapter 6 the UCNP imaging limits are explored both experimentally and theoretically by imaging of a single particle in the context of biological tissue. Besides the assessment of optical properties and imaging systems, for UCNP-based biomedical applications biocompatible particles are required to uncover information about living cells en tissues.

5.4 Bioconjugation

Generally, living systems treat exogenous material as an unwelcome intruder and engage in disposal protocols. For a more meaningful communication with cells, an ideal optically
Figure 5.3 | Energy levels in photon upconversion. (a) Schematic energy level diagram of Yb$^{3+}$ sensitizer ions with participating Erbium (Er$^{3+}$) or Thulium (Tm$^{3+}$) activator ions. The upconversion process results in specific emission spectra for NaYF$_4$:Yb,Er (b) and NaYF$_4$:Yb,Tm (c) nanomaterials. The insets show their corresponding transmission electron microscopy images. Adapted from ref. [12] and ref. [9].

Figure 5.4 | Schematic diagram of energy transfer upconversion process in UCNPs. The following consecutive steps can be identified: 1. photon excitation of ion 1 to energy level E1; 2. energy transfer to energy level E1 (ion 2) and remission to ground state G (ion 1); 3. energy transfer to energy level E2 (ion 3) and remission to ground state G (ion 1) and 4. emission of one higher energy photon and remission to ground state G (ion 2).
bright luminophore exhibits excellent biochemical properties, such as a good dispersibility in buffers and suitable chemical functionality allowing strong attachment of biomolecules—a process termed bioconjugation. Bioconjugation is a critical step in building biomolecular nanoparticle assemblies, serving two main functions in the context of cancer research: facilitating prolonged circulation times in the bloodstream and tumour targeting purposes.

The biochemical properties of UCNPs provide a challenge in this regard. Firstly, as-synthesized UCNPs are hydrophobic due to surface oleic groups and would rapidly aggregate when dispersed in water or buffer, making them useless for further biomedical interactions. Secondly, the most popular inorganic host of UCNP, NaYF₄ does not provide adequate surface anchoring points for firm docking of biomolecules. And thirdly, the ηuc is highly susceptible to surface functionalization, where high-energy vibronic modes of some functional groups provide non-radiative depletion of the excited states of the activator ions [29]. A common solution is to cover the surface of nanoparticles by polyethylene-glycol (PEG). These groups prevent nanoparticle merging and aggregation via the mechanism of steric hindrance [30]. Also, PEGylation represents the core of the so-called stealth functionalization preventing PEGylated nanoparticles intravenously injected into the blood stream from rapid immune-mediated removal [31]. However, PEG groups have their disadvantages associated with poorly-controlled polymer chains, and PEG chemistry is expensive [9]. Another methodology to improve the UCNP surface anchoring properties is to coat the particles with an additional layer that is suitable for subsequent bioconjugation. Coating the UCNP with a silica shell represents an attractive approach due to the shell stability in the biological range of pH, and maturity of the silica surface coating technology [32]. A different coating method makes use of amphiphilic polymers that represent molecules with hydrophobic and hydrophilic terminals. This approach has been successfully demonstrated for the surface activation of several inorganic nanocrystals [33]. An amphiphilic polymer can intercalate the hydrophobic surface groups with their hydrophobic portion and their extending hydrophilic portion ensures water solubility. Addition of bis(6-aminohexyl)amine resulted in cross-linking of the polymer chains around each nanoparticle and a successful and robust transfer of hydrophobically capped nanocrystals from organic to aqueous solution [33]. Suitable amphiphilic polymers for UCNPs are for example poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (UCNP-PMAO), polyethylenimine (UCNP-PEI), poly(D,L-lactide) (UCNP-PLa), and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (UCNP-PLG). A layer-by-layer approach can be applied to control the coating thickness. These surface modifications are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. An additional advantage of the amphiphilic polymer coating is the shielding of the surface from environmental interaction to prevent quenching processes. In Chapter 7, the amphiphilic polymer coating is successfully applied to UCNPs, showing prolonged stability in water and buffer solutions. A last modification strategy is based on ligand exchange, where surface oleates are first removed to obtain ligand-free UCNPs, which are subsequently treated with hydrophilic surface groups such as poly acrylic acid (UCNP-PAA) making them water soluble (referred to in Chapter 8 [34]).

Amphiphilic polymer coated UCNPs with exposed COOH functional groups are suitable for further functionalization. Using a universal bioconjugation protocol, i.e. EDC/sNHS reaction, subsequent attachment of proteins (e.g. antibodies), or applying the modular approach using streptavidin:biotin or barstar:barnase protocols is straightforward [35].
In Chapter 7, this latter protocol is utilized to biofunctionalize UCNPs with antibodies targeting human breast cancer. This shows that UCNPs not only possess unique optical advantages for imaging in living tissues, they also serve as a docking platform that can be engineered for targeted detection and imaging of tumours.

In the next chapters, UCNP photophysical and biochemical properties are put to the experimental test, specifically imaging of single UCNPs (Chapter 6) and the detection of a small cluster of UCNP-targeted breast cancer cells (Chapter 7). In both chapters, the results are interpreted in the theoretical framework of UCNP detection in tissue, which allows projection onto imaging scenarios using UCNPs and predict their performance. This helps to identify feasible applications of UCNPs in the biomedical context.

**Figure 5.5 | Surface modification of UCNPs.** As-synthesized UCNP (NaYF₄: Yb,Er) surface modified with amphiphilic polymers (negatively-charged PMAO, PLa and PLG; and positively-charged PEI) performed by intercalation. The resultant particles were colloidally stable UCNP-PMAO, UCNP-PLa, UCNP-PLG (negative) and UCNP-PEI (positive). Bilayer modification of UCNP-PEI with DSS was performed by the layer-by-layer assembly method and resulted in UCNP-PEI-DSS. Adapted from ref. [36].
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Quantitative Imaging of Single Upconversion Nanoparticles in Biological Tissue
**Abstract** The unique luminescent properties of new-generation synthetic nanomaterials, upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs), enable high-contrast optical biomedical imaging by suppressing the background of biological tissue autofluorescence and evading high tissue absorption. This raised high expectations on the UCNP utilities for intracellular and deep tissue imaging, such as whole animal imaging. At the same time, the critical nonlinear dependence of the UCNP luminescence on the excitation intensity results in dramatic signal reduction at (~1 cm) depth in biological tissue. Here, we report on the experimental and theoretical investigation of this trade-off aiming at the identification of optimal application niches of UCNPs e.g. biological liquids and subsurface tissue layers. As an example of such applications, we report on single UCNP imaging through a layer of haemolysed blood. To extend this result towards in vivo applications, we quantified the optical properties of single UCNPs and theoretically analyzed the prospects of single-particle detectability in scattering and absorbing bio-tissue using a human skin model. The model predicts that a single 70-nm UCNP would be detectable at skin depths up to 400 μm, unlike a hardly detectable single fluorescent (fluorescein) dye molecule. UCNP-assisted imaging in the ballistic regime thus allows for excellent applications niches, where high sensitivity is the key requirement.

Adapted from:

Optical imaging of biological tissues provides highly informative, non-invasive and inexpensive means to assess the tissue physiological status and functionality, especially for diagnosis of pathological sites. Labelling these tissue sites with luminescent biocomplexes, often referred to as molecular probes, improves localization accuracy and sensitivity. Deployment of a new class of molecular probes whose excitation/emission falls into the so-called biological tissue transparency window (650 nm – 1300 nm), allows deeper imaging in virtue of the minimized absorption and scattering of biotissue in this near-infra-red (NIR) wavelength range [1, 2]. For example, specific labelling of cancerous lesions with a molecular probe based on indocyanine green (the only NIR organic dye approved for routine clinical procedures) provided up to a 4-fold increase in the tumour imaging contrast in comparison with that achieved using the intrinsic haemoglobin spectral signature and tissue scattering [3, 4].

The development of NIR-emitting probes is traditionally directed towards organic dyes, but more recent studies have demonstrated considerable promise of inorganic nanoparticle-based probes, such as quantum dots (QDs) and most novel upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) [5, 6]. Organic NIR-dyes are favourably small, easily dispersed in an aqueous environment and can be functionalized using established bioconjugation protocols. However, their poor thermal and photochemical stability (photobleaching) and a low fluorescence quantum yield (QY) (5-25% in NIR, with propensity to deteriorate in biological environments) are inferior in comparison with QDs whose attractive optical properties include size-tuneable optical absorption and emission, high photochemical stability and high QY (20-70% in NIR), in addition to high thermal stability [7]. On the other hand, QD fluorescence is intermittent (‘blinking’) hindering applications such as single molecule tracking, while QD intrinsic toxicity largely precludes their use in vivo [8]. UCNPs share the high photochemical and thermal stability of QDs and other inorganic nanomaterials, complemented with non-blinking emission and demonstrated biocompatibility. In addition, UCNPs can be employed as a docking platform for high drug payloads for targeted delivery [9]. The key advantage of UCNPs is their unique photochemical structure that enables “upconversion” of NIR excitation light (980 nm) of modest intensity (100 W/cm²) to the higher energy visible emission (450 - 850 nm) [10]. Since no known biological molecule is capable of such conversion [1, 11], the intrinsic tissue fluorescence, termed autofluorescence, can be eliminated in the detection path by conventional optical short-pass filtering. In addition, the exceptionally long (sub-milliseconds) luminescence lifetimes of UCNPs allow realization of time-gated detection schemes that can completely suppress the residual back-scattered excitation light bleeding through the (interference) spectral filters [12]. Since in vivo imaging performance is crucially dependent on the contrast provided by the molecular probe [1], background-free detection of UCNPs is very promising, as has been shown by the autofluorescence-free trans-illumination imaging in mice using biocompatible UCNPs [13, 14].

The unique upconversion property of UCNPs is a result of the sequential photon absorption and energy transfer processes within an inorganic host matrix, where hexagonalphase β-NaYF₄ co-doped with trivalent lanthanide ions reported to be the most efficient [15, 16]. These dopant ions are classified as sensitizers and activators considering their respective
roles in the UCNP absorption and emission. The sensitizer, typically Ytterbium ion (Yb$^{3+}$), absorbs the NIR-radiation energy and transfers it non-radiatively to the closely spaced neighbouring Yb$^{3+}$, forming a network of excited Yb$^{3+}$ (referred to as delocalized quasi-exciton [17]) until the energy is seized by activator ions, usually Erbium (Er$^{3+}$), or Thulium (Tm$^{3+}$). The activator makes a transition to a metastable excited state, from where it can coalesce with a nearby excited Yb$^{3+}$-ion and transfer to the next energy level (a process called energy transfer upconversion) at the expense of the participating Yb$^{3+}$ decaying to the ground state. Multiple-step energy transfer upconversion is also possible. The activator can return to the ground state by radiating a photon in the visible or NIR wavelength range. The upconversion emission results from the absorption of 2 or more NIR photons, and hence is supralinear versus the excitation intensity, $I_{ex}$, as quantified by the conversion efficiency ($\eta_{uc}$) addressed in Section 6.2.2. In contrast with other anti-Stokes processes occurring at $I_{ex} \sim 1 \times 10^2$ W/cm$^2$ [18] the energy transfer upconversion occurs via real metastable excited state(s) at rather modest $I_{ex} \sim 1 \times 10^2$ W/cm$^2$ that is readily achievable by focusing a continuous-wave excitation beam.

The specific photophysical properties of upconversion nanoparticles entail several challenges for optical biomedical imaging. Firstly, the quasi-excitonic nature of UCNP excitation renders the emission size dependent and susceptible to surface quenching [19] and (biological) environment, which causes reduction of $\eta_{uc}$ values that are generally small compared to those of QDs or organic fluorescent dyes. Values of $\eta_{uc}$ are typically around 1\% for nanoparticle diameters of $\sim50$ nm, shown to be the optimal size for cellular receptor-mediated internalization [20]. Secondly, $\eta_{uc}$ is dependent on the excitation intensity and increases to a plateau value, for which the $I_{ex}$ is referred to as saturation intensity, $I_{sat}$ ($I_{sat} \cong 1 \times 10^2$ W/cm$^2$). Keeping $I_{ex}$ close to $I_{sat}$ is preferable for biomedical imaging.

This dependency of $\eta_{uc}$ on $I_{ex}$ poses the main challenge for UCNP-assisted optical imaging in deep (live) tissue layers exceeding centimetre(s). Indeed, the realization of $I_{sat}$ by focusing is hardly possible in turbid biotissue, while the laser power is limited by the allowed maximum permissible exposures (MPEs). The UCNP luminescence signal is therefore diminished with depth as was demonstrated in tissue phantom experiments [14]. In another recent study, the critical dependence of $\eta_{uc}$ versus depth was manifested by the considerable deterioration of axial and lateral resolution of full-field upconversion microscopy at depths of $\sim300-400$ μm [21]. These results urge identification of practical application niches for UCNPs that will benefit from the aforementioned advantages of UCNPs, while not being restricted by their limitations. Promising scenarios include imaging in biological fluids, thick slices and subsurface tissue layers, where the UCNP-based molecular probe contrast is expected to be superior to that of existing molecular probes, including organic fluorescent dyes.

This work aims to explore the cutting-edge optical imaging scenario represented by a single UCNP buried in an absorbing biological environment, which was demonstrated by single-UCNP imaging through a layer of haemolysed blood. We believe this result has not been reported before [22-25]. We report on absolute conversion efficiency and spectral properties of single UCNPs. The subsequent thorough characterization of the UCNP emission signal and excitation/detection parameters allowed projection of the experimental
results onto a theoretical model, generalized to biomedical imaging applications of extreme sensitivity in challenging \textit{in vivo} environments. Single-UCNP imaging was modelled to be feasible in skin depths of a few hundred micrometers, with superior contrast compared to a conventional fluorescent dye molecule. The results show that imaging in the ballistic regime allows for excellent applications of UCNP-guided imaging in life sciences where high sensitivity is a key requirement.

6.2 \textbf{Materials and Methods}

6.2.1 \textbf{Synthesis}

\textit{Synthesis reagents}

\(\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3\), \(\text{Yb}_2\text{O}_3\), \(\text{Er}_2\text{O}_3\), sodium trifluoroacetate 99\%, trifluoroacetic acid 98\%, oleic acid 90\%, 1-octadecene 90\% (all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich).

\textit{Synthesis protocol of \(\beta\)-NaYF\(_4\) Yb,Er nanophosphors:} The mixture of \(\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3\) (0.78 mmol), \(\text{Yb}_2\text{O}_3\) (0.20 mmol), \(\text{Er}_2\text{O}_3\) (0.02 mmol) was suspended in 70\% trifluoroacetic acid (20 ml) and gently refluxed until a clear solution was obtained (\(\approx 6\) h), then cooled to room temperature. After the solution was evaporated, the formed residue was dried in vacuum (0.1 torr, 3h). The resulting slurry was thoroughly grinded in agate mortar into a fine homogenous powder. This rare-earth trifluoroacetate mixture and sodium trifluoroacetate (1 mmol) were added to oleic acid (6 ml) and 1-octadecene (6 ml) in a three-neck flask, with a thermometer, septum stopper and glass magnetic stirrer. The solution was heated to 100 \(^\circ\text{C}\) and stirred under vacuum for 30 min for degassing and removal of water. The mixture was subsequently gradually heated at a rate of 8 \(^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}\) to 290 \(^\circ\text{C}\), and kept at this temperature for 45 min under argon atmosphere. A solution of sodium trifluoroacetate (1 mmol) in oleic acid (2 ml) and 1-octadecene (2 ml), heated to 85 \(^\circ\text{C}\), was added to the reaction, after which the reaction temperature was raised to 330 \(^\circ\text{C}\) and stirred for 15 min under argon. Next, isopropanol (130 ml) was added to the cooled solution and the mixture was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 30 min. The resultant nanoparticles were washed with absolute ethanol (4 times), dried, dissolved in chloroform (10 ml), precipitated with isopropanol (50 ml) and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min. The last procedure was repeated 2 times. The residue was dried at room temperature.

6.2.2 \textbf{Imaging}

\textit{Transmission electron microscopy}

The UCNPs were dissolved in hexane, drop-casted on Formav\textregistered-coated TEM grids and dried in a desiccator at room temperature. The grids were imaged with a Philips CM10 TEM and analysed using ImageJ free-ware to obtain the UCNP size distributions. For single-UCNP imaging, the hexane solutions were diluted and drop-casted on Formav\textregistered-coated TEM nickel finder grids for easy navigation. The thinly coated finder grids can be imaged using TEM and optical epi-luminescence systems. In order to find single nanoparticles, low-magnification TEM imaging was carried out gradually zooming into areas of interest to track the UCNP location precisely.
**Laser-illuminated inverted epi-luminescence microscope**

A wide-field inverted epi-luminescence microscope (Olympus IX70) equipped with a water-immersion objective (40×, NA 1.15, Olympus) was modified to allow external laser illumination at the sample plane (fibre-coupled diode laser at wavelength 978 nm, LD980-01 CW CXCH-Photonics). In order to achieve uniform illumination of the size-controllable field-of-view at the sample plane, a modified Köhler illumination scheme was designed and built in-house, as shown in Fig. 6.1, with detailed description and ray diagram provided in Fig. S6.1 (Supplementary Information, SI). In brief, an image of the field diaphragm placed in the excitation beam path was formed at the sample plane (conjugate planes FD and SP, Fig. 6.1), while the excitation beam was homogenized and collimated (owing to the conjugate planes LS and BFP, Fig. 6.1). In order to reduce laser speckle induced sample illumination non-uniformity, the laser-coupling fibre was mechanically dithered at a frequency > 5 KHz. A zero-aperture adjustable iris diaphragm served as the field diaphragm allowing tailoring of the field-of-view at the sample plane, to a diameter as small as 20 μm that contained only several UCNPs. The sample image was captured by an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera (Andor iXon DU-885) mounted to the microscope detection port. An acousto-optic tuneable filter (AOTF) (LSi-300 Hyperspectral Imaging System, Gooch and Housego) was integrated into the detection path of the epi-luminescence microscope for hyperspectral imaging. The employed spectral range was 500 - 700 nm with 3-nm increments and a bandwidth of 3.7 nm. The spectral filter module (filter cube) contained a high-pass absorbance filter (cut-off 850 nm, Thorlabs) placed in the excitation beam path to remove the 978-nm laser side lobs. A dichroic beam-splitter (cut-off, 511 nm, Semrock) reflected the excitation light toward the sample, while passing the emitted light to the detection path. Two additional short-pass filters (cut-off, 842 nm, Semrock and cut-off, 700 nm, Thorlabs) in the detection channel suppressed the excitation light leakage (see Fig. S6.2, SI). At the sample plane, the TEM finder grid with deposited UCNPs was placed on a microscope glass slide and covered with a standard cover slip.

### 6.2.3 Emission spectra (ensemble)

The UCNP powder was placed in a custom-designed sample holder that consisted of a thin glass plate (thickness, 0.45 mm) with a 1.5-mm diameter circular hole in the centre sandwiched between two glass cover-slips. The excitation fibre was butted against the UCNP powder glass facing the hole filled with the UCNP powder. The emission spectrum was measured in transmission using a calibrated fibre-coupled diffraction-grating based spectrometer (Ocean Optics) in conjunction with a short-pass emission filter (cut-off, 842 nm).

### 6.2.4 Conversion efficiency

**Absolute conversion efficiency of ensemble UCNPs**

The UCNP powder was placed in the custom-designed sample holder (see section 6.2.3) at one of the exit ports of a 4-inch integrating sphere (Labsphere), as described by Page et al [15]. At the backside of the sample holder, a tilted aluminium-coated glass slide was placed to reflect the light back into the integrating sphere avoiding a double-pass through the sample. A multimode optical illumination fibre (fibre core 400 μm, NA 0.22) was butted against the sample holder at the centre of the hole. This assured precise control and reproducibility of the excitation spot size at the UCNP sample to calculate $I_{ex}$. Luminescence emitted by the UCNP sample was spatially integrated in the sphere by means
of multiple reflections from the walls, and eventually detected using a photodiode (PD) (Thorlabs, PDA-55) at the exit port positioned at 90° with respect to the illumination path. The signal from the PD was connected to a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, model SR830) and the excitation laser (LD980-01CW CXCH-Photonics) that was pulsed (pulse generator, Stanford research systems, model DG535), with pulse width of 4 ms and frequency 125 Hz to enable reliable registration of the UCNP luminescence signals as low as 1 \( \mu \text{W} \). The \( I_{\text{ex}} \) range was controlled by the laser diode current and neutral density filters. The UCNP emission and unabsorbed excitation power were measured by inserting a short-pass (cut-off, 842 nm) and long-pass (cut-off, 830 nm, Semrock) filter, respectively, in the detection channel (in front of the PD). The performance of the interference filters and the detector channel collection efficiency was increased by positioning a high-power lens in the detection channel. The spectral response of the integrating sphere and PD was calibrated for a broad spectral range (470 – 1050 nm). By definition, \( \eta_{\text{uc}} \) was calculated as \( P_{\text{em}}/P_{\text{abs}} \) [W/W]. \( P_{\text{em}} \) was determined by measuring the luminescence signal corrected for the absolute spectral response of the system and the UCNP spectral emission (see SI, Fig. S6.3a). \( P_{\text{abs}} \) was determined by measuring the excitation powers unabsorbed by a reference sample (TiO\(_2\)), \( P_{\text{ref}} \) and the UCNP powder, \( P_{\text{UCNP}} \) so that \( P_{\text{abs}} = P_{\text{ref}} - P_{\text{UCNP}} \). \( P_{\text{abs}} \) mainly resulted from the linear absorption of Yb\(^{3+}\)-ions. For robust estimation of \( P_{\text{abs}} \) the measurements were repeated for several excitation intensities and a linear fit was performed to calculate the absorbed fraction of the excitation light (\( r^2 > 0.99 \)).

Figure 6.1 | Diagram of the custom-modified epi-luminescence imaging system employed for single-UCNP and spectral imaging. A wide-field inverted epi-luminescence microscope was modified to allow external fibre-coupled laser illumination. The optical fibre was dithered to average out speckles. The excitation light was configured to uniformly illuminate the field-of-view at the sample plane via a modified Köhler illumination scheme. The sample plane was imaged using an EMCCD camera, optionally mounted with an AOTF for hyperspectral imaging. An adjustable iris diaphragm allowed reduction of the field-of-view to restrict imaging to several single UCNP particles and small clusters.
**Absolute conversion efficiency of single-UCNP**

UCNPs sparsely deposited on the TEM finder grid were imaged using the epi-luminescence microscope set-up, as described earlier. The emitted power was determined by reading out the pixel values of the EMCCD image using the camera settings, sensitivity specifications and by calibrating the throughput of the microscope optics from sample plane to image plane. Two aspects of the EMCCD related to the epi-luminescence imaging are important to note: 1. The sensor quantum efficiency, \( \text{QE}_{\text{CCD}}(\lambda) \) [number e\(^{-}\)/number photons] is wavelength-dependent, so that integration over the relevant wavelength range (400 - 800 nm) was necessary. 2. The camera electron-multiplication gain (EM gain) allowed straightforward multiplication of the pixel read-out values by the EM gain (in virtue of RealGame™ EMCCD feature). The UCNP signal read out by the sensor, \( S_{\text{UCNP}} \), depended on the UCNP sample emitted intensity and the spectral calibration coefficient of the imaging system according to:

\[
S_{\text{UCNP}} = N_{\text{Yb}} \sigma_{\text{abs}} I_{\text{ex}} \eta_{\text{UC}} \zeta_{\text{total}} + N_{\text{el}}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( S_{\text{UCNP}} \) and \( N_{\text{el}} \) [counts/s] are the signal per UCNP node and electronic noise level, respectively; \( N_{\text{Yb}} \) the number of Ytterbium (Yb\(^{3+}\)) ions per node that absorbed the excitation light; \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) [cm\(^2\)] the Yb\(^{3+}\) absorption cross-section (neglecting the absorption due to ~10-fold fewer Er\(^{3+}\) ions and \( \sigma_{\text{Er,abs}} \ll \sigma_{\text{Yb,abs}} \)) [15, 26]; and \( \zeta_{\text{total}} \) [counts/W/s] the calibration coefficient integrated over the UCNP emission spectrum (see Fig. S6.4). \( S_{\text{UCNP}} \) was the sum of the pixels that sampled an image of the UCNP node. The noise contained shot, dark and read noise components. Optical background was negligible (see Fig. S6.2). The number of Yb\(^{3+}\) per UCNP node was estimated using the NaYF\(_4\) crystal lattice constants (\( a = 5.991 \) Å, \( c = 3.526 \) Å) [27], TEM-derived dimensions and numbers, and Na to Yb molar ratio [28]. \( \zeta_{\text{total}} \) was calculated as:

\[
\zeta_{\text{total}} = \int_{\lambda=400}^{\lambda=800} \text{QE}_{\text{CCD}}(\lambda) \xi_{\text{optics}}(\lambda) N_{\text{ph}}(\lambda) d\lambda \frac{\text{EMgain}}{S_{\text{CCD}}}
\]  

(6.2)

where \( \xi_{\text{optics}} \) is the throughput of the imaging optics, \( N_{\text{ph}} \) the photon emission rate per wavelength per UCNP emission power [number of photons/W/s], EMgain is a linear factor and \( S_{\text{CCD}} \) is the camera sensitivity [number of e\(^{-}\)/count]. The values of \( \text{QE}_{\text{CCD}} \) and \( S_{\text{CCD}} \) were provided by the EMCCD manufacturer. The absolute throughput \( \xi_{\text{optics}} \) was spectrally calibrated by imaging an optical fibre in the sample plane and comparing the known fibre output power to the power detected by the camera at the relevant wavelength range (see Fig. S6.5). In Fig. S6.4 the spectral output and the detector response are shown for UCNP imaging using a water- and blood-immersion objective.

### 6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Realization of the prime goal of ultrahigh-sensitivity imaging of UCNPs in biological tissue is critically dependent on the attainable UCNP contrast, which is defined as the ratio of the detected luminescence signal (S) originating from the UCNPs to the background signal (B)
stemming from the residual biological tissue autofluorescence and noise. The signal estimation calls for a thorough characterization of the excitation and emission properties of UC-NPs, as well as quantification of the excitation/detection paths of the optical microscopy system adapted for ultrahigh-sensitivity imaging, where the adverse effects of the biological tissue on UCNP excitation and detection are taken into account. These effects are greatly exacerbated in the case of most fluorescent organic dyes, as will be shown in our cross-comparison study of optical imaging of a UCNP and fluorescein dye molecule in biological tissue. For the background signal estimation, the tissue optical properties (including scattering, absorption and autofluorescence) need to be considered. We commence by reporting on the measurement of absolute conversion efficiency and emission spectra of UCNPs, using an integrating sphere set-up and calibrated optical microscopy system (Section 6.3.1; ensemble and single-particle measurements). In Section 6.3.2 the quantitative assessment of single-UCNP imaging contrast in biological environment is addressed experimentally and theoretically, using haemolysed blood and skin models, respectively. We combine the physical characteristics of UCNPs, the optical properties of biological tissue and the abilities of advanced imaging systems to provide clear guidance towards intelligent development and a realistic application scope of upconversion nanomaterials.

6.3.1 Quantitative Characterization
Conversion Efficiency. Comments on Conventions
Conversion efficiency, $\eta_{uc}$ of UCNPs represents the most important parameter that governs the luminescence properties. It is defined as the emitted power/absorbed power ($P_{em}/P_{abs}$) expressed in W/W [15]. We note that this important parameter is used inconsistently across the literature. Traditionally, the term “quantum yield” (QY) is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed by the sample [29]. However, during the upconversion process one photon is emitted as a result of the absorption of two or more photons, thus the QY would not exceed 50% following this definition. In order to re-normalize this value, the QY of 2- or 3-photon absorption processes is scaled by a factor 2 or 3 respectively [16, 30], although not consistently in literature [13, 31]. In addition, the emission is the result of a complex, unknown combination of 2- and 3-photon excitation pathways [32, 33], rendering this approach speculative. For these reasons, the term “conversion efficiency” is believed to more adequately represent the net output of the complex upconversion process.

It is worthwhile to comment here on two other issues with UCNP conventions. Firstly, the dependency of $\eta_{uc}$ on $I_{ex}$ complicates the comparison of $\eta_{uc}$ or QY measurements taken at different values of $I_{ex}$. For example, the reported QY values of 0.18% [22] and 0.47% [13] measured at $I_{ex} \sim 10^5$ W/cm$^2$ and 17.5 W/cm$^2$ respectively, are hardly comparable due to an unknown functional dependence of $\eta_{uc}$ on $I_{ex}$. Secondly, quantitative reports on the absolute $\eta_{uc}$ or related values are still scarce in literature [15, 31] often replaced by the limited-accuracy comparisons of UCNP emission with that of bulk phosphors or organic dyes [6, 23]. In order to address this lacuna, we present the results of the measurements of absolute $\eta_{uc}$ of UCNPs synthesized in-house for a large range of excitation intensities up to $I_{sat}$. 
Photophysical Properties of As-Synthesized Upconversion Nanoparticles

We carried out characterization of the key photophysical properties of as-synthesized UCNPs in powder form. The $\beta$-NaYF$_4$ nanocrystals were synthesized following the thermal decomposition method, and co-doped with Yb$^{3+}$ and Er$^{3+}$ ions ($\beta$-NaYF$_4$:Yb,Er) at the most efficient molar ratio of 20% Yb$^{3+}$ and 2% Er$^{3+}$ [5, 28, 32]. The measurement of $\eta_{uc}$ versus excitation intensity at the excitation wavelength ($\lambda_{ex}$) of 978 nm, was performed using a custom-modified integrating sphere set up. The integrating sphere ensured absolute measurement of the absorption and emission characteristics of UCNP powder independent of scattering by the sample. Size, morphology and $\eta_{uc}$ results are summarized in Fig. 6.2 and full scale TEM images of variable magnification are provided in SI, Fig. S6.6. The synthesis yielded quasi-spherical UCNPs of diameters measured to be 68 ± 16 nm. The $\eta_{uc}$ was measured to reach nearly 2% at $I_{ex} \equiv I_{sat} \approx 150 \text{ W/cm}^2$, a high value in comparison with that of the comparably sized $\beta$-NaYF$_4$:Yb,Er sample reported by Boyer et al. [31], (QY ≈ 0.3% at comparable $I_{ex}$, recalculated using the emission spectrum and photon energies to $\eta_{uc} \approx 0.5$%), although the sample environment (organic solvent hexane known to quench $\eta_{uc}$) might account for this difference. As was expected for the supralinear upconversion process, the $\eta_{uc}$ dropped dramatically at low $I_{ex}$, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2a. The UCNP emission spectra versus $I_{ex}$ were acquired using a calibrated spectrometer and presented in Supplementary Information Fig. S6.3. These spectra exhibited two characteristic emission bands grouped in green (510-560 nm) and red (640-680 nm) emission multiplets, as shown in Fig. S6.3a. The red and green emission bands were attributed to the Er atomic transitions induced by the sequential two and three photon energy absorption processes [10]. The complex multi-step excitation process of the UCNPs is nonlinear, as manifested by the supralinear dependence of the emitted luminescence power, $P_{em}$ on $I_{ex}$: $P_{em} \sim I_{ex}^n$, where the power index $n$ varies versus $I_{ex}$ reaching $n = 1$ at $I_{ex} = I_{sat}$. At low $I_{ex}$, $n$ would ideally take discrete values of 2 or 3, reflecting the 2 or 3-step excitation process. However, the measured $n$ takes the values of 1.5 and 1.9 for the green and red emission bands.
respectively (Fig. S6.3c), reflecting more complex processes of the linear decay, exited state absorption, energy transfer upconversion, cross-relaxation and quenching, and their interrelations in the different upconversion pathways [16, 28, 33-35]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to elucidate these mechanisms. However, it is important to account for the spectral and \( \eta_{uc} \) dependence on the excitation intensity in a quantitative analysis of the UCNP imaging in vivo.

The complexity of the upconversion excitation/emission process is confounded by ensemble averaging, where the surface-related (non-radiative relaxation) processes can be concealed by inter-particle interactions. Characterization of an isolated individual UCNP is instrumental to remove this uncertainty.

**Single Particle Spectral Imaging**

A single upconversion nanoparticle represents an excellent measurement entity for the quantitative measurements of the emission spectra and \( \eta_{uc} \) because it is unaffected by inter-particle interactions and has known physical dimensions. In order to establish this single-UCNP experimental model, we modified a wide-field epi-luminescence inverted microscope to allow uniform illumination of the sample plane with an external excitation laser (978 nm). A high-sensitivity EMCCD camera was incorporated in the microscope detection path. This imaging modality has several advantages, including short acquisition times (~1 s) at moderate \( I_{ex} \approx 250 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) uniformly distributed across the field-of-view, as compared to scanning configurations that operate at \( I_{ex} \approx 10^6 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) and with a pixel dwell time of 10 ms [22, 24], resulting in acquisition times of 40 minutes for a 512×512 pixel image.

In order to demonstrate single-UCNP imaging, the as-synthesized powder was dispersed in organic solvent and sparsely deposited on a TEM grid pre-coated with a Formav\textsuperscript{©} monolayer film. This enabled TEM and epi-luminescence imaging of the same sample areas to be matched and individual nanoparticles singled out. An example of this correlative imaging method is shown in Fig. 6.3, where the two top panels display the matched constellation of UCNPs acquired by TEM and epi-luminescence microscopy, respectively, and a single particle (designated “single”) is observable.

The utility of this single-UCNP imaging system is demonstrated by comparison of the luminescence spectra of single, clustered, and powder UCNP samples that were obtained using an acousto-optic tuneable filter (AOTF) integrated into the detection path of the epi-luminescence microscope. This enabled acquisition of spectral data from every pixel, converting our microscope into a hyperspectral imaging modality. The spectral responses of “single” and “cluster 2” were examined individually and locally by reading out spectral data from the corresponding pixels (Figures 6.4a and 6.3b). The emission spectra of the other small clusters were similar (data not shown). The ensemble-averaged spectrum of the UCNP powder was also obtained using the hyperspectral imaging mode (Fig. 6.4c) by processing a full-field image of the powder sample. In order to cross-validate the spectral measurements, the UCNP powder emission spectra were additionally acquired with a diffraction-grating based calibrated spectrometer (dashed curves, Fig. 6.4). The dependency of the spectral features on excitation intensity is discussed in Section 6.3.1 and Fig. S6.3. The spectral emissions of the individual, clustered and ensemble UCNPs showed a high resemblance at equivalent \( I_{ex} \). Hence, the UCNP spectral luminescence profile appeared to
be primarily dependent on $l_{ex}$ and independent on the inter-particle interactions in air, thus clarifying the speculations made by Wu et al. [24] This enabled accurate characterization of $\eta_{uc}$ of single UCNPs, as described next.

**Measurement of Single Particle Conversion Efficiency**

Each node of the UCNP constellation shown in Fig. 6.3 can be characterized in terms of the number/dimension of nanoparticles per node and corresponding photon detection rate (encoded in false colour in Fig. 6.3b) that can be converted to photon emission rate ($P_{em}$) per excitation intensity, which suffices to determine the UCNP conversion efficiency, $\eta_{uc} = P_{em}/P_{abs}$. The photon emission rate integrated over the node was obtained by reading out and converting the corresponding image pixels, since the epi-luminescence detection channel throughput, and the EMCCD spectral quantum efficiency versus the camera settings were calibrated (see Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, Figs. S6.5 and S6.4, SI). The conversion efficiency was found by:

$$\eta_{uc} = \frac{P_{em}}{P_{abs}} = \frac{(S_{UCNP} - N_{al}) / \zeta_{total}}{N_{Yb} \sigma_{abs} l_{ex}}$$

where the quantities are explained in section 6.2.4.

**Figure 6.3.** Single-UCNP correlative imaging using (a) TEM and (b) epi-luminescence microscopy images corresponding to the same areas of the sample TEM grid. The distances between the individual (encircled) nanoparticles/clusters, given in (a), were precisely matched to these in (b) to identify the same UCNP constellation. (c) Close-up TEM image of the same area as in (a), where UCNP sites designated ‘cluster 1’, ‘cluster 2’, and ‘single’ correspond to the three sites in (b). The individual UCNPs within ‘cluster 1’ and ‘cluster 2’ were optically unresolvable. “Single” designates a single UCNP particle clearly observable, as a diffraction-limited spot in (b). The excitation wavelength, intensity and exposure time were 978 nm, ~250 W/cm² and 0.7 s, respectively. The pixel values were converted to photons/second (ph/s) and color-coded using the look-up color bar in (b).
The calculated $\eta_{uc}$ of the single UCNP and two clusters (as identified in Fig. 6.3) obtained by processing the image data is presented in Table 6.1 along with the relevant parameters. The excitation intensity corresponded to the saturation regime where the ensemble-averaged $\eta_{uc}$ measured with the integrating sphere was nearly 2%. The calculated values of $\eta_{uc}$ of the individual UCNP constellation nodes ranged between 1.2 and 2.0%, due to the variability in the host crystal composition and impurities. The independent $\eta_{uc}$ measurements for the isolated and ensemble UCNPs exhibited excellent agreement, which indicates that the $\eta_{uc}$ dependence on $I_{ex}$ and emission peak ratios hold for single UCNPs. Although the absolute $\eta_{uc}$ of the single-UCNP was marginally lower than that of the ensemble-averaged UCNPs, it was adequately high to enable ultrasensitive imaging at the single-particle sensitivity level in biological scenarios, as addressed in the following section.

6.3.2 Biomedical Imaging Applications

Single Particle Imaging Through Haemolysed Blood

The feasibility of single-UCNP imaging in a biological environment was explored by obscuring the UCNP sample with a highly absorbing biological fluid, such as blood, with re-
sults presented in Fig. 6.5. Whole blood (1 ml) was haemolysed by replacing plasma with distilled water. After centrifuging the supernatant was used to replace the water between the objective and sample plane to create a “blood-immersion objective”, as shown in Fig. 6.5a. The blood layer thickness was \( \sim 250 \mu \text{m} \). Haemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying protein in red blood cells, is the main absorber in blood and has a distinct absorption spectrum, as shown in Fig. 6.5b. The UCNP emission spectrum is superimposed on the blood absorption spectrum to emphasize the high absorption in the green emission band and low absorption in the red emission band. This differential absorption by the blood altered the sample coloration, as shown in Fig. 6.5c. A low-magnification image of the UCNP sample illuminated by the 978-nm laser was captured by a digital colour camera through the eyepiece port of the epi-luminescence microscope, which reproduced the colour perception by the human eye. The UCNP sample appeared green (Fig. 6.5c, top panel), when using the standard water-immersion configuration of the objective lens, despite the prominent red band in the UCNP emission spectrum. This is explained by the higher spectral sensitivity of the eye to green colour compared to that of red colour (\( \sim 20 \) times [36]). In case of the haemolysed “blood-immersion objective”, however (Fig. 6.5c, bottom panel), the green emitted light was largely absorbed by the haemoglobin, and the UCNP sample appeared red to the human eye and in the digital colour image. Hence, the UCNP red emission and NIR excitation passed with small losses through the biological fluid, suggesting the feasibility of imaging single UCNP. This ultrahigh-sensitivity imaging through an obscuring biological fluid was demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 6.5d, where the previously identified single UCNP was clearly observable. Single-UCNP imaging has been reported using scanning [22, 24] and wide-field [23, 25] set ups, for exposed particles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of single-UCNP imaging in a biological medium, using a moderate excitation intensity (\( 250 \text{ W/cm}^2 \)) approaching the laser safety limits in a biological sample of realistic thickness. The demonstrated imaging through a 250-μm thick haemolysed blood layer is, for example, favourably comparable with the diameters of blood vessels in the microcirculation, which can be found in proximity to organ surfaces [37].

These experimental results show the feasibility of optical imaging of single upconversion nanoparticles in biological fluids, in accordance with the assessment of the photophysical properties. These results constitute an experimental platform from which the detection limits of single-particle imaging in live skin is assessed theoretically, as presented in the next section.

### Table 6.1. Determination of the absolute \( \eta_{uc} \) using data from the calibrated epi-luminescence imaging of single and small clusters of UCNP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( P_{em} ) [W] (25%)</th>
<th>( N_{th} ) (10%)</th>
<th>( \sigma_{th,abs} ) [cm(^2)] ( b) )</th>
<th>( I_{ex} ) [W/cm(^2)] (10%)</th>
<th>( \eta_{uc} ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1(^a)</td>
<td>2.6×10(^{-14})</td>
<td>5.5×10(^2)</td>
<td>1.0×10(^{-20})</td>
<td>2.6×10(^2)</td>
<td>2.0±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2(^a)</td>
<td>2.2×10(^{-14})</td>
<td>6.1×10(^2)</td>
<td>1.0×10(^{-20})</td>
<td>2.6×10(^2)</td>
<td>1.3±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single(^a)</td>
<td>4.9×10(^{-15})</td>
<td>2.3×10(^2)</td>
<td>1.0×10(^{-20})</td>
<td>2.6×10(^2)</td>
<td>1.2±0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)As identified in Figures 6.3b and 6.3c. \(^b\)The Yb\(^{3+}\) absorption cross-section, as in Refs [14, 34]. Units are given in square brackets, percentage standard deviations are given in brackets, except for \( \eta_{uc} \).
**Figure 6.5 | Epi-luminescence imaging of a single UCNP using the “blood-immersion” objective.** (a) A photograph of the haemolysed blood layer between the objective and cover slip. (b) Absorption spectrum of the haemolysed blood (red solid curve) and UCNP emission spectrum (green dashed curve). (c) Low-magnification images of the UCNP sample recorded through the eyepiece port using the water- (top) and blood- (bottom) immersion objective. The dried UCNP colloid rims appeared green (top) and red (bottom) due to the green light absorption by blood. (d) Epi-luminescence microscopy image of the UCNP constellation identified in Fig. 6.2c, imaged using the blood-immersion objective. The single UCNP is clearly observable, although blurred. The EMCCD camera settings and excitation parameters were equivalent to these of Fig. 6.2. The pixel values were converted to photons/second (ph/s) and colour-coded using the look-up bar in (d).

**Modelling of Single Particle Imaging in Skin**

In comparison with conventional in vivo fluorescence-assisted imaging, UCNP-assisted imaging offers the advantage of reduced excitation/emission light losses and complete suppression of the optical background due to tissue autofluorescence [11]. The implication of this improvement is demonstrated by a simplified quantitative comparison of imaging in skin using fluorescein (FL) and UCNPs at the single-particle level. The choice for this representative visible organic fluorescent dye is dictated by its broad acceptance in the field of experimental skin research in vivo in animals and humans [38], as well as in diagnostic procedures in skin [39] and other organs [40]. In our model, a single emitter (FL and UCNP) is considered buried in skin at a depth z. The calculated single-emitter signal (S) and background (B) values were compared in terms of their contrast (S/B) at different z. A confocal imaging setting is assumed in this model to reduce the adverse obscuring effect of out-of-focus signals that burden fluorescence-assisted imaging. The confocal imaging is known to improve the signal discrimination, such that the signals primarily originated from the focal volume at z.
The excitation power, $P_{0,ex}$, at the focal volume is attenuated according to Beer-Lambert's law: $P_{ex}(z) = P_{0,ex} e^{-\mu_t z}$, where $\mu_t$ is the transport attenuation coefficient [mm$^{-1}$] defined as a sum of the absorption, $\mu_a$, and reduced scattering coefficient, $\mu'_s=(1-g)\mu_s$, $\mu_s$ being the scattering coefficient, and $g$ – the anisotropy factor. The attenuation is due to photon removal from the focusing path by absorption ($\mu_a$) and isotropic scattering ($\mu'_s$). $\mu_t$ was computed in the visible and NIR spectral range using the reported values of $\mu_a$ and $\mu'_s$ for fresh Caucasian adult skin samples in vitro, while assuming a layered skin structure of epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous fat of corresponding thicknesses 80 μm, 400 μm and 520 μm, respectively [41]. The emitted power was calculated using $P_{em,UCNP} = N_{Yb} \sigma_{Yb,abs} I_{ex} \eta_{uc}$ and $P_{em,FL} = 1 \cdot \sigma_{FL,abs} I_{ex} \Phi_{FL}$, where $I_{ex}$ – the excitation intensity at depth $z$ calculated by dividing $P_{ex}(z)$ by the excitation area, $\Phi_{FL}$ – the FL conversion efficiency was taken as 0.9 and $\sigma_{FL,abs}$ = 3.5×10$^{-16}$ cm$^2$ at $\lambda_{ex} = 500$ nm, [7] and 1 signifies a single FL emitter. $N_{Yb} = 1.1 \cdot 10^5$ was calculated using the NaYF$_4$ crystal lattice constants [27] and Na to Yb molar ratio [28] for a 70 nm particle, $\eta_{uc}$ was obtained using the data plotted in Fig. 6.2a at the corresponding values of $I_{ex}$, and with $\sigma_{Yb,abs}$ as listed in Table 6.1. The maximum permissible exposure (MPE) for skin is tabulated as 200 W/cm$^2$ at 500 nm (FL) and 700 W/cm$^2$ at 978 nm (UCNP) for a 1-ms exposure time [42]. The UCNP emission is attenuated along the return path through skin, which was accounted for using $\mu_t$ of skin at the UCNP and FL emission wavelengths. The isotropic emission collection efficiency was determined by the objective lens acceptance angle (NA = 0.8). The collected emission photo conversion by the EMCCD camera (moderate EM gain, ×100) was computed using the calibration protocol presented earlier (Eqs. 6.1 - 6.3).

The single-UCNP imaging contrast was estimated using the background level set by the electronic noise, with dark and read noise components specified by the camera manufacturer (Andor), and shot noise calculated as $\sqrt{N_e}$ ($N_e$ - the photoelectron number before the EM-gain). The total noise was multiplied by the EM-characteristic multiplicative noise factor $\sqrt{2}$ [43]. The FL imaging background ($B$), however, had an additional autofluorescence-induced component. At $\lambda_{ex} = 500$ nm, the autofluorescence was mainly due to the abundant endogenous fluorophore in skin, flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), whose concentration in skin was reported to be $\sim 1$ μg/mg [44]. $\sim 750$ FAD molecules were situated in a 1-μm$^3$ focal volume and contributed to $B$. In addition, the out-of-focus FAD-induced background signal was estimated following the model of confocal imaging by Magnor et al. for scattering media, assuming a homogeneous distribution of FAD in skin [45]. $\sigma_{FAD,obs}$ and $\Phi_{FAD}$ were taken as 6.0×10$^{-18}$ cm$^2$ at 500 nm and 0.033, respectively [46]. The FAD-induced electronic signal at the EMCCD camera was computed analogously to that of FL and UCNP, corrected for the spectral filtering of the FAD emission profile extending beyond the FL emission spectrum.

Fig. 6.6 shows a plot of the calculated imaging contrast of a single emitter versus depth in skin tissue. The absolute luminescence signal $S$ from FL is high at the shallow imaging depths (< 300 μm) in comparison with that of UCNP, and so is $B$ due to the autofluorescence by FAD (Fig. 6.6, inset). The resultant contrast provided by FL is therefore very modest, with the highest value of 2 at the skin surface. Taking into consideration the non-uniformity of autofluorescence across the skin sample, single-FL imaging is at best problematic, if at all possible, particularly given the serious issue of the short lifetime of FL before undergoing photobleaching. In regard to $S/B$ of the single UCNP, the relatively low $S$ was compensat-
ed by the extremely small $B$, almost invariable versus depth. The contrast is therefore, much higher, slowly decreasing from a value of 10 down to 3 over the 200-μm depth, which allows reliable detection of a single UCNP particle. Based on our model $S/B$ reached a value of 1 at 400-μm depth in skin, however, due to a number of the simplifying assumptions made this is likely to be the best-case-scenario.

**Figure 6.6 | Theoretical estimation of single-emitter detection sensitivity in skin.** A plot of the optical (confocal) detection contrasts of a single upconversion nanoparticle (UCNP, brown) and organic fluorescence dye (fluorescein, FC, green) versus their depth in skin, as modelled theoretically. The inset shows more detailed quantitative plots of the imaging signal (dashed) and background (dotted) of UCNP and FL versus depth in skin expressed in electrons per second ($e^-/s$). The black dotted line demarcates the contrast value of 1. See text for details.

**Feasibility of Single Particle Imaging in Biotissue**

The remarkable progress in the synthesis of upconversion nanomaterials and demonstration of their unique luminescence properties have led to new possibilities in optical biomedical imaging using UCNPs. However, an uptake of this luminescent nanotechnology into cellular imaging is tempered by the existence of competitive luminescent nanomaterials that exhibit a high contrast against the dim autofluorescence background of cells (e.g. europium complexes, quantum dots). Nam et al. reported the imaging of UCNP-labelled live HeLa cells for 6 h using 980 nm excitation at $I_{ex} = 3$ kW/cm$^2$, which allowed high-sensitivity intracellular imaging [47]. At these excitation intensities, in vitro single UCNP imaging in cells is feasible, as our results suggest. The scope of in vivo UCNP applications for optical deep tissue imaging of small lesions appears to be limited by the supralinear dependence of the upconversion luminescence on the excitation intensity, which is greatly diminished at $I_{ex} \ll I_{sat}$ in deep (> 1 cm) tissue layers. This confines the application niche of UCNP-based molecular probes to optical luminescent imaging in biological fluids, subsurface tissue layers and thick biological tissue slices. Within these domains, the UCNP-based molecular probes exhibit outstanding performance and provide unparalleled imaging capabilities, as was demonstrated and modelled in this paper (Fig.s 6.5 and 6.6). Such exceptional performance is achieved due to the unique photophysical properties of UCNP that allows evading the adverse effects of high absorption and autofluorescence of biological tissue, as long as the high excitation intensity is attainable by focusing.
The theoretical analysis highlights great promise for imaging single nanoparticles embedded in biological tissue, and provides a useful guidance to luminescent nanoparticle design (not necessarily limited to UCNPs) and optical imaging modality. For example, an improved photochemical design of UCNPs, e.g. co-doping NaYF$_4$ with Ytterbium and Thulium featuring an emission peak at 800 nm should further reduce the absorption by blood (Fig. 6.5) and result in an increased imaging depth [48]. A promising recent result was the synthesis of 42-nm UCNP$_s$ with an exceptional high conversion efficiency at 800 nm (3.5%) [49], using core-shell synthesis to reduce surface quenching [50]. The maximum imaging depth (SNR > 1) for the reported UCNP sample, with mean size 42 nm and the highest reported value of $\eta_{\text{uc}} = 3.5\%$, was found to be 450 μm (see SI, Fig. S6.7). There are several reports demonstrating UCNP-assisted imaging depths of 2 cm [13] and 3.2 cm [51] in live mice and fat tissue respectively. In this paper, the absolute detection sensitivity of single UCNP imaging in vivo is addressed, which can readily be extended to an ensemble of UCNP$_s$.

At the same time, our presented optical imaging model was oversimplified. The confocal scanning modality is impractically slow due the long (sub-milliseconds) UCNP luminescence lifetime, which requires to the dwell time to be set to ~500 μs per pixel to avoid smearing of the emission light onto adjacent pixels due to the UCNP after-glow [21]. On the other hand, the wide-field epi-luminescence modality suffers from the overshadowing of small single-UCNP signals by large UCNP clusters, so that on some occasions, we had to reduce the field diaphragm of the epi-luminescence microscope to collapse the field-of-view to a diameter of ~20 μm. The wide-field configuration was not efficient in suppressing out-of-focus signals, which precluded the use of whole blood due to scattering, and required blood haemolysis. This could possibly be prevented by optical clearing mechanisms that result in a reduced attenuation coefficient of whole blood [52]. Lastly, the NIR irradiation dose (250 W/cm$^2$ CW) still exceeded the maximum permissible exposure for skin. Although excitation at 980 nm at a ten-fold greater intensity has been shown to be tolerable to live cells for 6 h in vitro [47], continuous in vivo imaging at the excitation intensity as low as 0.5 W/cm$^2$ caused significant skin damage to mice [53], due to high water absorption in the live animal. Shifting the excitation wavelength from 980 to 915 nm was suggested to reduce water absorption. A pulsed laser excitation regime delivering high energy per pulse at a low repetition rate represents another possible solution to maintain acceptable imaging contrast within the laser safety limits. Therefore, advanced optical imaging – possibly, a hybrid of the wide-field epi-luminescence and confocal modalities – is required to harness the UCNP specificity and uniqueness.

There are a number of interesting prospects to employ UCNPs as molecular probes in tissues sites accessible to ballistic photons including skin, the superficial microcirculation and sub-surface lesions for luminescence-guided surgery. Recent reports demonstrate that imaging of low amounts of UCNP-labelled stem cells is feasible: as few as ~10 labelled cells were subcutaneously detected in nude mice and in vivo detection limits for UCNP-based imaging were an order of magnitude lower in comparison with QDs [54, 55]. UCNP$_s$ conjugated to a cancer-targeting peptide, for example somatostatin [56, 57] can facilitate the diagnosis of skin cancer [58]; detection of circulating tumour cells in subcutaneous blood vessels, or the sensitive guidance to tumour sites by receptor-targeted optical imaging [59]. Recently, we have successfully conjugated UCNP$_s$ with scFv4D5 mini-antibodies
raised against the human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2/neu) overexpressed in e.g. breast adenocarcinoma cells and demonstrated high-specific binding in vitro (Chapter 7). Delivery of conjugated UCNPs to tumours in vivo poses new challenges. The primary delivery mechanism of intravenous injected nanoparticles is thought to be the enhanced permeability and retention effect, caused by leaky blood vessel walls in tumour tissue. Subsequent nanoparticle diffusion into the tumour core occurs via intercellular or intracellular routes, where the latter mediated by endocytosis is more likely than the former due to the large nanoparticle size compared to the intercellular space [47, 60]. As a last example, UCNP-facilitated ion sensing by combining the optical properties of ion sensing chromophores/fluorophores with UCNP optical characteristics seems to be promising [61].

6.4. Conclusion

The adoption of upconversion nanomaterials in optical biomedical imaging demands specification of application areas where the UCNP merits are critical while the limitations are tolerable, and where the cutting-edge sensitivity required for UCNP-assisted imaging performance is achievable. We examined this ultrahigh-sensitivity optical imaging scenario by performing imaging and characterization of a single UCNP in a biological environment represented by haemolysed blood. In particular, the key UCNP parameters of absolute conversion efficiency and spectral emission were measured in individual and ensemble particles and found comparable. These experimental results were utilized in an idealized theoretical model, which was believed to aid identification of application areas of extreme sensitivity in challenging in vivo environments, including biological liquids, subsurface layers and thick tissue slices. Specifically, our theoretical skin imaging model showed that UCNP imaging had superior contrast over that of conventional fluorescent dyes. The background-free imaging of single upconversion nanoparticles at depths up to 400 μm in skin was found feasible. Therefore, the application scope of carefully tailored UCNP-based molecular probes is significant, including luminescence-guided surgery and ultrahigh-sensitivity bioassays in unprocessed biological fluids.
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The set-up consisted of a wide-field inverted epi-fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX70) equipped with a water-immersion objective (40x, NA 1.15, Olympus). The laser illumination was guided to the sample plane using a modified illumination path replacing the default Mercury/Xenon arc lamp housing. To achieve homogeneous illumination at the sample plane and to have precise control over the field-of-view, a modified Köhler illumination scheme was built as is shown in panel (a). The two Köhler illumination ray diagrams illustrating the homogeneous illumination light ray path and the image forming light ray path are shown in panels (b) and (c) respectively. The conjugate planes are explained in the legend. In (b) a collimated laser beam filled the adjustable iris located at the back focal plane of the field lens, which was, in turn, one focal distance away from the back focal plane of the objective resulting in even and collimated sample illumination. In (c) the image forming function of the Köhler scheme is depicted: the image of the iris located at the focal point of the field lens resulted in the formation of its image at the objective focal plane. The magnification of the iris image was the ratio between the focal lengths of the objective and the field lens (~28x in this setup). A zero-aperture iris was used to control the illumination area. The other components of the set-up are an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera (Andor iXon DU-885) and an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) (LSi-300 Hyperspectral Imaging System, Gooch and Housego) mounted to the left side port of the microscope; excitation and emission filters; a 978 nm laser (LD980-01CW, CXCH-Photonics) and an mechanical dither to average out speckles. These components are further discussed in the main paper.
**Supplementary Information**

Conjugate planes containing the field diaphragm (FD), sample plane (SP) and image plane (IP)

Conjugate planes containing the light source (LS) and the objective back focal plane (BFP)
Figure S6.2 | Reference and sample image intensity. To estimate the amount of excitation light bleeding through the emission filter set and reaching the EMCCD camera, we imaged a TEM-grid with reference material (TiO$_2$) and obtained the pixel values on a line through the field-of-view on the image. The graph shows the pixel values in counts for each pixel along the line (pixel number) for the reference TEM-grid and for a TEM-grid with UCNP sample deposited. As can be seen no elevation of pixel value was observed for the reference image at the field-of-view, whereas the sample image pixel values increased at the focus spot due to detection of upconverted light. The detected signal was nonzero due to addition of a pixel base level and (low) values for read and dark noise. We can conclude that virtually no excitation light reached the detector.
Figure S6.3 | Excitation intensity dependence of the green and red emission bands. (a) Ensemble emission spectra of UCNP powder were measured in transmission using a customized glass sample holder and calibrated spectrometer for several excitation intensities at excitation wavelength 978 nm (see section 6.2.3). The spectra were normalized at the 540 nm peak and are presented with an offset for clarity. (b) Integrating the spectra of (a) over the green and red emission band resulted in a green-to-red-ratio (GRR) dependence on excitation intensity. In (c), the emitted power dependence on excitation intensity in the green and red emission band is plotted on a double-logarithmic scale that showed a linear slope until emission saturation is reached around 150 W/cm². The slope is 1.9 for red emission and 1.5 for green emission, confirming a nonlinear emission process that involves at least 2 photons. Panel (d) shows the conversion efficiency ($\eta_{uc}$) dependence of the green and the red emission bands on excitation intensity.
Using the emission spectrum of the single UCNP (Fig. 6.4a) and Eq. 6.2 the spectral calibration coefficient for each wavelength can be calculated using $EM_{\text{gain}} = 1$, $S_{\text{ccd}} = 0.89$ [e-/count], $N_{\text{ph}}$, the number of photons per second per UCNP emission power of 1 W per wavelength [photons/W/s] and $Q_{\text{CCD}}$, the detector quantum efficiency [e-/photon] per wavelength. Data points are connected by a dotted line as guide to the eye. In case of the haemolysed blood-immersion objective the signal is reduced due to absorption by haemoglobin. Integrating over all wavelengths (using spline interpolation) results in total counts/W/s for UCNP emission, referred to as $\zeta_{\text{total}}$.

**Figure S6.4 | Calibrated detector response for single UCNP immersed in water or blood.** The absolute throughput, $\xi_{\text{optics}}$, defined as $\text{Signal}_{\text{sensor-plane}} / \text{Signal}_{\text{sample-plane}}$, of the microscope imaging system was obtained by imaging an optical fibre (multimode, 100 µm core, NA 0.22) placed at the sample plane of the microscope. The output power of the fibre was measured using a calibrated power meter (Thorlabs). Using the camera settings and sensitivity specifications the power detected by the sensor can be calculated from the image pixel values, and subsequently the throughput can be obtained. This was done for several wavelengths and spectrally interpolated using a white light source (Ocean Optics LS-1, tungsten halogen), as plotted in the graph. The discontinuity around 510 nm was due to the dichroic beam splitter with a cut-off wavelength at 511 nm. Assuming isotropic emission of upconverted light by the UCNP, the actual throughput of the system needed to be corrected for the acceptance angle of the microscope objective, a factor $1/3$ for $\text{NA} = 1.15$ (not shown).
Figure S6.6 | TEM images with different magnifications of in-house synthesized UCNPs.

Figure S6.7. Theoretical estimation of single UCNP detection sensitivity in skin, a comparison between in-house synthesized and state-of-the-art UCNPs (Yb,Tm-co-doped core-shell UCNPs, ref 49), possessing the highest reported conversion efficiency 3.5%. Using our model described in Section 6.3.2, we calculated the imaging signal contrast and plotted the result (blue dot-dashed line) together with the previous results for fluorescein and the 70-nm UCNP. The 42-nm 3.5%-UCNP has a reduced absorption of excitation light due to the smaller size of the particle which reduced the imaging contrast, but the higher $\eta_{uc}$ and the reduced transport attenuation coefficient of skin for the luminescence signal resulted in a higher contrast at increasing depth. The maximum imaging depth in skin is 450 \( \mu \text{m} \), with contrast 1.
Feasibility Study of the Optical Imaging of a Breast Cancer Lesion Labeled with Upconversion Nanoparticle Biocomplexes
Abstract Innovative luminescent nanomaterials, termed upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs), have demonstrated considerable promise as molecular probes for high-contrast optical imaging in cells and small animals. The feasibility study of optical diagnostics in humans is reported here based on experimental and theoretical modelling of optical imaging of an UCNP-labelled breast cancer lesion. UCNPs synthesized in-house were surface-capped with an amphiphilic polymer to achieve good colloidal stability in aqueous buffer solutions. The scFv4D5 mini-antibodies were grafted onto the UCNPs via a high-affinity molecular linker barstar:barnase (Bs:Bn) to allow their specific binding to the human epidermal growth factor receptor HER2/neu, which is overexpressed in human breast adenocarcinoma cells SK-BR-3. UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 biocomplexes exhibited high-specific immobilization on the SK-BR-3 cells with the optical contrast as high as 10:1 benchmarked against a negative control cell line. Breast cancer optical diagnostics was experimentally modelled by means of epi-luminescence imaging of a monolayer of the UCNP-labelled SK-BR-3 cells buried under a breast tissue mimicking optical phantom. The experimental results were analysed theoretically and projected to in vivo detection of early-stage breast cancer. The model predicts that the UCNP-assisted cancer detection is feasible up to 4 mm in tissue depth, showing considerable potential for diagnostic and image-guided surgery applications.

Adapted from:

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Discrimination between healthy and pathological tissue is at the heart of medical diagnostics, where optical imaging can offer non-invasive affordable solutions for accessible organs, such as the skin and hollow organs [1,2]. For example, diffuse optical tomography localizes a pathological lesion through the altered light scattering and absorption properties resulting from abnormal physiological conditions (manifested through e.g. blood oxygenation, bilirubin concentration, etc.), achievable in the centimetre-range surface depths [1]. This is a non-invasive and patient friendly technique. However, the poor spatial resolution and non-specificity represent shortfalls of this technique [3].

Labelling pathological lesions with molecular probes overcomes these shortfalls by enhancing the molecular contrast, as has been recently demonstrated in a number of studies [4,5]. Such a molecular probe comprises two functional modules: a targeting vector and a contrast agent. The targeting vector’s functionality requires high affinity and specificity for the targeted tissue site, such as cell receptors in the case of a cancerous lesion, and often employs peptide ligands or antibodies [3]. One of the accepted targets for cancer diagnostics is the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2/neu), which is overexpressed in a number of cancers and often accompanied by high drug resistance [6]. Identification and precise localization of a cancerous lesion using minimally invasive optical means, can aid diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. A recombinant scFv4D5 mini-antibody is an example of a high-efficiency HER2/neu-targeting vector that represents a single chain variable fragment of immunoglobulin (Ig) and exhibits lower cross-reactivity and immunogenicity in comparison with the corresponding full-size antibody [7].

The use of contrast agents, exploiting their fluorescent or, more generally, luminescent properties, is widespread in biomedical optical imaging. These luminescent molecular probes allow high-sensitivity and high-resolution imaging, since the absorbed excitation light is re-emitted as luminescence in a different spectral band, which can be spectrally discriminated from the excitation light. Despite a number of successful applications of these molecular probes in many areas of the life sciences, several challenges limit their application scope in e.g. in vivo biomedical optical imaging. First, the vast majority of luminescent molecular probes is excited by light in the ultraviolet (UV) or visible spectral ranges, while the emitted luminescence signal is detectable in the visible spectral range, where both excitation and emission light are strongly absorbed and scattered by biological tissues. Second, the exposure of live biological tissue to light in this spectral range induces intrinsic fluorescence, termed autofluorescence, due to its constituent endogenous (intrinsic) fluorophores. Both the luminescence of the exogenous (extraneously introduced) molecular probes and biotissue autofluorescence are shifted to longer wavelength (Stokes shift). Although signals generated by the luminescent molecular probe and the autofluorescence background are separable using spectral methods, the practical efficiency of these approaches is limited [8]. Several other shortfalls that impede the widespread implementation of luminescent agents include toxic effects (quantum dots) and poor thermal and photochemical stability (green fluorescent protein, red fluorescent protein, luciferase-mediated bioluminescence) [9,10]. Moreover, long-term excitation radiation of the luminescent probes in UV or visible spectral ranges can cause tissue photodamage [9].
A recent breakthrough in synthetic chemistry has resulted in a highly efficient luminescent nanomaterial termed upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) [11]. The most popular type of UCNPs is an NaYF₄ nanocrystal codoped with ytterbium (Yb³⁺) and erbium (Er³⁺) lanthanide ions (short-hand notation, NaYF₄∶Yb,Er) [12]. The absorbed photon energy conversion in UCNPs occurs through complex multistage processes that include conversion of two or more near infrared (NIR) excitation photons (typically, at wavelength 980 nm) to higher energy emission in the visible and NIR spectral range, as detailed previously in Chapters 5 and 6. To recall, the main advantages of the UCNPs in the context of optical biomedical imaging applications are as follows. The spectral bands of the excitation light (980 nm) and part of the emitted luminescence response, fall into the so-called biological tissue “transparency window” (650 to 1300 nm), where light penetration in tissue takes place with minimal absorption and scattering. The autofluorescence response of live biological tissue at this excitation wavelength is insignificant and very often undetectable. Furthermore, UCNP emission is spectrally shifted toward shorter wavelength (anti-Stokes shift), making spectral separation of the luminescence and autofluorescence signals easy and efficient [13]. Moreover, the exceptionally long luminescence lifetime of UCNPs (sub-milliseconds), enables the implementation of an optical time-gated scheme that is capable of completely suppressing the short-lifetime autofluorescence background and scattered excitation light [14].

The promise of UCNPs has recently been demonstrated by imaging UCNP-based biocomplexes in cell cultures and small animal models, which showed that the autofluorescence background was suppressed [15–19]. For example, Zhan et al. have demonstrated labeling a HeLa cancer cell line with noncovalent conjugates of UCNP and anti-carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) antibody followed by in vitro cell imaging. The anti-CEA8 is commonly used to immunologically detect the CEA, a cancer biomarker expressed on the surface of HeLa cells [18]. In vivo optical imaging of U87MG human glioblastoma tumors in living nude mice was reported by Xiong et al., where an arginine–glycine–asparatic peptide served as the targeting vector capable of specifically bind to αvβ3 integrin receptor overexpressed in the case of tumour angiogenesis [17].

However, the feasibility of optical imaging in live human tissue assisted by UCNP-based molecular probes under the biologically safe laser excitation conditions remains largely unexplored. The evaluation of the possibility of UCNP-assisted optical imaging in the context of early-stage cancer diagnostics is the key goal of this study. To this end, we report on UCNP synthesis and characterization in-house, followed by surface polymer coating which stabilizes the particles in aqueous buffer colloids. A flexible modular design using a high-affinity molecular linker barstar:barnase (Bs:Bn) was instrumental to achieve bioconjugation of the UCNP to the targeting vector, resulting the assembly of UCNP-scFv4D5 mini-antibody biocomplexes [6,20]. Human breast adenocarcinoma cells SK-BR-3 overexpressing HER2/neu were target-labelled with the UCNP biocomplexes and imaged using epi-luminescence microscopy. Optical imaging of a compact cancer cell cluster (pertinent to cancer stage I) was simulated using our breast cancer cell model covered with an optical phantom that reproduced breast tissue properties. The experimental imaging data enabled the theoretical evaluation of the feasibility of UCNP-assisted optical diagnostic imaging of a cancerous site in human breast tissue.
The key advance of our work is quantitative modelling of the optical imaging of early-stage breast cancer, where all integral parts of our model, including nanoparticle specific immobilization on the cancer cells, optical tissue phantom and optical imaging system, are well-controlled and characterized. This allows realistic evaluation of the feasibility of the optical imaging of an UCNP-labelled cancer lesion in vivo, albeit not in clinical, but in laboratory settings.

7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Synthesis of $\beta$-NaY$_{0.78}$Yb$_{0.2}$Er$_{0.02}$F$_4$ UCNPs

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Germany). Nanoparticles of programmable size and crystal phase were grown from a solution of sodium metal salts and oleic acid in an oxygen-free atmosphere at elevated temperatures. The mixture of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ (0.78 mmol), $\text{Yb}_2\text{O}_3$ (0.2 mmol), and $\text{Er}_2\text{O}_3$ (0.02 mmol) was refluxed in 70% trifluoroacetic acid (20 ml) for ca. 6 h. The resulting clear solution was cooled to room temperature and the solvent was evaporated. The obtained residue was dried under vacuum at 0.1 torr for 3 h and thoroughly ground in an agate mortar until a fine homogeneous powder was produced. This powder was mixed with sodium trifluoroacetate (2 mmol), oleic acid (6 ml), and 1-octadecene (6 ml) in a three-necked flask equipped with a thermometer and magnetic stirrer, and stirred at 100°C under vacuum for 30 min. The degassed and water-free mixture was gradually heated to 290°C at a rate of 6 °C/min and kept at this temperature for 45 min under an argon atmosphere. The temperature was then raised to 310°C for 70 min. Next, the solution was cooled, suspended in propanol-2 (130 ml), and centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 30 min (Z206A centrifuge, Hermle, Germany). The as-synthesized particles were washed with absolute ethanol four times and dried. The particles were then dissolved in chloroform (10 ml), precipitated with propanol-2 (50 ml), and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for twice 10 min. The final product was dried at room temperature [11].

7.2.2 Protein Production and Characterization

We isolated and purified the Bn-scFv4D5 fusion protein, as described by Deyev et al. [20] with slight modifications. Escherichia coli strain SB536 [F−, WG1, ΔfhuA (ton Δ), ΔhhoAB (SacII), shh] was transformed with the pSD4D5BnHis5 plasmid with the inserted Bs-coding moiety protecting bacterial cells from Bn cytotoxic effect. The transformants were then grown in YTPS broth (1% yeast extract, 1% trypton, 150 mM NaCl, 40 mM $K_2\text{HPO}_4$, 10 mM $KH_2\text{PO}_4$, 2 mM $\text{MgCl}_2$, 0.1 g/l ampicillin, pH 7.5) at 37°C until the optical density at 560 nm wavelength ($OD_{560}$) reached 0.6, and supplied with isopropyl $\beta$-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (1 mM) for 5-h lac promoter induction. The obtained biomass was harvested by centrifugation (Allegra 21R Centrifuge, Beckman Coulter, USA) and disintegrated on ice by sonication in a lysis buffer [5 mM trishydroxymethyl)aminomethane– hydrochloride (Tris–HCl), 40 mM $K_2\text{HPO}_4$, 500 mM NaCl, pH 8.2]. The extract was clarified by centrifugation and filtration through a membrane filter (220-nm pore size) and loaded onto a HiTrap nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid 1-ml column (GE Healthcare Worldwide). In order to remove the Bs inhibitor, the column was washed with urea solution (8 M), with subsequent refolding of the fusion protein by a linear urea concentration gradient (8–0 M). The refolded protein was then eluted by a 225-mM imidazole solution and transferred to a phosphate buffer (20 mM NaCl, 6.5 mM $\text{NaH}_2\text{PO}_4$, 41 mM $\text{Na}_2\text{HPO}_4$, pH 6.5) using
a PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare Worldwide), and finally purified in a HiTrap SP-Sepharose Fast Flow 1-ml column (GE Healthcare Worldwide). Electrophoretic analysis of eluted fractions in polyacrylamide gel (12.5%) showed the Bn-scFv4D5 elution at 275 mM NaCl.

The Bs C40A protein was produced using *E. coli* strain HB101 [F− Δ(gpt-proA)62 leu B6 glnV44 ara-14 galK2 lacY1 Δ(mcrC-mrr) rpsL20 (Strr) xyl-5 mtl-1 recA13], carrying pMT641 plasmid [6]. The cells were cultivated in YTPS broth until the stationary growth phase, and then centrifuged, followed by re-suspension in cold lysis buffer [0.05 M Tris–HCl, 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), pH 8.0]. The obtained solution was sonicated on ice with a 30% ammonium sulfate saturation for cell disruption followed by nucleic acid precipitation with poly (ethylenemine). Further, the cell extract was clarified by centrifugation and Bs content was precipitated by 70% ammonium sulfate saturation. The resulting precipitate was dissolved in TD buffer (0.1 M Tris–HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT, pH 8.0) and fractionated according to protein size in a Sephadex G-100 SuperFine column (C16∕100) equilibrated with TSDT buffer (0.02 M Tris–HCl, 0.02 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 8.0). Finally, Bs was purified in a HiTrap Q-Sepharose Fast Flow 1-ml column (GE Healthcare Worldwide) equilibrated with TDG buffer (0.2 M Tris–HCl, 2 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, pH 8.0). Elution was performed with a NaCl concentration gradient. The Bs was identified by polyacrylamide gel (17%) electrophoresis.

Ribonucleic activity of the recombinant protein, Bn-scFv4D5 was determined by the acid-insoluble ribonucleic acid (RNA) precipitation assay [21]. 40-μl dilutions (from 30 to 0.015 nM) of the analysed protein in Tris–HCl buffer (0.125 M Tris–HCl, pH 8.5) were mixed with 160 μl yeast RNA aliquots (2 mg/ml) and allowed enzymatic RNA splitting at 37°C. After 15 min, the reaction was stopped by adding 6% chloric acid (200 μl) to the mixture at +2°C for 15 min. Non-reacted RNA substrate was removed by centrifugation (Eppendorf 5415D Centrifuge, Germany) and supernatants were analysed for released nucleotide concentrations, which determine the OD\textsubscript{260}. To estimate the Bs:Bn affinity, different Bs dilutions were added to a solution of Bn at a constant saturation concentration followed by the same measurements. In the last case, Bs concentration was inversely proportional to the OD\textsubscript{260}.

ScFv4D5-HER2/neu affinity was evaluated by using antihuman polyclonal antibodies. A 96-well flat-bottomed polystyrene plate was coated with a recombinant p185\textsuperscript{HER2–EDC} antigen prepared in coating buffer (0.1 M Na\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3}, 0.1 M NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, pH 9.2) at amounts of 8 and 16 ng/well. After 1 h antigen absorption, the plate was washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and unsaturated surface-binding sites were blocked with a blocking solution [5% milk (Tesco, UK) in PBS, pH 7.4]. The Bn-scFv4D5 solved in PBS with Tween-20 (0.1%) was then added at different dilutions with a starting concentration of 5 nM. After 1 h of incubation with constant shaking in a rocker shaker, the plate was washed. To detect the immobilized Bn-scFv4D5, first, polyclonal rabbit-anti-human antibody and second, peroxidase-conjugated goat-anti-rabbit IgG were used with washing between the steps. For subsequent colourimetical measurement 1,2-diaminobenzene (Sigma–Aldrich, Germany) (0.04%) with hydrogen peroxide (0.06%) in citric buffer (7.3 g/l citric acid, 11.86 g/l Na\textsubscript{2}HPO\textsubscript{4}, 2H\textsubscript{2}O, pH 5) were added to the wells. The reaction was stopped by
adding 2 M sulfuric acid (50 μl). The OD was read using a plate spectrophotometer (StatFax-2100, Awareness Technology, USA). The affinity constant ($K_{aff}$) was calculated, as described by Beatty et al. [22] with consideration of antibody monovalency using the following equation:

$$K_{aff} = \frac{(n-1)}{n[A'] - [A]}$$

(7.1)

where [A’], and [A], are the total antibody concentrations, in the wells at OD-50’ and OD-50 for plates coated with total antigen concentrations of [A’], (8 ng) and [A], (16 ng), respectively, and

$$n = \frac{[A]}{[A']}$$

(7.2)

7.2.3 Bioconjugation of UCNPs

The as-synthesized UCNPs were coated with poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) amphiphilic polymer [PMAO (Sigma–Aldrich, Germany)], as described by Pellegrino et al. [23] with slight modifications. 1,6-Diaminohexane (Serva, Germany) was added to cross-link the PMAO chains around the particles. In order to link the biomolecules to the UCNPs, the surface carboxylic groups of the PMAO shell were activated in a cold buffered aqueous solution with an excess of 1-ethyl-3- (3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS) cross-linkers (Sigma–Aldrich, Germany) under sonication. The nanoparticles were then washed from unreacted cross-linkers by centrifugation at 4°C, re-dispersed in cold Bs solution, and allowed to bind to Bs overnight. The unbound Bs molecules were removed from the solution by three centrifugation–re-suspension cycles, and the resultant product was stored in PBS.

7.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The UCNP and PMAO–UCNP solutions were diluted by n-hexane and water, respectively, then sonicated and dropcasted onto a thin bar 300-mesh copper TEM grids, coated with 0.3% pioloform. After overnight drying in a desiccator at room temperature, the grids were imaged using a Philips CM10 TEM (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). ImageJ freeware was used for UCNP size distribution analysis.

7.2.5 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy

Pure PMAO was thoroughly ground and then pressed with KBr to form a tablet. The UCNP modified with PMAO was dried using a Savant SpeedVac Concentrator (France), then ground and pressed with KBr to form a tablet. FTIR spectra were recorded using an FTIR spectrophotometer (Varian 3100, USA).

7.2.6 PMAO–UCNP Emission Spectra

The PMAO–UCNP powder was placed in a custom-designed sample holder and illuminated with a 978-nm laser coupled to a multimode fibre that was butted against the sample. The emitted signal was recorded in transmission by a calibrated spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USA) filtered with a short-pass emission filter, wavelength cut-off 842 nm (Semrock, USA).
7.2.7 PMAO–UCNP Absolute Conversion Efficiency ($\eta_{uc}$) Measurements

The $\eta_{uc}$ measurements were performed in a calibrated integrating sphere setup as described previously [24, Chapter 6]. In short, an integrating sphere spatially integrates all radiant flux, thus absolute absorption and emission can be measured independent of scattering by the particles. The PMAO–UCNP in powder form was placed in a custom-made sample holder at one exit port of the integrating sphere and excited by 978-nm laser light delivered by a multimode optical fibre. Using appropriate filters and a photodiode placed at the perpendicular exit port of the sphere, both emitted power ($P_{em}$) and absorbed power ($P_{abs}$) were measured over a large range of excitation intensities. $\eta_{uc}$ was calculated according to the definition, $P_{em}/P_{abs}$ [W/W].

7.2.8 Cell Labelling

Human breast adenocarcinoma cells SK-BR-3 and Chinese hamster ovary cells CHO-K1 were purchased from American Type Culture Collection and cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (HyClone, USA) supplied with L-glutamine and 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone, USA). The cells were seeded on 8-well glass slides at a concentration of ca. $3 \times 10^4$ cells/ml. After 24-h cultivation at 37 °C in a CO$_2$-incubator (with 5% CO$_2$), the cells were inactivated by 1% formaldehyde to prevent nonspecific UCNP internalization. Nonspecific binding of the particles to the glass slide was also eliminated by incubating the sample with a blocking agent [1% bovine serum albumin (Bio-Rad, USA) in PBS] for 1 h. The Bn-scFv4D5 solution (in PBS with 0.1% bovine serum albumin and 0.1% Tween-20) was then applied for targeting Bn through the scFv4D5-HER2/neu interaction. After 1 h of incubation, the cells were rinsed with PBS and treated with the UCNP-Bs (100 μg/ml) colloid for 20 min. This time was considered to be sufficient to complete the formation of the UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 complexes due to extremely high Bs:Bn affinity (Kd $\sim 10^{-14}$ M). Next, the cells were washed several times to remove unbound UCNP-Bs. Finally, the cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS and mounted between a microscope slide and a coverslip. The negative control cell line was used to prove that the binding of UCNPs to the cancer cells was not a result of physical adsorption of the Bn-scFv4D5.

7.2.9 Laser-Illuminated Inverted Epi-Luminescence Microscopy

Laser (978 nm, LD980-01CW, CXCH-Photonics, China) excitation was delivered to the sample plane of a wide-field inverted epi-luminescence microscope (Olympus IX70, Japan) via a Köhler illumination scheme. An oil-immersion objective (100×, NA 1.30, Olympus, Japan) was used for bright-field cell imaging. A long-working distance dry objective (50×, NA 0.45, Olympus, Japan) was employed for UCNP-assisted imaging through the phantom layers to simulate an in vivo imaging procedure. The sample plane was imaged using an electron-multiplying CCD [EMCCD (iXon DU-885, Andor, Northern Ireland)] camera.

7.2.10 Phantom Fabrication

Melted agarose–water solution (1.5%) (Promega, Spain) was mixed with absorbing dyes [Magenta (Royal Talens, Holland) and black Indian ink (Winsor & Newton, UK)] and TiO$_2$ submicron particles [1 mg/ml (Sigma–Aldrich, Germany)] to model the scattering properties of breast tissue [25]. Uniformly thin and flat phantom layers were prepared by setting the warm agarose mixture between two glass plates spaced 0.4, 0.8, and 1.4 mm apart.
7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of UCNP-Based Molecular Probe

We designed, synthesized, and characterized a new molecular probe for cancer cell imaging. This comprised a contrast agent — an UCNP coated with an amphiphilic polymer — and a targeting vector — a mini-antibody raised against HER2/neu receptors.

UCNP synthesis and surface functionalization

The UCNPss composed of NaYF\(_4\)∶Yb,Er were synthesized by performing a modified coordinate stabilization reaction. As-synthesized UCNPss were re-dispersed in \(n\)-hexane by sonication and then imaged by TEM. The results of TEM imaging showed particles 120 ±20 nm in size and predominantly hexagonal in shape, as presented in Fig. 7.1(a), left panel. The hexagonal shape of the particles indicates the beta-phase of the host crystallite NaYF\(_4\), which is the most favourable for the energy transfer upconversion process [26]. The as-synthesized UCNPss coordinated with oleic acid hydrophobic moieties were surface-capped with PMAO [23]. Carboxylic groups of the PMAO that appeared as a result of the hydrolysis of anhydride functional groups became exposed outwards, producing hydrophilic UCNPss, i.e. stable in aqueous solutions. In addition, the hydrophilic terminals allowed covalent binding to biomolecules through the carboxylic groups. PMAO surface-capped nanoparticles were dispersed in water, sonicated, and imaged by TEM. As seen in Fig. 7.1(a), right panel, there was negligible change in the particle size during the surface capping procedure, as expected. The polymer coating is imaged as a supramolecular network of amphiphilic molecules juxtaposed on the core material and as thin layer fragments of low electron density (Fig. 7.1(a), right panel).

We also determined the mean hydrodynamic diameters of the PMAO-UCNP particles by means of dynamic light scattering (DLS), yielding 130 ± 20 nm (Fig. 7.1(b)), which corroborated the TEM size measurement, considering a ±10% size overestimation by DLS measurements). The produced aqueous colloid remained stable for at least 2 months, as confirmed by DLS measurements. The PMAO surface capping of UCNP altered its surface charge. Its zeta-potential was measured in water as −53 mV in comparison to that of −5 mV for the as-synthesized particles. The abundant surface carboxyl groups of the polymer layer were believed to build up this highly negative surface charge.

FTIR spectroscopy of the PMAO surface-capped particles further confirmed the successful surface modification of the UCNP sample. The results of the comparative analysis of PMAO-UCNP and pure PMAO are presented in Fig. 7.1(c). C–H stretching of CH\(_2\) polymer groups at 2919 and 2851 cm\(^{-1}\) appeared in both UCNP and PMAO-UCNP samples. The maleic anhydride ring spectral signature is of particular note. It featured two peaks at 1858 and 1781 cm\(^{-1}\) in pure PMAO, which disappeared as a result of the hydrolysis upon the PMAO-UCNP transfer to water, with the corresponding anhydride ring opening and production of free carboxylic groups presented at 1734 and 1560 cm\(^{-1}\) [27,28]. The hydrolysis of a certain number of anhydride groups in pure PMAO is known to display an FTIR peak at 1710 cm\(^{-1}\), which is present in Fig. 7.1(c) [28].
**Fig. 7.1** | Characterization of upconversion nanoparticles surface-capped with amphiphilic polymer, PMAO. (a) Transmission electron microscopy imaging of as-synthesized (left panel) and PMAO-capped (right panel) UCNPs. Scale bar, 200 nm. Zoomed-in images of the UCNPs are shown in insets in the left top corners. Scale bar, 50 nm. Right panel, a PMAO polymer layer on an UCNP crystal is visualized as a granular structure that represents a supramolecular network of amphiphilic molecules. (b) Histogram of the hydrodynamic size distribution of PMAO–UCNP obtained by dynamic light scattering measurements. This distribution remained unchanged for at least 2 months. (c) Fourier-transform infrared spectra of PMAO-UCNP and pure PMAO. The peak analysis points to the formation of the PMAO shell around the particles. See text for more details.

**Fig. 7.2** | Photophysical characteristics of the PMAO-UCNP. (a) Emission spectrum of the PMAO-UCNP powder featuring three (unresolved) emission multiplets grouped in green and red wavelength regions. Inset, left panel, a cuvette with UCNPs aqueous colloid exhibiting high transparency; right panel, green-colour emission along the 978-nm laser beam path captured under low ambient light condition. (b) Absolute conversion efficiency of PMAO-UCNP as a function of the excitation intensity at 978 nm, measured using a calibrated integrating sphere setup. The orange line is a guide to the eye, and saturation is reached at ~60 W/cm².
Photophysical properties of PMAO-UCNP

Optical characterization of the excitation and emission properties of UCNP and, in particular, PMAO-UCNP was performed. The choice of PMAO-UCNP was primarily dictated by its improved $\eta_{uc}$ in comparison with the as-synthesized UCNP. Additionally, the PMAO-UCNP exhibited excellent immunity to environmental and surface conditions, so that its emission properties measured in powder form remained the same both in solution and after bioconjugation. The emission spectrum of PMAO-UCNP powder was acquired using a calibrated spectrometer with excitation by a 978-nm laser [excitation intensity ($I_{ex}$), 28 W/cm²], and is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The spectrum featured three emission bands, which are known to result from the Er emission multiplets [11]. These multiplets can be grouped into two (green and red) wavelength bands, as respectively colour coded in Fig. 7.2(a). The optical absorption of the NIR excitation light at 978 nm and the $\eta_{uc}$ of UCNP determine the intensity of the emitted signal. The $\eta_{uc}$ is defined as the ratio of the emitted power to the absorbed power measured in W/W. The emitted power depends nonlinearly on the $I_{ex}$ since each emitted photon is a result of the absorption of two or more photons followed by non-radiative relaxation processes. At high values of $I_{ex}$ approaching saturation, $\eta_{uc}$ reaches a plateau. Measurement of $\eta_{uc}$ versus $I_{ex}$ is essential for the evaluation of UCNP-assisted imaging performance. In Fig. 7.2(b), $\eta_{uc}$ of PMAO-UCNP integrated over the entire emission spectrum is plotted versus $I_{ex}$. We note that the green-to-red emission ratio decreases as the $I_{ex}$ is increased. $\eta_{uc}$ of the PMAO-UCNP sample starts to saturate at $I_{sat} = 60$ W/cm² and reaches a maximum value of 1.2%. It is clear that the passivating surface coating affects $\eta_{uc}$ and makes the coated UCNP much less susceptible to the environment and additional surface coating [29]. Hence, bioconjugation of PMAO-UCNP, as described in the next section, was of only minor influence to the $\eta_{uc}$ of the polymer-coated UCNPs.

7.3.2 Design, Production and Target Delivery of UCNP-Bioconjugates

Bioconjugation

The PMAO-UCNP was grafted with mini-antibodies, scFv4D5, designed for targeted delivery to cancer cells that overexpress specific receptors HER2/neu. PMAO-UCNP and scFv4D5 were linked using a high-affinity molecular pair Bs: Bn.20,30 Bacterial ribonuclease Bn, and its inhibitor Bs, are small (12.4 and 10.2 kDa, respectively) proteins that are stable over a wide range of pH (from 2 to 12) and temperatures (50°C and 70°C, respectively), and have terminal groups accessible for covalent modifications and genetic fusion. A PMAO-UCNP bioconjugate was realized by its surface coating with Bs, thus forming the first submodule, while Bn was a part of the other submodule, which included an anti-HER2/neu scFv4D5 mini-antibody (Fig. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b)). The Bs-binding ability of the Bn-scFv4D5 was proved by measurement of the Bn ribonucleic activity inhibition by Bs (Fig. 7.4(a)) and the Bn-scFv4D5-HER2/neu affinity constant was calculated from Fig. 7.4(b) to be $1.62 \times 10^9$ M⁻¹ (Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2)). The PMAO-UCNP conjugation with Bs was implemented using a reaction with EDC and sulfo-NHS relying on the covalent linkage of the PMAO-UCNP carboxyl groups and Bs amino groups (Fig. 7.3(b)). The negatively charged Bs (pI 4.6) was favoured over the positively charged Bn (pI 8.9) for the conjugation reaction to avoid undesirable electrostatic adsorption due to the negative zeta-potential of the PMAO-UCNP [30].
**Fig. 7.3 | Cell labelling with UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 biocomplexes.** (a) Targeting vector, Bn-scFv4D5 gene construction. The gene is under the control of a lac promoter (lac p/o) and the ompA signal peptide, and includes the N-terminal FLAG tag (F), VL-linker-VH oriented scFv4D5 mini-antibody, hinge linker (16 amino acids), Bn, short spacer S (Gly-Ala-Pro), and C-terminal His5-tag, localized sequentially. Bs coexpression is under the control of its own constitutive promoter (p) and required to suppress the Bn cytotoxicity. (b) The concept of cell labeling with self-assembled UCNP biocomplexes UCNPBs: Bn-scFv4D5. (c) Epi-luminescence microscopy of the HER2/neu overexpressing SK-BR-3 cells labeled with UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5. Scale bar, 20 µm. (d) Three-dimensional surface plot of the luminescence signal acquired from the CHO-K1 and SK-BR-3 cells incubated with UCNP-Bs: Bn-scFv4D5. Although the labelled SK-BR-3 cells exhibited several discrete peaks due to UCNP biocomplex clusters, many more single and small clustered UCNP biocomplexes were also attached to these cells, resulting in higher overall signal level in between these peaks.

**Specific Labelling of Cancer Cells with the UCNP-Bs: Bn-scFv4D5 Complexes**

Experimental confirmation of the bioconjugation reaction and the functionality of the UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 biocomplexes was performed by specific immobilization of these biocomplexes on cancer cells, more specifically, human breast adenocarcinoma cells SK-BR-3 known to overexpress HER2/neu, and fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde [31]. Chinese hamster ovary cells CHO-K1 devoid of HER2/neu were used as a negative control. Both cell lines were incubated with recombinant mini-antibody submodules Bn-scFv4D5 to bind to HER2/neu through the antibody-receptor interaction, so that Bn was immobilized on the
targeted cells. At the second incubation stage, UCNP-Bs was attached to the cell-immobilized Bn via high-affinity binding to Bs (Fig. 7.3(b)). Imaging of the UCNP biocomplex-treated cells using modified epi-luminescence microscopy under the 978-nm excitation showed that UCNP-Bs:BnscFv4D5 biocomplexes were immobilized on the SK-BR-3 cells with a 10-fold higher signal compared to the control CHO-K1 cells (Fig. 7.3(c)). The UCNP labelling level was estimated by image analysis of the luminescent signal integrated over the cell surface area using MATLAB software (Fig. 7.3(d)). The SK-BR-3 cells exhibited high overall UCNP labelling level with several discrete signals from UCNP clusters.

7.3.3 Evaluation of the Feasibility of UCNP-Assisted Optical Imaging in Human Breast Tissue

**Breast tissue phantom**

Since adenocarcinoma cells are hosted in human breast tissue, imaging contrast of these cells can be modelled experimentally, provided a human breast tissue model is available. To this end, we designed an agarose-based phantom that mimicked the optical absorption properties of live human breast tissue in the spectral ranges of the UCNP excitation and emission (Fig. 7.5(a)), and scattering in NIR region. The absorption of breast tissue was calculated, considering absorption of haemoglobin (0.002 mM) and oxy-haemoglobin (0.011 mM) in the green range and NIR light absorption of water [32]. The spectrum of breast tissue absorption in the red spectral range was obtained from in vivo measurements [33]. Agarose was chosen as the matrix, as its water content (about 99%) is commensurable with that of live breast tissue (10% to 60%), and resulted in slightly higher absorption of the excitation light compared to live tissue, i.e. by 0.2 cm⁻¹. The phantom and breast tissue absorption coefficients (µₐ) integrated over the relevant wavelength bands were similar.

![Graph](image-url)
The reduced scattering coefficient of breast tissue in vivo was simulated by adding TiO$_2$ submicron particles to the phantom [34]. The scattering coefficient and average cosine of scattering ($g$-value) in our phantom were defined by Mie calculations of 1 mg/ml TiO$_2$ particles in water. Matching the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$ (with $\mu'_s=(1-g)\mu$, $\mu$ being the scattering coefficient, and $g$ is the anisotropy factor) at 978 nm with values recorded in vivo (978 nm: $\mu'_s,breast = 8$ to 12 cm$^{-1}$, $\mu'_s,phantom = 10$ cm$^{-1}$) resulted in a decreased scattering coefficient of the phantom compared to live tissue for the green and red wavelength bands (red: $\mu'_s,breast = 13$ to 20 cm$^{-1}$, $\mu'_s,phantom = 6.9$ cm$^{-1}$ and green: $\mu'_s,breast = 15$ to 22 cm$^{-1}$, $\mu'_s,phantom = 6.6$ cm$^{-1}$) [33]. Matching $\mu'_s$ of live tissue and phantom material at 978 nm was crucial and hence prioritized in our modelling, since the scattering of 978-nm light primarily determined the luminescence signal decay with depth due to the nonlinear UCNP $\eta_{uc}$.

As is seen from Fig. 7.5(a), UCNP excitation at 980 nm is suboptimal for bioimaging due to the onset of the water absorption, and the use of the excitation at 915 nm is sometimes preferable, although the excitation efficiency is lower. The use of a commercially available 915-nm semiconductor laser as an excitation source for an UCNP luminescence can considerably increase the imaging depth as was reported by Zhan et al. [18].

![Experimental modelling of UCNP-assisted optical imaging. (a) Optical absorption spectrum of the tissue simulating phantom designed to reproduce the key optical properties of breast tissue in the UCNP excitation and emission spectral ranges (solid line). The tissue absorption spectrum (dashed line) is obtained from the literature. The UCNP emission in green and red bands and excitation in the NIR region are shown as shaded areas. (b) Schematic diagram of the optical imaging setup; UCNP-labelled cancer cells are imaged through the phantom mimicking absorption and scattering properties of breast tissue.](image)
Experimental modelling of UCNP-assisted cancerous lesion imaging

An optical phantom simulating breast tissue optical properties provides an excellent model to assess the prospects of in vivo UCNP-targeted imaging of breast cancer lesions. The cancer cells labelled with UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 biocomplexes were covered with a stack of phantom layers (0.4 to 2.0 mm) and imaged using a modified epi-luminescence microscope, see Fig. 7.5(b). A long-working distance objective lens allowed stacking thin phantom layers on top of the sample, while re-adjusting the objective lens distance to the sample. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was defined as a ratio of the luminescence signal to the standard deviation of the signal, where the signal was estimated as a sum of the pixel values over the sample area with the background subtracted. The sample area was a cellular region outlined as inferred from the bright-field microscopy (Fig. 7.5(b), dashed lines). The background level was estimated as the mean pixel value outside the illumination spot in the same image. The total noise level \( N_{\text{total}} \) was defined as:

\[
N_{\text{total}} = \sqrt{N_{\text{shot}}^2 + N_{\text{dark}}^2 + N_{\text{read}}^2 + N_{\text{rest}}^2}
\]

where \( N_{\text{shot}} \), \( N_{\text{dark}} \), \( N_{\text{read}} \), and \( N_{\text{rest}} \) are signal shot noise multiplied by the EM-characteristic multiplicative noise factor 1.4, dark noise, read noise, and rest noise, respectively, all measured in number of electrons \([\text{e}^-]\) [35,36]. For the experimental image data, the dark, read, and rest noises were estimated as the standard deviation of the dark background. The signal shot noise was derived from the acquired upconversion signal \( \text{signal} \):

\[
N_{\text{shot}} = \sqrt{\text{signal}}
\]

The SNR of the same sample area is plotted versus phantom thickness in Fig. 7.6. According to the SNR estimation and observed image contrast, the signals from the UCNP-labelled SK-BR-3 cells were clearly observable through the phantom up to 1.6-mm thick (SNR = 4.5, Fig. 7.6).

We note that the excitation intensity at 978 nm, \( I_{\text{ex}} \), decreases with the phantom thickness, and at a depth greater than 0.4 mm it is below \( I_{\text{sat}} \) as found using the Lambert–Beer law:

\[
P(z) = P(0)e^{-\mu z}
\]

where \( \mu \) is the transport attenuation coefficient \((\text{mm}^{-1})\) defined as a sum of the absorption, \( \mu_a \) and reduced scattering coefficients \( \mu_s' \) [24]. The decrease in \( I_{\text{ex}} \) below \( I_{\text{sat}} \) yields lower \( \eta_{\text{uc}} \) that contributes to SNR loss, in addition to increased attenuation of the emitted light with the phantom thickness.

Quantitative imaging of the UCNP-labelled SK-BR-3 cells allowed estimation of the total number of UCNP biocomplexes per cell, using the following equation:

\[
S_{\text{UCNP}} = N_{\text{UCNP}}N_{\text{YB}}\sigma_{\text{abs,YB}}I_{\text{ex}}\eta_{\text{uc}}\eta_{\text{total}}
\]
where $S_{UCNP}$ is the detected luminescent signal (counts/s); $N_{UCNP}$ is the number of UCNP biocomplexes per cell; $N_{Yb}$ is the total number of Yb ions per UCNP crystal; $\sigma_{abs,Yb}$ is the Yb absorption cross section ($1 \times 10^{-20}$ cm$^2$); $I_{ex}$ (W/cm$^2$); $\eta_{uc}$ according to Fig. 7.2(b); and $\zeta_{total}$ (counts/W/s) is the spectral calibration coefficient of the detection path in the microscope system calculated as described in Chapter 6 [24], Eq. 6.2.

The total number of UCNP biocomplexes per SK-BR-3 cell in vitro was calculated to be $[2.8 \pm 0.5] \times 10^4$ using Eq. (7.6). In order to put this estimation in the context of an in vivo imaging scenario, we made use of the cross-comparison between the in vivo and in vitro labelling efficiency reported to be ca. 10-fold less for the in vivo case [37,38]. Therefore, the number of UCNPs in one breast cancer cell in vivo was estimated to be $\sim 3000$.

Theoretical modelling of in vivo imaging

The experimental data of the UCNP-assisted imaging sets the framework for the estimation of limits of in vivo detection of UCNP-labelled breast cancer lesions versus depth in breast tissue. Equation (7.5) was used to calculate the attenuation of the excitation and emission power, $P$ at depth $z$ due to absorption and scattering in tissue. This power relationship holds for both the excitation light travelling into the tissue toward the UCNP sample and the emitted light travelling backward.

Initially, we calculated the UCNP signal versus the phantom thickness and compared it with that acquired experimentally (cf. Fig. 7.6). The experimental data were obtained by adding up all pixels from the area occupied by the SK-BR-3 cells, subtracting the background, and normalizing for the EM gain, exposure time, microscope throughput, and camera sensitivity. The UCNP signal in vitro for one SK-BR-3 cell versus the phantom thickness is shown in Fig. 7.7 plotted as separate data points (triangles). The UCNP signal in vitro was also modelled using Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6), with the optical properties of the phantom and $I_{ex} = 100$ W/cm$^2$ as parameters. As is shown in Fig. 7.7 (orange solid line), the modelled signal dependency on phantom thickness fits the data points very well for the entire depth range down to 2 mm. Therefore, extrapolation of the signal to the greater depths pertinent for...
in vivo optical imaging is feasible. The UCNP-assisted imaging limit was theoretically estimated considering early-stage cancer tumour diagnostics under the maximum permissible laser exposure condition. A total number of \(~160\) breast cancer cells localized in the imaging volume \(~260 \times 260 \times 10 \, \mu \text{m}^3\) were estimated, considering the EMCCD sensor optically conjugated with the imaging plane via a \(50\times\) objective lens. A pulse energy of \(0.7 \, \text{J/cm}^2\) \((I_{\text{ex}} = 710 \, \text{W/cm}^2)\) of the excitation beam for a \(1\) ms pulse duration was calculated as the maximum permissible exposure for skin \([39]\). The camera acquisition parameters were exposure time \(1\) ms and EM gain \(300\times\). We assumed an optimized imaging system with the background completely suppressed \([14]\). The calculated UCNP signal intensity versus depth in tissue is shown in Fig. 7.7 (black solid line). As can be seen, the modelled in vivo optical imaging sensitivity versus the depth in tissue is plotted as a function of the phantom thickness, which fits the experimental SK-BR-3 cell imaging data (triangles). In vivo UCNP signal \((-\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot\·
vivo signal of a tumour cluster is higher than that of the experimental in vitro signal. This is attributed to the higher number of cells in the sample volume, normalized to the reduced scattering coefficient in the green and red regions and the increased $I_{ex}$, even though the lower labelling efficiency was taken into account (Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6)). The slope change of this curve at ca. 2 mm is explained by noting that $I_{ex}$ is above the saturation intensity level within 2 mm from the surface in tissue yielding a nearly constant $\eta_{uc}$ (see Fig. 7.2(b)). As the depth increases, $I_{ex}$ and consequently $\eta_{uc}$ decrease, thus contributing to the negative slope. The standard deviation of the signal was estimated to be less than 20%, with the main components due to the labelling variation from cell to cell, and noise. The UCNP-signal can be reliably measured only when it is well above the noise level. The in vitro noise was estimated as described above, and plotted in Fig. 7.7 as data points (×). The relatively high noise level due to the excitation light at 978 nm bleeding through the filters can be completely suppressed, e.g. by employing time-gated detection [14] as plotted in Fig. 7.7 (black dashed line), where the dark and read noise were specified by the manufacturer, and the rest noise was zero. As one can see, the UCNP signal approaches the noise level beyond 4-mm depth in tissue, which represents a significant range for a number of applications, including early-stage breast cancer tumour diagnostics and image-guided surgery [4].

7.4  CONCLUSION

Optical imaging of an early-stage human breast cancer lesion labelled with luminescent UCNPs was modelled using cell cultures and optical phantoms. Human breast adenocarcinoma cells SK-BR-3 that overexpress epidermal growth factor receptor HER2/neu were targeted by polymer-capped UCNPs grafted with an anti-HER2/neu targeting vector via a high-affinity molecular pair Bs:Bn. Selective binding of the UCNP-Bs:Bn-scFv4D5 biocomplexes to the SK-BR-3 cells (the ratio 10:1 as compared to a negative control) was demonstrated. The luminescence signal of the UCNPs was detectable even through a 1.6-mm thick agarose phantom mimicking breast tissue optical properties. A theoretical model based on the experimental data predicted the feasibility of in vivo optical imaging at a depth of up to 4 mm in live breast tissue, under the reasonable assumption of complete suppression of background signals due to excitation light scattering and biological tissue autofluorescence, which is feasible given the UCNP luminescence properties. We believe this study demonstrates considerable potential for UCNP-assisted optical imaging for early-stage cancer diagnostic and image-guided surgery applications.
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Discussion and Conclusion
ABSTRACT This Chapter reflects on the two main research lines of this thesis that focus on optical techniques to assess biological tissues based on (1) laser speckle flowmetry and (2) photoluminescent signals from upconversion nanoparticles. The results presented in this thesis are summarized and their contributions to clinically relevant applications are discussed. Additional results obtained during this PhD project are included, as well as possibilities for further improvements of the techniques.
Discussion and Conclusion

8.1 Introduction

Optical techniques to assess microcirculation functionality are indispensible for the diagnosis, monitoring, therapy guidance and understanding of many diseases ranging from the onset of septic shock to the delivery of drugs to tumours. This thesis contributes to the development of optical techniques to improve the assessment of microcirculation pathology and drug delivery in a minimally invasive way. The first part of this thesis aims to develop a non-invasive and quantitative technique to assess the microcirculatory blood flow based on laser speckle flowmetry. The second part is devoted to the quantification of optical signals arising from photoluminescent upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) in the context of sensitive detection in biomedical tissues, in particular vascularised tumour tissue. In this discussion chapter, I will review the two main research lines individually, including the contribution to clinically relevant applications of the results presented in this thesis, additional results and future improvements. In the final Chapter 9, I will present a general conclusion and outlook on how the techniques can be brought together to serve in the context of cancer diagnosis and treatment monitoring and contribute to the clinical understanding of tumour development.

8.2 Laser speckle flowmetry: a quantitative tool?

8.2.1 Key results on laser speckle flowmetry

Chapters 2 through 4 address several theoretical aspects underlying laser speckle flowmetry which chronologically contribute to an increasing accuracy in determining blood flow velocity from speckle decorrelation times, accompanied by experimental validation. Chapter 2 starts with the basic expression on speckle statistics given by Goodman [1] and subsequent derivation presented by Fercher and Briers [2], relating the time-varying speckle fluctuations to the imaged speckle contrast (Eq. 2.8). An important input requirement for correct interpretation is a model describing the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) of the speckle fluctuations, referred to as $g_1(\tau)$ which is parameterized by the characteristic decorrelation time $\tau_c$. Usually a Lorentzian or Gaussian form of $g_1(\tau)$ is assumed [3-5], resulting in the speckle contrast Eq. 3.6 (Lorentzian) or 3.7/4.10 (Gaussian) through which $\tau_c$ can be found from speckle contrast $K$ (provided that $\beta_m$ and $\rho$ are well estimated, for example using a multi-exposure acquisition and subsequent nonlinear curve fit) [6, 7].

The first gap in the speckle literature addressed in this thesis is the relationship between $\tau_c$ and blood flow velocity $V$ in tissues in vivo. The relationship is often verified to be of the form $1/\tau_c \sim V$ using flow phantom set-ups [7-9], but a lack of knowledge of actual blood flow velocity limited the verification in vivo. The integration of sidestream dark field (SDF) microscopy and laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) opened up the possibility to compare both (Chapter 3). Flow phantom experiments confirmed that the SDF-LSCI geometry adequately produces and detects speckle patterns, and that the linear relationship of $1/\tau_c$ with $V$ is reproduced. $K$ was reliably estimated by sufficient sampling of speckles in a spatiotemporal local region of the image pixels, while maintaining a useful spatial and temporal resolution in vivo. We found a considerable speckle decorrelation for tissue regions without flow when analyzing in vivo speckle contrast images and corresponding SDF images of the microcirculation, with a high correlation between tissue decorrelation times
and adjacent vessel decorrelation times. Reasonably, this ‘offset’ decorrelation is due to additional decorrelation sources such as muscle movements and dynamic scattering events with red blood cells (RBCs) along the photon path to the focal plane. We hypothesized that the total ACF can be regarded as the product of the two (statistically-independent) ACF’s describing the offset and flow dynamics [10, 11], and the actual flow \( \tau_c \) can be derived from a simple equation (Eq. 3.9) that can be practically solved by selecting \( \tau'_c \)’s from the vessel and adjacent tissue regions defined from conventional SDF-images. The offset-corrected \( 1/\tau_c \) vs flow relationship (Fig. 3.7) exhibited a higher linear correlation \( (r^2 = 0.95) \) as compared to the uncorrected relationship \( (r^2 = 0.4) \), substantiating our hypothesis. The offset-correction provides a method to find the \( \tau_c \) belonging to the desired RBC dynamics only and can be regarded as a first step towards quantitative laser speckle flowmetry.

Chapter 3 also revealed that the slope of the graph of \( 1/\tau_c \) vs. \( V \) in vitro was much steeper compared to \( 1/\tau_c \) vs. \( V \) in vivo, possibly caused by the smaller scatterer size and increase in number of dynamic scattering events in vitro. These findings were a motivation to perform a flow phantom experiment with varying size and concentration of flowing scatterers to assess the influence on the slope, designated as the proportionality factor \( \alpha \) in the relationship \( 1/\tau_c = \alpha V \). The outcome of this experiment forms the basis of Chapter 4. The experiment confirmed that \( \alpha \) changes with both size and concentration of flowing scatterers which is thus important to take into account for quantitative flowmetry. To generalize these results we modelled the experiment following the theoretical frameworks of DWS and Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF), modified to LSCI and our measurement geometry and optical properties. In this model, the scattering phase function of the flowing scatterers and the number of scattering events in the flow tube or blood vessel influence \( \alpha \). The scattering phase function can be predicted using our recent advances in the modelling of optical scattering of whole blood using Mie and Percus-Yevick theories [12-15], and the number of scattering events by Monte Carlo simulations [16, 17]. Under certain conditions, which are met in SDF-LSCI of the in-vivo microcirculation, the theory and experiment match perfectly. In Chapter 4 we have thus further quantified laser speckle flowmetry by modelling and validating the relationship between \( \tau_c \) and flow velocity for the in vivo microcirculation.

Together, chapters 3 and 4 provide practical guidelines towards quantitative in vivo flowmetry which can be summarized as: a multi-exposure acquisition scheme to reliably estimate \( \tau_c \); a correction for additive decorrelation sources by measuring the \( \tau_{\text{offset}} \) from tissue regions; model-based scaling of \( \tau_c \) for multiple scattering where the number of scattering events in the vessel \( (N) \) can be estimated from the vessel diameter; and relating this final \( \tau_c \) to the actual flow velocity through the proportionality constant \( \alpha \). With the flow velocities at hand further quantitative assessment of the vessel blood flow (blood volume/time) and tissue perfusion (blood volume/tissue volume/time) can be made, since vessel diameters and vessel density can be found from the images. Though intuitively it may seem that the conventionally measured uncorrected decorrelation time relates to tissue perfusion (since it is a measure of multiple dynamic scattering events in tissue and flow velocity), important to keep in mind is that flow velocity and multiple scattering are not linearly related \( (1/\tau_c \neq \alpha VN \) but \( 1/\tau_c = \alpha'VA(N) \), where \( \alpha' \) denotes \( \alpha \) for single scattering and \( A(N) \) is a model-based scaling factor, Chapter 4) and \( N \) is not linearly related to vessel diameter. Furthermore, our approach differentiates between measurement dynamics (due to blood
flow, muscle movements, laser stability, etc.) and the clinically relevant vessel dynamics (due to blood flow). In addition, an estimate of \( V \) and vessel diameter distribution are clinically relevant parameters for microcirculation functionality as well. Therefore, our model represents an improvement compared to previous reports on tissue dynamics using LDF, LSCI or DWS where this differentiation is not made, and creates new opportunities for the assessment of the microcirculation in studies within and between organs and organisms or during the course of disease and therapy.

8.2.2 Feasibility of LSCI for clinical microcirculation imaging

The initial motivation to integrate SDF with LSCI as clinical microcirculation imager was the inability of SDF to measure microcirculatory perfusion automatically. The sequential steps for quantitative flowmetry using SDF-LSCI as summarized in the previous paragraph can straightforwardly be automated to enable instantaneous measurements at the bedside or during operations. In addition, SDF-LSCI is sensitive to higher flow velocities than conventional SDF imaging. Flow velocities as high as 20 mm/s were validated in this thesis (compared to <2 mm/s for SDF). Higher flows will be clearly visible in speckle contrast images and if their quantification is desirable the multi-exposure speckle acquisition should be extended towards shorter exposure times. Lastly, SDF-LSCI utilizes wavelengths where the absorption by blood is low (red to NIR range) resulting in deeper light penetration and the potential to image through scattering layers such as the skin. In this case, the vessel diameters can only be estimated from SDF-LSCI images instead of conventional-SDF images. The latter is also important in view of conventional LSCI set-ups, where no absorption-based SDF images of blood vessel can be captured. Vessel and tissue regions can still be identified from the speckle contrast (or decorrelation time) images, although the contrast decreases in the case of low flows. Monte Carlo simulations verified that the number of scattering events in the vessels is similar in both geometries. The results on quantitative SDF-LSCI from chapters 3 and 4 are thus generally applicable to laser speckle flowmetry, and, by the analogy explained in chapter 2, also to LDF imaging systems.

The function of the microcirculation is to supply the tissue with oxygen and nutrients according to its metabolic needs. An impaired microcirculation is an important pathological marker for various diseases and is the cause and the consequence of clinical pathologies, as outlined in Chapter 1 [18]. The reinstated quantitativeness of the LSCI technique facilitates the comparison of blood flow, velocity and tissue perfusion between different spatial locations or time points, where previously semi-quantitative measures of flow [19, 20], or relative changes in blood flow velocity necessitating a baseline measurement [4, 21], were reported. Quantitative LSCI enables the monitoring of the chronic changes of cerebral perfusion after ischemic stroke [22, 23], vascular remodelling during the healing process in burn wounds [24, 25], or the comparison of microcirculatory perfusion in several organs during septic shock models [26]. The sensitivity to higher flows is instrumental for studying brain metabolism, since blood flow velocities in rat cerebral capillaries were reported up to 2.8 mm/s (venules and venous capillaries) and 21 mm/s (arterioles and arterial capillaries) measured using incident light microscopy and transit time photometry [27]. The control mechanisms of cerebral capillary flow are subject to controversy [28]. A current hypothesis suggesting that neurological signals regulate the capillary flow by triggering the precapillary arterioles, would benefit from quantitative LSCI as a simple non-invasive technique to
visualize capillary flow velocity in vivo. Cerebral capillary flow control is clinically relevant for e.g. research on functional brain activation, epilepsy, migraine, head trauma, ischemia and hypoxia [28]. The ability to quantify microcirculatory flows through skin has potential applications in neonatal care, where the correlation between baseline microvascular blood flow as measured with LDF on the lower limb, exhibits significant relationships with clinical illness severity and cardiovascular function in the immediate postnatal period [29, 30]. The application of quantitative LSCI may increase the clinical relevancy by providing information on microcirculation geometry and blood flow velocity non-invasively for this vulnerable group of patients in the neonatal intensive care unit.

8.2.3 Sensitivity to low flows
A current shortcoming of LSCI is the low sensitivity to low flows, for which the offset and flow decorrelation times are very similar and there is hardly any contrast between vessel and tissue. This is aggravated in ‘active’ tissue such as the tongue measured using a hand-held device. In our in vivo experiments flows as low as 0.3 mm/s were quantified by SDF-LSCI. In sepsis, sluggish (< 0.3 mm/s) and interrupted blood flows are indicated as important parameters [31, 32]. Fortunately, the integration of SDF with LSCI allows for an improvement in the analysis that can potentially enhance the sensitivity to lower blood flows: regions belonging to one vessel (same flow velocity) can be outlined according to the conventional-SDF images to serve as the local region to calculate \( K \), if needed extended temporally as well. This image-based determination of local region results in a larger local region, thus a more reliable estimation of \( K \) while also providing a higher spatial and temporal resolution. Since all pixels in the local region represent the same flow, the accuracy and sensitivity to lower flows is likely improved.

8.2.4 Multiple populations of dynamic photons
The offset-correction as presented in this thesis assumes that the photons detected at the vessel region have been subject to offset decorrelation events and subsequently to at least one dynamic scattering event in the vessel, justifying Eq. 3.8:

\[
g_{1,\text{total}}(\tau) = g_{1,\text{flow}}(\tau) \cdot g_{1,\text{offset}}(\tau).
\]

Consequently, multi-exposure speckle contrast curves representing the total decorrelation would always show faster decorrelation than the flow-only decorrelation curve. To test this, we designed a phantom set-up where a nylon thread with a roughened surface was pulled through a tube embedded in a dynamic medium (titanium dioxide in 30% glycerol), and in a static medium (titanium dioxide in silicone) as used in Chapters 3 and 4. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 8.1a. The multi-exposure K-curve for ‘flow’ in the static medium can be regarded as due to flow only (as the medium is static) and the multi-exposure K-curve for ‘flow’ in the dynamic medium can be regarded as the total decorrelation due to flow and offset decorrelation. The dynamic phantom shows that for the velocity of 10 mm/s \( (\tau_{c,\text{flow}} < \tau_{c,\text{offset}}) \) the total decorrelation is not faster than the decorrelation due to flow only (square data points), and Eq. 3.8 breaks down. Generally, we saw that for the dynamic phantom the multi-exposure curves for flow and offset regions were mutually influenced by each other’s dynamics, which is caused by scattering of photons from the flow region into the offset region and vice versa. This means that at any position in the image the decorrelation is influenced by both ‘offset’ and ‘total’ (flow + offset) photons. Therefore, the autocorrelation functions describing both processes cannot be directly multiplied. A possible way to correct for this is to define a third population of photons contributing to
the (fluctuating) electric field: \( E(t) = E_{t,\text{total}}(t) + E_{t,\text{offset}}(t) + E_s(t) \). Subsequently the Siegert relation can be modified accordingly and the speckle equation can be derived similar as before (Chapter 2.3). The \( K \)-curves resulting from two dynamic populations (total and offset) with different \( \tau_c \)'s for flow and offset are plotted in fig. 8.1b (dark and light green lines), together with the \( K \)-curves resulting from one (flow) population (dark and light red lines), the \( \tau_c \)'s are chosen to reflect the situation in Fig. 8.1a and the relative population of offset (and total) photons is set to 0.5. The calculated \( K \)-curves derived from multiple dynamic photon populations in Fig. 8.1b mimic the dynamic phantom experiment, supporting this approach. In practice, fitting the model presented in Fig. 8.1b is complicated because a large (and closely spaced) range of exposure times is required for a reliable fit. The dynamic phantom experiment exaggerates the biological situation by the highly scattering medium covering the tube \( (\mu_s' = 1.7 \text{ mm}^{-1}) \), as compared with the low scattering non-keratinized epithelium layer covering the sublingual microcirculation) giving rise to a large population of offset photons detected at the flow (vessel) region. A lower fraction of offset photons for sublingual vessel regions is expected due to the high scattering coefficient of blood and the transparent epithelium top layer. The excellent results of Chapters 3 and 4 based on Eq. 3.8 verify this. However, the presence of multiple populations of dynamic photons is worth exploring further especially when using LSCI through highly scattering layers such as skin.

Fig. 8.1 | Dynamic medium flow phantom experiment (unpublished results). (a) Multi-exposure \( K \)-curves and corresponding fit of Eq. 3.7 or 4.10 for a moving thread in static (red curves/data points) and dynamic (green curves/data points) medium (b) Multi-exposure \( K \)-curves according to Eq. 3.7/4.10 \((\beta = 0.4, \rho = 1)\) for 2 different \( \tau_c \)'s (light red \( [\tau_{c,\text{flow}} = 0.06 \text{ ms}] \) and dark red \( [\tau_{c,\text{flow}} = 10 \text{ ms}] \)) and multi-exposure \( K \)-curves resulting from 2 populations of dynamic photons (50% offset, 50% total; light green \( [\tau_{c,\text{flow}} = 0.06 \text{ ms}, \tau_{c,\text{offset}} = 1 \text{ ms}] \), dark green \( [\tau_c = 10 \text{ ms}, \tau_{c,\text{offset}} = 1 \text{ ms}] \)).
8.2.5 Conclusions on laser speckle flowmetry

Answering the question: is laser speckle flowmetry a quantitative tool? remains a controversial topic. Using SDF-LSCI as outlined in this thesis can be regarded as considerably quantitative and opportunities for enhancing the accuracy and sensitivity as outlined in Section 8.2.3 are promising. Two bottlenecks in quantitative laser speckle flowmetry, the quantification of \( \alpha \) and influence of multiple scattering, have been addressed in this thesis. Both findings can be applied to conventional LSCI set-ups and LDF techniques as well, thereby contributing to the quantitativeness of many flowmetry applications. The technological simplicity of LSCI set-ups, combined with the potential for automated and quantitative analysis of flow velocities, sensitivity to a large flow range and the ability to measure through scattering layers summarize the advantages of LSCI as clinical microcirculation imager.

8.3 UCNPs for the delivery of contrast enhancing agents to tumours

8.3.1 Key results on imaging Upconversion Nanoparticles in biological tissue

Chapters 5 through 7 show that upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) are a valuable addition to the collection of photoluminescent agents in biomedical imaging, where the usefulness greatly depends on the provided signal to background ratio (or contrast). The key optical properties of UCNPs enable autofluorescence-free imaging due to a nonlinear upconversion process at relatively low excitation intensities with long (sub-millisecond) lifetimes [33]. The remaining background signal consisting of detector noise and excitation light leaking through the filters can be minimized by time-gated detection and scientific grade cooled detectors, advancing towards signal shot noise limited imaging. In view of these optical and detection features, the UCNP imaging contrast is highly dependent on the conversion efficiency. Therefore, we started with designing an integrating sphere set-up to quantify the conversion efficiency versus the excitation intensity, as detailed in Chapter 6. The subsequent assessment of the imaging and detection throughput of the wide-field inverted epi-fluorescent microscope (used in Chapters 6 and 7) operating in continuous wave mode, enabled the quantitative modelling of UCNP-based microscopic imaging. With this system, single particle imaging and hyperspectral imaging confirmed that the ensemble and single UCNP had identical optical properties, which is important to link ensemble measurements [34-37] to discrete particle studies [38, 39]. The experimental detection of a single UCNP through 250 \( \mu m \) haemolysed blood and theoretical estimation of single particle detection in skin-depths up to 400 \( \mu m \) under optimized conditions (pulsed excitation allowing higher excitation intensity and time-gated detection) illustrate the high-sensitivity imaging that is achievable using UCNPs. Due to the rapid reduction of contrast with imaging depth in tissue, caused by the scattering-induced excitation attenuation and nonlinear UCNP emission, the high potential applications include UCNP-guided imaging at relatively superficial depths (< 1 cm) such as \textit{in vitro} thick slices, biological liquids or bioassays, or \textit{in vivo} subsurface structures [40-42]. For these scenarios the detection of small amounts of UCNPs is feasible and opens up possibilities for the detection of a small amount of biomarkers [43, 44] or cells [45, 46], including \textit{in vivo} cell tracking [47]. A promising application is the intraoperative use of UCNPs to guide the surgeon to areas suspect to contain tumour cells. To enhance the tumour-to-tissue contrast, specific labelling of tumour cells is helpful which was addressed in Chapter 7. The UCNPs were biofunction-
alized with mini-antibodies that specifically targeted the human epidermal growth factor receptor (HeR2/neu) overexpressed by SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells, resulting in specific labelling of tumour cells in a 10:1 ratio to control cells *in vitro*. The labelled breast cancer cells were covered with breast tissue simulating optical phantom layers that mimicked the optical scattering and absorption properties of breast tissue. The UCNP signal coming from the monolayer of breast cancer cells was detected through a maximum of 1.6 mm phantom thickness, which was a substantial imaging depth considering the low amount of the labelled cells (< 10 cells) in the image. Using the calibrated imaging and detection properties of the imaging system (such as spectral throughput, detector sensitivity) and UCNP optical signal quantification, the number of UCNPs per cell could be estimated and projected onto an *in vivo* scenario of imaging a small breast cancer lesion embedded in breast tissue. As detailed in Chapter 7, the estimated detection depth of the small lesion was up to 4 mm, which is superior compared to the detection depth estimated using Cy5 (an organic fluorescent NIR dye) as tumour labelling agent being ~2.5 mm [48]. The latter result was estimated from human melanoma bearing mice, and the study additionally revealed an improved long-term survival rate for mice subject to fluorescence guided tumour resection as compared with the control group operated under white light conditions. The improved contrast using upconversion-based photoluminescence would potentially improve the survival rate even further, since a detection depth of several millimetres is clinically relevant e.g. during tumour resections.

Besides the identification and experimental assessment of application niches of UCNPs, chapters 6 and 7 also presented the experimental validation of optical signal modelling in absorbing and scattering media based on Lambert-Beers law. The theoretical model presented in Chapter 6 showed excellent agreement with the experimental results of the phantom study in Chapter 7 (Fig. 7.7, *in vitro* signal data and model), changing only the different model parameters such as objective numerical aperture (NA), optical properties of the tissue (skin in Chapter 6 vs. breast tissue in Chapter 7), number of UCNPs (single in Chapter 6 vs. cluster of labelled cells in Chapter 7) and their optical properties (absorption cross-section and conversion efficiency). The Lambert-Beer model modified using the transport attenuation coefficient (instead of the usual absorption coefficient) was applied to calculate the reduction of excitation intensity with depth in tissue and the reduction of the signal intensity on the return path to the detector. This model implies that photons that have been absorbed or isotropically scattered are removed from the signal calculation, unlike previously reported models based on photon diffusion approximations [49]. Though the higher tissue scattering coefficient as compared with the absorption coefficient at the UCNP excitation and emission wavelengths validate the use of the diffusion approximation, the application of a diffusion-based model did not agree with our results. A possible explanation is the high-NA objective used for imaging, effectively rejecting out of focus (diffuse) photons in the set-up. By changing the model parameters as required, our UCNP tissue imaging model is instrumental for the quantitative assessment of potential UCNP-based imaging scenarios.

**8.3.2. In vivo application of UCNPs**

The evaluation of UCNP properties in the context of *in vivo* situations is crucial for the translation of UCNPs from the lab to clinical applications. An identified purpose in this
thesis is the delivery of UCNPs through the leaky tumour vasculature for enhanced detection and/or tumour therapy. In view of this, a versatile model is the chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane (CAM), an extra-embryonic vascularised membrane responsible for the gas exchange of the developing chick embryo. The development of protocols describing ex ovo culturing of chick embryos by transferring the embryo into a sterile container, enabled exposure of the CAM and easy access for intervention and imaging [50, 51]. Since the embryos are immune-deficient (up to embryonic development day 14) foreign cancer cells can be introduced without rejection. Grafting tumour cells on the CAM results in their adoption by the CAM and subsequent tumour-induced angiogenesis enables their growth into proliferating, vascularised tumours [52, 53]. The CAM-based tumour development and their microvascular environment can be studied in detail [54, 55]. The presence of nearly all relevant stroma factors e.g. immune cells (at a later stage), extracellular matrix components, blood and lymphatic vessels make the CAM model highly suited for studying tumour-stroma interactions, tumour metastasis, and therapy-induced changes in tumour development, implying the upcoming role of the CAM model in cancer research [56].

The characteristics of the CAM tumour model are useful to study the delivery of nanoparticles to tumours, as was shown by the delivery of macromolecules like fluorescent dextran [57] and virus-derived fluorescently labelled nanoparticles [58] to the CAM tumour sites through the leaky tumour vasculature. Following the in vitro results of Chapters 6 and 7, utilizing the CAM tumour model is an appropriate next step in the assessment of UCNPs for contrast-enhanced tumour detection. As elucidated in Chapter 5, UCNPs should not only exhibit advantageous optical properties but also excellent biochemical properties for effective in vivo application, including surface properties that offer a good dispersability in buffers and ensure biocompatible interaction with tissues. Biocompatible surface properties prevent or delay the uptake by the immune system thereby increasing the nanoparticle circulation times. In addition, the biocompatible surface provides functional groups for the binding of molecules (antibodies/ligands) with tumour-specific targeting properties. Long circulation times enhance the probability that the particles will end up in the tumour and facilitate enhanced tumour visibility or induce therapy. Feedback on the UCNP chick embryo circulation time is thus meaningful for UCNP design. Preliminary results on the quantification of UCNP circulation times in chick embryos are presented in Fig. 8.2. The UCNPs were synthesized in-house, coated with a silica shell and subsequently functionalized to produce three different groups: carboxyl (COOH, negatively charged), amine (NH₂, positively charged) and polyethylene-glycol (PEG, neutral) functionalized UCNPs. At several time points after injection of the UCNPs (50 μL of 0.5 mg/ml UCNP solution) a small amount of blood (5 μL) was drawn from the embryos and blood smears were prepared on glass slides as shown in Fig. 8.2c. For each slide the UCNP signal was quantified using the inverted microscope set-up described in Chapter 6. The results (based on 3 different chicks per functional groups) show a decreasing amount of UCNPs in the blood with increasing time, where the PEGylated particles circulate the longest and can still be found after 12 hours of circulating. The quantification of circulation time can tailor the future design of UCNPs with other functional surface groups (e.g. amphiphilic polymers) to optimize biochemistry protocols while maintaining long circulation times.
The next step is the development of vascularised tumours in the chick embryo model. Tumours can be grafted on the CAM by mildly scratching the membrane before placing tumour spheroids [59, 60], tumour cell soaked gelatine-sponges [61], tumour cells resuspended in Matrigel [62], or simply a drop of tumour cells on the affected region of the membrane [57]. We evaluated different tumour cell lines and tumour grafting methods, demonstrating successful tumour growth and vascularisation as shown in Fig. 8.3. In Fig. 8.4 our first published results are shown presenting targeted labelling of small tumours (MCF7 breast cancer cells) by UCNPs functionalized with tumour-specific antibodies [63].

The CAM tumour model represents an interesting method for further development of UCNP-based detection of small tumour lesions, with the proof-of-principle shown in Fig. 8.4. The long exposure time of 2 minutes in spite of the superficial location of the tumour indicates that improved detection of UCNP-labelled tumours is a necessity for practical application of UCNPs, for example for intraoperative diagnosis. On the one hand the UCNP signal could be enhanced by doping the UCNPs with Thulium ions instead of Erbium ions which have a large emission peak at 800 nm (see Figure 5.3), for which tissue attenuation is reduced. In addition, a 70-fold increase of conversion efficiency was shown for UCNPs with a high Tm-dopant concentration (8%) at high excitation intensity [64]. Further improvements include the increase of the absorption cross-section by utilizing ‘antenna effects’ from dyes,
Fig. 8.3 | Chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) with tumours. Growth and vascularisation of tumours, 7 days after grafting of tumour cells on chick embryo CAM using spheroids, gelatine sponges, Matrigel or cell solutions containing HT29 (Human colorectal adenocarcinoma), SK-BR-3 or MDA-MB-231 (human breast cancers) cells. Scale bar represents 250 µm.

Fig. 8.4 | Targeted labelling of tumour spheroids grafted on the chick embryo CAM. Antibody-labelled UCNPs were imaged at the tumour region at 1 h (top row) and 24 h (bottom row) after injection. From left to right are bright field, epiluminescence (980 nm) and merged intravital microscope images at 4x magnification and 2 minutes exposure time. Adapted from ref. [63]
Discussion and Conclusion

Plasmons, quantum dots or other doping elements with a strong absorption to sensitize the UCNPs [42], or shifting the excitation wavelength to 800 nm by adding Nd$^{3+}$ as a second sensitizer [65]. On the other hand the excitation and detection efficiency can be improved by using high power pulsed laser excitation and time-gated detection mechanisms.

8.3.3 Cytotoxicity and non-specific cellular uptake of UCNPs

The previous results demonstrate the potential for UCNP-guided detection of small tumour lesions during operations. A remaining challenge is to ensure the biosafety of UCNPs through preclinical testing of the in vivo UCNP biochemical stability, cytotoxicity and systemic toxicity. We assessed the cytotoxicity effects of differently coated UCNPs as well as bare UCNPs on normal human skin cells in a recently published paper [66]. After 24 h of incubation of the cells with UCNPs the lowest cytotoxicity was observed for bare and poly-lactide coated UCNPs (see Fig. 8.5a). Using the inverted microscope set-up described in Chapter 6 the non-specific cellular uptake of the UCNPs could also be quantified as presented in Fig. 8.5b. This study shows that cytotoxicity and cellular internalization strongly depend on coating, though the UCNPs do not exhibit intrinsic toxicity. This indicates that ongoing research is needed to design functional UCNP-coatings with increased biocompatibility and reduced cytotoxicity.

![Fig. 8.5](image)
8.3.4 Conclusion on upconversion nanoparticles

The group of photoluminescent nanoparticles assessed in this thesis, nominated as upconversion nanoparticles, has considerable advantages for imaging applications in the biomedical context. Particularly the background-free imaging possibility allows imaging of small amounts of particles, expanding the possibilities for imaging of small lesions or minute amounts of biomarkers. Realization of high-sensitivity UCNP-aided imaging warrants further research in two key areas: improving the UCNP brightness and detection sensitivity; and improving the biocompatibility to enhance molecular contrast and provide meaningful results for clinical applications.
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Outlook
**ABSTRACT** This last chapter reflects shortly on the thesis aims and presented results. The chapter continues with an outlook on the combination of the discussed optical techniques in the context of tumour detection, therapy and monitoring of tumour development.
9.1 Introduction

The role of the microcirculation in the development of a range of diseases dictates the need for good clinical techniques to assess its functionality. Inadequate tissue perfusion by the microcirculation is often an early indicator of more severe pathologies, for example in diabetes and critical diseases [1-3]. On the other hand, an impaired microcirculation functionality can result from an array of cellular processes and its assessment often lacks specificity or sensitivity for pathological processes. Photoluminescence-assisted imaging can enable enhanced molecular contrast in biological tissues, biological liquids or bioassays [4-6]. The quantification of blood flow and photoluminescent signals in the biomedical context can contribute to clinical information relevant to a wide range of potential clinical applications. Since the acquirement of reliable results is of key importance for the advancement of clinical research, considerable effort has been devoted to improving the quantitative evaluation of optical techniques (all first-authored publications in this thesis start with the word ‘quantitative’!). This thesis aimed to give a realistic expectation of the abilities of quantitative flowmetry and photoluminescence-based imaging in tissue by experimental and theoretical modelling of light-tissue interactions. Practical guidelines towards quantitative laser speckle flowmetry are presented together with a detailed theoretical background that elucidates the essential aspects for quantification. Experimental optical characterization of the upconversion nanoparticle (UCNP) photoluminescent properties and modelling of this signal in the biomedical context enables assessment of their detectability in clinically relevant scenarios. The quantification of microcirculatory blood flow and the quantification of the upconversion signal in biological tissues both have their individual clinical application niches. In this last section, I will reflect on their powerful combination for the diagnosis and therapy of tumours, and particularly the monitoring and understanding of tumour development.

9.2 Quantifying Blood Flow and Photoluminescence Signal in Tumour Tissue

Angiogenesis is a hallmark of cancer and facilitates accelerated and uncontrollable tumour growth [7, 8]. Enhanced perfusion as well as enhanced permeability and retention of nanoparticles are complementing indicators for the presence of tumours, which can be measured by the two techniques discussed in this thesis. The complex tumour physiology and structural heterogeneity can be assessed by combining information from blood flow mapping and localizing accumulations of UCNPs. An important property of tumours closely related to angiogenesis, is tumour hypoxia [9, 10]. Tumour hypoxia is associated with resistance to chemo- [11] and radiation therapy [12], and selection for the most resilient tumour cells [13]. Hypoxia stimulates tumour angiogenesis which subsequently relieves the hypoxic region and facilitates prolific growth. As the tumour grows the cells become further separated from the vasculature which induces another state of hypoxia where the tumour is dormant until angiogenesis resumes. Hypoxia is a clinically relevant parameter as it reduces the effects or chemo- and radiotherapy; prevents drug delivery to non-vascularised hypoxic regions and influences cell-cycle specific chemotherapies [14]. The study of hypoxia as a predecessor to angiogenesis provides additional relevant information on tumour heterogeneity and periodicity. UCNPs have been engineered as oxygen sensing complexes [15, 16] and microcirculatory imaging can indicate regions of low perfusion. A
detailed reconstruction of physiological processes like hypoxia and angiogenesis will aid in understanding tumour-specific behaviour, and give insight into cellular processes.

The combination of tumour diagnostics and therapy, theranostics, is exemplified by UCNP-mediated photodynamic therapy (PDT). In PDT, cancer cells are destroyed through the generation of cytotoxic singlet oxygen by molecules that act as photosensitizers when excited by optical irradiation. By selecting photosensitizers that absorb in the emission bands of UCNPs, powerful complexes can be generated by loading UCNPs with many photosensitizers. Exciting the UCNP-PDT complexes by 980 nm light results in the generation of singlet oxygen and detectable emission via the green and red UCNP emission bands respectively [17]. Tumour drug delivery of UCNP-PDT nanocomplexes provides novel mechanisms for therapy and diagnostics [18]. The presence of the drug can be confirmed by detection of UCNPs in the tumour, while the effect of therapy on the tumour vasculature post-treatment (assessed by laser speckle flowmetry) is instrumental to evaluate the impact of therapy.

A recognized problem for the delivery of drugs to tumours is the elevated interstitial pressure in the tumour core [19], which dramatically hampers perfusion rates of the core tumour vessels. The perfusion rate and extravasation of nanoparticles are possibly interrelated which can be assessed by the combination of flowmetry and quantification of nanoparticle delivery. In addition, some tumour therapies are aimed at inhibiting uncontrolled angiogenesis in order to normalise the tumour vessels, resulting in a reduced interstitial pressure and an increased delivery of drugs [20]. The combination of both techniques is extremely helpful in monitoring the intended effects of these experimental therapies.

In this last chapter I have described potential collaborations between quantitative perfusion and photoluminescence imaging. The combined application of both techniques can intensify the information on the complex interaction of tumour cellular processes, tumour growth, metastasis and tumour response to therapy.
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## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>autocorrelation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOTF</td>
<td>acousto-optic tuneable filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bn</td>
<td>barnase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs</td>
<td>barstar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM</td>
<td>chorioallantoic membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>charge coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>anti-carcinoembryonic antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>complementary metal-oxide semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>coefficient of variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>dynamic light scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWS</td>
<td>diffusing wave spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCCD</td>
<td>electron multiplying charge couple device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPR</td>
<td>enhanced permeability and retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAD</td>
<td>flavin adenine dinucleotide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>fluorescein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Fourier transform infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRR</td>
<td>green-to-red-ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
<td>haemoglobin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hct</td>
<td>Haematocrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He/Ne</td>
<td>Helium/Neon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>intensive care unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASCA</td>
<td>laser speckle contrast analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sLASCA</td>
<td>spatial laser speckle contrast analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tLASCA</td>
<td>temporal laser speckle contrast analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDF</td>
<td>laser Doppler flowmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCI</td>
<td>laser speckle contrast imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>laser speckle imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESSI</td>
<td>multi exposure speckle imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE</td>
<td>maximum permissible exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>numerical aperture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>near infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>optical coherence tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>optical density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPS</td>
<td>orthogonal polarization spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCF</td>
<td>pair correlation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>photodiode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>probability density function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>poly-ethylene glycol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMAO</td>
<td>poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POF</td>
<td>plastic optical fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>power spectral density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY</td>
<td>Percus-Yevick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>quantum dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE</td>
<td>quantum efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLS</td>
<td>quasi-elastic light scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QY</td>
<td>quantum yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>red blood cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/B</td>
<td>signal/background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDF</td>
<td>sidestream dark field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>supplementary information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>signal-to-noise ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVS</td>
<td>speckle-noise ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIO₂</td>
<td>titanium dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCNP</td>
<td>upconversion nanoparticle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>visible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Other symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>anisotropy factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_a$</td>
<td>absorption coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{Hb}$, $n_{CO_2}$, $n_{spher}$, $n_{plasma}$, $n_{silicone}$</td>
<td>refractive index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s'$</td>
<td>reduced scattering coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s$</td>
<td>scattering coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_r$</td>
<td>transport attenuation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{sc}$</td>
<td>scattering cross section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## List of Symbols

### Laser speckle flowmetry
- \( A(N) \): model-based scaling factor for \( N \)
- \( c \): probability constant
- \( C_{\text{noise}} \): noise in detected intensity
- \( C_{\text{det}} \): autocovariance of temporal speckle intensity
- \( d \): diameter (channel/vessel)
- \( D \): scatterer diameter
- \( D_b \): Brownian motion diffusion coefficient
- \( E \): electric field
- \( E^* \): complex conjugate of electric field
- \( E_r \): fluctuating component electric field
- \( E_s \): static component electric field
- \( F \): vessel/path length factor
- \( f \): fraction
- \( g_1 \): normalized electric field ACF
- \( g_2 \): normalized intensity ACF
- \( I \): detected intensity
- \( \langle I \rangle \): mean detected intensity
- \( I_f \): fluctuating component of detected intensity
- \( I_s \): static component detected intensity
- \( K \): speckle contrast
- \( K_{\text{max}} \): maximum attainable speckle contrast
- \( k \): wave number
- \( l \): path length
- \( M \): shape parameter
- \( M_{\text{opt}} \): optical magnification
- \( N \): average number dynamic scattering events
- \( n \): number of dynamic scattering events
- \( N_s \): spatial pixels local region
- \( N_t \): temporal pixels local region
- \( p(n) \): probability distribution for \( n \)
- \( p(q) \): scattering phase function
- \( p(V) \): velocity probability distribution
- \( p(\eta_{\text{micro}}) \): microscopic particle distribution
- \( q \): scattering vector
- \( r \): distance between particles in volume
- \( R^2 \): coefficient of determination
- \( R_{\text{adj}}^2 \): adjusted \( R^2 \)
- \( r_s \): speckle size image plane
- \( S(q) \): structure factor
- \( T \): camera size exposure time
- \( t \): time
- \( V \): flow velocity
- \( \langle V^2 \rangle \): second moment of velocity distribution
- \( V_p \): average flow velocity
- \( V_p \): volume of particle
- \( a \): proportionality constant
- \( \beta_{\text{MC}} \): measurement-geometry specific constant
- \( \Delta r \): displacement
- \( \eta \): (global) particle number density
- \( \theta \): angle
- \( \lambda \): wavelength
- \( \rho \): fraction dynamically scattered light
- \( \sigma_k \): standard deviation in \( K \)
- \( \sigma_f \): standard deviation in \( f \)
- \( \sigma_l \): standard deviation in \( l \)
- \( \sigma_s \): standard deviation in spatial \( l \)
- \( \tau \): time constant
- \( \tau_c \): decorrelation time
- \( \omega \): measure of point spread function

### Upconversion nanoparticles
- \([\text{Ab}]\): antibody concentration
- \([\text{Ag}]\): antigen concentration
- \( \Phi \): fluorescence conversion efficiency
- \( I_{\text{ex}} \): excitation intensity
- \( I_{\text{sat}} \): saturation excitation intensity
- \( K_{\text{aff}} \): affinity constant
- \( N_e \): number of electrons
- \( N_{\text{ph}} \): photon emission rate
- \( N_{\text{UCNP}} \): number of UCNPs
- \( N_{\text{Yb}} \): number of Yb ions
- \( N_{\eta_{\text{micro}}} \): electronic noise level
- \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \): abs. cross section luminesphore
- \( P_{\text{abs}} \): absorbed power
- \( P_{\text{em}} \): emitted power
- \( P_{\text{ex}} \): excitation power
- \( QE_{\text{CCD}} \): quantum efficiency CCD
- \( S_{\text{CCD}} \): CCD sensitivity
- \( S_{\text{UCNP}} \): sensor UCNPsignal intensity
- \( T \): exposure time
- \( z \): depth
- \( \zeta_{\text{total}} \): system spectral calibration coefficient
- \( \eta_{\text{micro}} \): upconversion efficiency
- \( \lambda_{\text{ex}} \): excitation wavelength
- \( \xi_{\text{optics}} \): throughput imaging optics
Optische technieken hebben een goed perspectief voor toepassing in de gezondheidszorg: ze kunnen niet-invasief zijn, licht is niet-ioniserend, de apparatuur is vaak goedkoop en compact, en optische interacties kunnen zowel structurele als fysiologische informatie over biologisch weefsel geven. De nadelen van optische technieken zijn de gelimiteerde diepte in weefsel tot waar het licht reikt en de verstrooiing door weefsel, waardoor het beeld onscherp wordt. Het deel van de circulatie waar de arteriën en arteriolen zijn vertakt tot capillairen en waar de zuurstof- en nutriëntuitwisseling met cellen in het lichaam plaatsvindt, ligt ten dele vlak onder het weefsel oppervlak. Met optische technieken kunnen we deze microcirculatie daarom in beeld brengen. Een niet goed functionerende microcirculatie kan schade aan weefsel veroorzaken en in het ergste geval leiden tot sterfte, bijvoorbeeld bij septische shock. Er zijn vele andere situaties waar een disfunctionerende microcirculatie het gevolg, de mediator of de aanleiding is van een klinische pathologie. Het monitoren van de microcirculatie kan helpen bij diagnostiek, feedback geven bij therapie, of inzicht geven in fysiologische processen. Een optische techniek die de functionaliteit van de microcirculatie betrouwbaar in beeld kan brengen heeft daarom veel klinische relevantie.

Sidestream dark field (SDF) microscopie is een videomicroscoop-techniek die de microcirculatie onder de tong direct in beeld kan brengen, volgens het principe dat groen licht sterker wordt geabsorbeerd door bloed dan door omliggend weefsel. Uit de beelden waarin de rode bloedcellen als donkere bolletjes door lichtgrijs weefsel bewegen kan de vatdichtheid, de vatgeometrie en de bloedstroomsnelheid van de langzaam stromende capillairen (< 2 mm/s) bepaald worden. In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een andere groep van technieken geïntroduceerd die de beweging van rode bloedcellen op basis van een ander principe in beeld brengt: dynamische lichtverstrooiingstechnieken. Coherent laser licht (dezelfde golflengte en fase) dat terug verstrooid wordt uit weefsel heeft een groot aantal verschillende paden door het weefsel afgelegd, waardoor het met een groot aantal verschillende fasen aankomt op de detector en een gerandomiseerd interferentiepatroon (‘speckles’) veroorzaakt. Als er beweging plaatsvindt in dit weefsel (bijvoorbeeld bloedstroom) zal het interferentiepatroon in de tijd fluctueren. De temporele autocorrrelatie functie (ACF) beschrijft deze temporele fluctuaties matematisch, en hangt af van de optische eigenschappen, de bewegingseigenschappen (bijvoorbeeld random of directioneel) en snelheid. Het speckle patroon kan worden afgebeeld met een camera, waarbij de fluctuaties geïntegreerd worden over de camera sluitertijd. Langzame fluctuaties worden logischerwijs scherper afgebeeld dan snelle fluctuaties, en de scherpte wordt gekwantificeerd als speckle contrast $K$. De mathematische relatie tussen $K$ en de ACF is afgeleid in Hoofdstuk 2, met als belangrijke parameter de karakteristieke tijdsconstante de ‘decorrelatietijd’ $\tau_c$, waarbij $\tau_c$ en stroomsnelheid $V$ omgekeerd evenredig zijn. De technieken die speckles spatieel afbeelden om een maat voor bloedstroom te vinden vallen onder laser speckle flowmetry technieken. De eenvoudigheid van apparatuur en algoritme, en de gevoeligheid voor een grote range aan stroomsnelheden geven deze techniek veel voordelen als niet-invasieve klinische microcirculatie monitor.
Het nadeel van laser speckle flowmetry technieken is dat de precieze relatie tussen contrast \( K \) (of \( \tau_c \)) en bloedstroomsnelheid niet in vivo ('in het lichaam') gekwantificeerd is. In **Hoofdstuk 3** combineren we daarom SDF microscopie met laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI), waarmee zowel de bloedstroomsnelheden (SDF) als de decorrelatie tijden (LSCI) kunnen worden bepaald van dezelfde vaten. In dit hoofdstuk staat validatie van de geïntegreerde SDF-LSCI techniek centraal. De resultaten laten zien dat \( K \) betrouwbaar kan worden berekend uit de speckle beelden en dat \( \tau_c \) nauwkeurig kan worden bepaald door een model te passen aan K-waarden bij meerdere sluitertijden. Met optisch weefsel simulierend fantoommateriaal met ingebouwde vloeistof kanaaltjes kan \( \tau_c \) als functie van \( V \) systematisch worden geanalyseerd, wat de lineaire relatie tussen \( 1/\tau_c \) en \( V \) bevestigde. Vervolgens onderzoeken we de relatie tussen \( 1/\tau_c \) en \( V \) voor de microcirculatie onder de tong. De belangrijkste conclusie uit dit eerste in vivo experiment is dat \( \tau_c \) die wordt gemeten voor een vat in het focusvlak sterk afhangt van (onbekende) dynamische verstrooilingen in het weefsel buiten het vat (bijvoorbeeld spierbewegingen of uit-focus bloedvaten). Deze 'offset' decorrelaties kunnen worden gekwantificeerd met K-waarden gemeten voor weefsel regio's naast het bloedvat. De offset-gecorrigeerde \( \tau_c \) waarden in vivo geven het verwachte omgekeerd evenredig verband met bloedstroomsnelheid \( V \), terwijl de ongecorrigeerde waarden dit verband minder toonden. Dit hoofdstuk presenteert een eerste in vivo kwantificatie voor het meten van bloedstroom snelheden met de SDF-LSCI techniek.

De autokorrelatie functie is essentieel voor het nauwkeurig bepalen van \( \tau_c \) (en \( V \)) uit de K-waarden en in **Hoofdstuk 4** gaan we dieper in op het modelleren van de ACF, en de relatie tussen \( \tau_c \) en \( V \). Theorieën op het gebied van dynamische lichtverstrooiingstechnieken voorspellen dat de ACF afhangt van de optische eigenschappen van de stromende verstrooiers: eigenschappen die we kunnen variëren door gebruik te maken van oplossingen van polystyreen bolletjes met verschillende groottes en volume-percentages, en de fantoombepaling opstelling uit Hoofdstuk 3. In specifieke termen: de ACF hangt af van de verstrooiingsfasefunctie (grootte) en meervoudige verstrooing (volume percentage) en beïnvloedt de relatie tussen \( 1/\tau_c \) en \( V \), beschreven in de parameter \( \alpha \): \( 1/\tau_c = \alpha V \). De theoretische voorspelling en experimentele uitkomst voor \( \alpha \) in het fantoomexperiment komen overeen binnen de randvoorwaarden die worden gehaald in de microcirculatie in vivo. Door middel van de theoretische verstrooiingsfasefunctie van rode bloedcellen en het inschatten van het aantal verstrooiingen met stromende rode bloedcellen binnen een bloedvat kan \( \alpha \) in vivo worden voorspeld. De theoretische en experimentele \( \alpha \) in de microcirculatie komen perfect overeen, waardoor \( V \) nu gekwantificeerd kan worden uit de gemeten \( \tau_c \).

Samenvattend, de correctie voor offset-decorrelatie (Hoofdstuk 3) en het schalen voor meervoudige verstrooing (Hoofdstuk 4) leiden tot de kwantitatieve afbeelding van bloedstroomsnelheid in de microcirculatie met de SDF-LSCI techniek. Omdat ook de vat morfologie uit de beelden gehaald kan worden, kunnen de klinisch relevante parameters debiet (volumestroom) en perfusie (volumestroom per weefselvolume) gekwantificeerd worden. De hoofdstukken 2 - 4 vertegenwoordigen theoretische en experimentele inzichten die de potentie voor laser speckle flowmetry technieken als kwantitatieve klinische microcirculatie monitor onderbouwen.

De microcirculatie levert ook voedingsstoffen en zuurstof aan ongewenste tumorweefsels, en tumoren kunnen via speciale signaal moleculen de lokale microcirculatie stimuleren om
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snelle tumorgroei te faciliteren. Het afbeelden van de toename van lokale microcirculaties is
niet specifiek genoeg om (kleine) tumoren te detecteren, maar de tumormicrocirculatie kan
wel worden gebruikt om medicijnen en andere stoffen aan de tumor te leveren. Daarom
richt het tweede deel van dit proefschrift zich op de toepassing van speciale lichtgevende
nanodeeltjes die het optische contrast tussen tumor en gezond weefsel kunnen verhogen,
waardoor de detectie van (kleine) tumoren verbeterd kan worden. De lichtgevende eigen-
schappen zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5 zijn het resultaat van een upconversion proces,
waarbij licht van lage energie (lange golflengte, excitatie licht) wordt geabsorbeerd en
licht van hoge energie (korte golflengte, emmissie licht) wordt uitgezonden via opeen-
volgende energie-uitwisselingen tussen rare earth ions in een anorganisch nanokristal, de
zogenaamde upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs). Omdat geen enkel (bekend) biologisch
molecuul in staat is tot upconversion kan het gewenste optische signaal volledig spectraal
gescheiden worden van achtergrond-signaal (zoals autofluorescentie), en omdat upcon-
version een relatief langzaam proces is (sub-milliseconde) kan het excitatie licht volledig
temporeel worden gescheiden van het gewenste upconversion signaal. Beide processen
leiden tot de detectie van UCNPs in biologisch weefsel met hoge signaal-ruisverhouding
en dus een hoog optisch contrast. Daarnaast valt de excitatie golflengte in het nabij-infra-
rood dat dieper in het weefsel reikt dan zichtbare golflengtes, en met minder verstrooiing.
Deze unieke optische eigenschappen maken UCNPs uitermate geschikt voor biomedische
afbeeldingstoepassingen.

Een belangrijke parameter die het contrast van UCNPs in weefsel bepaalt is het rende-
ment van het upconversion proces, dat helaas typisch laag is voor UCNPs (~ 1%). Boven-
dien heeft het rendement een lineaire relatie met de intensiteit van het excitatie licht:
minder excitatie licht levert minder rendement en daarmee veel minder emissie signaal
op, vooral in diepe weefsellagen waar de lichtintensiteit afneemt. In Hoofdstuk 6 evalu-
eren we daarom de optische eigenschappen van UCNPs in de context van biologische
weefsels om de optimale toepassingsgebieden voor UCNPs te identificeren. We meten het
rendement en het emissiespectrum bij verschillende excitatie intensiteiten met een experi-
mentele opstelling voor UCNP-poeder (ensemble) en met een gekwantificeerde optische
microscoop voor enkele (single) UCNPs. De resultaten laten zien dat de optische eigen-
schappen van single en ensemble UCNPs gelijk zijn, geven feedback op de kwaliteit van
de UCNP-synthese en zijn essentieel voor het modelleren van UCNP-detectie in biologische
weefsels. De hoge signaal-ruisverhouding in combinatie met een sterk afnemend signaal
bij toenemende diepte van weefsel impliceren dat UCNPs ideaal zijn voor toepassingsge-
bieden waar de detectie van lage concentraties essentieel is terwijl de diepte van minder
belang is. We bevestigen dit experimenteel door één enkele UCNP te detecteren onder
een dun laagje (250 micrometer) gelemolyseerd bloed. Met de optische eigenschappen
van de huid, UCNPs en het detectiesysteem kunnen we het detecteren van één enkele
UCNP in de huid theoretisch modelleren, waaruit blijkt dat het contrast van een enkele
UCNP veel hoger is in vergelijking met een conventioneel fluorescerend molecuul. De maxi-
male detectie diepte van één enkele UCNP in dit model is ongeveer 0,4 millimeter, wat een
klinisch relevante detectie diepte is bijvoorbeeld voor het visualiseren van tumor marges
tijdens operaties. Daarnaast kan het detecteren van zeer lage concentraties UCNPs van
klinische waarde zijn voor toepassingen in biologische vloeistoffen (bloed, urine), weefsel
coupes en weefsel oppervlakten.
De klinische toepassing van UCNPs voor het detecteren van beginnende tumormassa's of tumor marges gedurende operaties wordt verder onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 7. Na de synthese zijn UCNPs nog niet geschikt om in vivo gebruikt te worden, vanwege het hydrofobe oppervlak dat niet compatibel is met de hydrofiele biologische omgeving. De UCNPs worden daarom verder biochemisch geprepareerd met een mantel van amfifilische polymeren waardoor het oppervlak hydrofiele wordt en moleculaire ankers beschikbaar zijn voor verdere functionalisatie. De eigenschappen van het UCNP-oppervlak spelen een belangrijke rol bij de interactie tussen de nanodeeltjes en cellen. Door speciale eiwitten aan het oppervlak van de UCNPs te bevestigen (functionalisatie) kan worden bereikt dat de concentratie van UCNPs hoger is bij de ongewenste tumorcellen dan bij gezond weefsel, zodat de tumor kan worden gevisualiseerd met een hoog optisch contrast. Deze eiwitten zijn vaak antilichamen - in Hoofdstuk 7 zijn dit mini-antilichamen die herkend worden door receptoren die overmatig geproduceerd worden door borstkankercellen (Her2/neu receptor, Sk-BR-3 cellen). Het toevoegen van deze gefunctionaliseerde UCNPs aan in vitro ('in glas/in het lab') gekweekte tumorcellen en controle cellen (die deze receptor niet overmatig produceren) resulteerde in 10 keer zoveel UCNPs bij de tumorcellen in vergelijking tot de controle cellen. Om de optische detectie van de doelgerichte specifieke levering van UCNPs aan tumorcellen in vivo te evalueren hebben we de UCNP-tumorcellen bedekt met dunne laagjes optisch borstweefsel simultaneously fanteamateriaal en microscopisch afgebeeld. In dit experiment konden we de cellen tot 1,6 millimeters fanteam dikte nog detecteren. Een optisch model gebaseerd op deze resultaten voorspelt een theoretische detectie diepte in borstweefsel van 4 millimeter voor kleine tumoren (<< 1 mm³). Gerichte levering van UCNPs is dus veelbelovend voor het vroeg ontdekken van beginnende tumoren, waardoor eerder met behandeling kan worden begonnen.

Er is uiteraard nog veel onderzoek nodig voordat UCNPs simpelweg in de bloedbaan geïnjecteerd kunnen worden en met optische technieken de kleinste tumoren gedetecteerd kunnen worden. In Hoofdstuk 8 zijn de eerste stappen gemaakt om in vivo levering van UCNPs te onderzoeken in een kippenembryo experiment. Ook studies naar de toxiciteit van de UCNPs op cellen staan beschreven in dit hoofdstuk. Vooralsnog blijft kanker een complexe, vaak ongeneeslijke ziekte, onder andere vanwege de diversiteit aan verschillende types tumoren, maar ook variatie gedurende de groei van een tumor. Omdat de tumorgroei nauw verbonden is met de faciliterende microcirculatie kan het monitoren van de microcirculatie informatie opleveren over de tumorstructure. De combinatie van optische technieken zodat zowel de bloedstroming als de levering van nanodeeltjes gedetecteerd kan worden in tumorweefsel (Hoofdstuk 9) kan constructief zijn bij onderzoek naar de interactie tussen tumorcellen, tumorgroei en -metastasen en eventuele veranderingen gedurende therapie.
Optical techniques offer great potential for applications in healthcare: they can be non-invasive, light is non-ionising, the optical instruments are generally cheap and portable, and optical interactions provide both structural and physiological information on biological tissue. The disadvantages of optical techniques are the limited penetration depth in tissue and deterioration of image contrast by optical scattering. The part of the circulation where arteries and arterioles branch into capillaries (microcirculation) is partially located just below the tissue surface. Therefore, we can probe this part of the circulation, where the exchange of oxygen and nutrients with cells takes place, with optical techniques. A dysfunctional microcirculation can damage tissues and ultimately lead to death, for example in the case of septic shock. Many other diseases are the cause, mediator or result of a dysfunctional microcirculation. Thus, microcirculation monitoring can aid diagnostics, give feedback during therapy or provide information on physiological processes. An optical technique that reliably visualizes the functional status of microcirculation has extensive clinical relevance.

Sidestream dark field (SDF) microscopy is a hand-held video microscope technique that directly visualizes the sublingual microcirculation, using the principle that green light is more strongly absorbed by blood than the surrounding tissue. The images show red blood cells as dark globules flowing through light-grey tissue, from which the vessel density, vessel geometry and flow velocity (up to 2 mm/s) can be quantified. Chapter 2 introduces a group of techniques that visualize blood flow based on another principle: dynamic light scattering. Coherent laser light (same wavelength and phase) back scattered by tissue has travelled a large number of different paths through tissue resulting in a large number of different phases when arriving at the detector, which causes a random interference pattern (‘speckles’). When there is movement in the tissue (e.g. blood flow) the interference pattern will fluctuate in time. The temporal fluctuations can be described by the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), which depends on the optical properties, the movement type (random, directional) and velocity. When the speckles are imaged by a camera, the fluctuations will be integrated over the finite exposure time. Fast fluctuations logically appear more ‘blurred’ than slow fluctuations, where the blurring is quantified by the speckle contrast $K$. The mathematical relationship between $K$ and the ACF is described in Chapter 2, introducing the important parameter $\tau_c$ as the characteristic time constant of the fluctuations. Flow velocity $V$ and $\tau_c$ are inversely related. Techniques that spatially image speckles to measure blood dynamics are known as laser speckle flowmetry techniques. The simplicity of the hardware and algorithm as well as the sensitivity to a wide flow velocity range represent advantages of these techniques as non-invasive clinical microcirculation monitors.

The disadvantage of laser speckle flowmetry techniques is the absence of a quantitative relationship between contrast $K$ (or $\tau_c$) and flow velocity in vivo. In Chapter 3 we therefore combine SDF microscopy and laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) to derive both blood flow velocities (SDF) and decorrelation times (LSCI) of the same vessels. The aim of this chapter is the validation of the integrated SDF-LSCI technique. The results show that $K$ can reliably be calculated from the speckle images and that $\tau_c$ can be accurately estimated by fitting a model to $K$-values obtained at a range of exposure times. We designed an optical
tissue-simulating phantom with flow channels to systematically assess $\tau_c$ as a function of $V$, which confirmed the linear relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and $V$. We subsequently investigated the relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and $V$ for the sublingual microcirculation. The important conclusion drawn from this first in vivo experiment is that $\tau_c$ measured for a vessel in the focal plane depends on (unknown) additional dynamic scattering events that happen outside the vessel (e.g. muscle movements or out-of-focus vessels). This ‘offset’ decorrelation can be quantified using $K$-values measured for adjacent tissue regions. The offset-corrected in vivo $\tau_c$ values show an improved inverse relationship with $V$ as compared to the uncorrected values. This chapter presents a first in vivo quantification for measuring blood flow velocities using SDF-LSCI.

The temporal autocorrelation function is crucial to accurately estimate $\tau_c$ (and $V$) from $K$-values. In Chapter 4 we further investigate on modelling of the ACF and the relationship between $\tau_c$ and $V$. Dynamic light scattering theoretical frameworks predict that the ACF depends on the optical properties of the dynamic scatterers: properties that can be varied by changing the size and volume fraction of polystyrene sphere solutions flowing through the phantom channel. More specifically, the ACF depends on the scattering phase function (scatterer size) and multiple scattering (scatterer volume fraction) and influences the relationship between $\tau_c$ and $V$, described by the parameter $\alpha$: $1/\tau_c = \alpha V$. The measurement of $\alpha$ in the phantom experiment resembles the theoretical prediction within certain conditions that are met in the microcirculation. Through modelling of the scattering phase function of red blood cells and estimation of the number of scattering events within a blood vessel $\alpha$ in vivo was predicted and matched perfectly with the experimental $\alpha$ found for microcirculatory vessels. This study provides the quantitative link between in vivo measured $\tau_c$ and $V$. In summary, correction for offset-decorrelation (Chapter 3) and rescaling for multiple scattering (Chapter 4) result in quantitative imaging of microcirculatory blood flow velocities using SDF-LSCI. Since vessel morphology can be derived from the images, the clinically relevant parameters blood flow and tissue perfusion can also be quantified. Chapters 2 through 4 represent the theoretical and experimental insights that demonstrate the potential for laser speckle flowmetry techniques to become quantitative clinical microcirculation imagers.

The microcirculation can also deliver nutrients and oxygen to unwanted tumour tissues, and tumours can trigger local growth of vessels to facilitate rapid tumour growth. Imaging the increase of local microcirculation lacks the specificity required to detect (small) tumours, however, the tumour microcirculation can be utilized to deliver drugs and other materials to the tumour. The second part of this thesis is therefore devoted to study luminescent nanoparticles that can enhance the optical contrast between tumour and normal tissue, which improves the detection ability of (small) tumour lesions. The luminescence as described in Chapter 5 is the result of the upconversion process, where low energy light (long wavelength, excitation light) is absorbed and high energy light (short wavelength, emission light) is emitted after subsequent energy transfers between rare earth ions doped in an inorganic nanocrystal; upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs). Since no known biological molecule is capable of upconversion, the upconversion signal can be spectrally separated from the background signal (e.g. autofluorescence) and the long lifetime of upconversion ($\sim$ milliseconds) enables temporal separation of the excitation light from the emitted light. These properties enable background-free detection of UCNPs in biological tissue with a
high signal-to-noise ratio and excellent optical contrast. Additionally, the excitation wavelength in the near infrared can penetrate deeper into tissue compared with visible light, and with reduced scattering. These unique optical properties make UCNPs highly feasible for biomedical applications.

However, the optical contrast of UCNPs in tissue is primarily determined by the conversion efficiency of the upconversion process, which is typical only ~1% for UCNPs. In addition, the conversion efficiency linearly decreases with excitation intensity, resulting in a large reduction of emitted signal in deeper tissue layers where the excitation light is attenuated. In Chapter 6 we critically evaluate the unique optical properties of UCNPs in the context of biological tissues to identify application niches for UCNPs. We obtain the conversion efficiency and spectral properties versus the excitation intensity with an experimental set-up for ensemble measurements, and a quantified optical microscope system for single particle measurements. The results show that the optical properties of single and ensemble UCNPs are similar, provide feedback on the synthesis quality, and are essential for modelling UCNP detection in biological tissue. In view of the high signal-to-noise ratio, but reduced signal with increasing imaging depth in tissue, potential applications include areas that require the detection of small amounts of particles in the (semi)ballistic regime. We experimentally confirm this by imaging a single UCNP through a 250-micrometer layer of haemolysed blood. We theoretically model the optical contrast of a single UCNP in skin using the optical properties of skin, UCNPs and the imaging system, which showed a superior UCNP-contrast as compared to a conventional fluorescent molecule. The maximal single-UCNP detection depth is estimated at 0.4 mm, which is clinically relevant for example to visualize tumour margins intra-operatively. Furthermore, the detection of small amounts of nanoparticles is clinically relevant for applications assessing biological liquids (blood, urine), thick tissue slices or subsurface tissues.

The clinical application of UCNPs to detect small tumour masses or tumour margins intra-operatively is further investigated in Chapter 7. As-synthesized UCNPs however, have hydrophobic surfaces that are not compatible with the hydrophilic in vivo environment. Therefore, the UCNPs are further prepared by coating them with amphiphilic polymers resulting in hydrophilic surfaces with functional groups. The UCNP surface properties are crucial for the interaction of the nanoparticles with cells. Functionalizing the UCNP surface with “tumour recognizing” proteins (antibodies) aims to induce a higher concentration of UCNPs in the tumour compared with normal tissue, resulting in a high tumour-to-normal tissue optical contrast. In Chapter 7 the UCNPs are functionalized with mini-antibodies that target a receptor that is over-expressed on breast cancer cells (Her2/neu receptor, SK-BR-3 cells). After in vitro incubation (and washing) of the functionalized UCNPs with tumour cells, the UCNP signal was 10 times higher compared to the control cells (that do not over-express the receptor) incubated with UCNPs. To evaluate the detection of UCNP-labelled breast cancer cells in vivo, we covered the cells with optical breast tissue simulating phantom layers. Microscopic imaging of the UCNP signal was feasible through up to 1.6 mm of phantom material. An optical model built on these results predicts a theoretical detection depth of up to 4 mm for a (small, < 1mm$^3$) cancer lesion in breast tissue. Therefore, targeted delivery of UCNPs holds promise for the early detection of small tumours and an earlier onset of therapy.
Ample research is clearly still needed before UCNPs can simply be injected in the bloodstream and their distribution reveals the location of small tumours using optical techniques. In Chapter 8 we continue towards in vivo scenarios by the delivery of UCNPs to small tumour lesions in chick embryos, in addition to the study on the toxicity of UCNPs to human cells. To date, cancer is often incurable and remains a complex disease, further complicated by the diversity between different tumour types but also between different tumour development stages. Since tumour development is highly associated with blood vessel growth, monitoring tumour microcirculation can provide insight into the tumour structure. Combining optical techniques that enable the detection of both blood flow and nanoparticle delivery in tumour tissues (Chapter 9) can be constructive for research into the interaction between tumour cells, tumour growth and metastasis, as well as the tumour response to therapy.
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Martijn, Rolf & Roy: ik heb jullie bro-code nooit begrepen... maar ik denk vaak aan jullie. Hoop dat we kunnen proosten op 1 april. Alle Jeroenen, jullie zijn tops, jij ook Jeroen. Corianne, het is alweer lang geleden maar we waren productieve kamergenoten! Judith, het was altijd leuk om tussen de experimenten door even over muziek te praten, succes met BUN! Angela, dank voor je vele in-1-keer-raak bloedprik momenten, maar ook het organiseren van het labuitje met jou en Nienke was too easy.

De mensen van de overkant: Nicolas, volgens mij zijn we ongeveer gelijk klaar? Veel succes met de volgende stappen! Ronni, waar jij komt schijnt de zon en passen er meer woorden in de lucht. Succes met je opleiding! Frank, op de een of andere manier herinner ik me vooral de opening van het Amsterdam LaserLab met jou?! Vitali, in principle you are a funny man. Maybe see you April 1st? Duc, thanks for teaching me Vietnamese, 1 April tram phan tram? Naza, Froukje, Cristina, Monique, Janina, Nadia, Lorena, Ingar: the other side of the hall way is a happy place thanks to you. Jetty, dank voor je steun tijdens allerlei fonds aanvragen en dingen die via formulieren gaan. Martin, dank voor je verkoeling bij oververhitte laptops. Jos & Maria, jullie zijn een leuk stel. Iwan, zonder jou was AVA er niet. Erik, het was leuk om over bloed & nanodeeltjes in de hersenen te praten. Ed, dank voor de bruggen tussen vasculair en photonics, en ook de leuke gesprekken tijdens uitjes en lunches.

Dan even naar de kelder, het was altijd spannend (maar toch ook fijn) om daar te komen: Edwin, gaan we nog even schaatsen zo? Kai, thanks for our short but great collaboration (and Braml). Jasmin, the chicks have brought us close together, I hope you will finish soon too and good luck in Boston. Annemieke, hoe gaat het met de biggetjes? Saskia, dank voor je bruikbare feedback tijdens meetings en leuke gesprekken daarbuiten. Richelle, met jou luchten of autorijden is echt gezellig, wie weet lukt het paardrijden ook nog eens! Gerda, van de Ponteneur naar het NFI en AMC: gek dat we elkaar dan in Australië net hebben gemist :( Alan, thanks for getting the scientists in the row boats!

---

§ Australian slang: No dramas, no worries, too easy: kun je altijd zeggen
Jelmer, het was leuk om samen van student naar loonlijst te gaan, doe de groeten aan de VU! Paul, dank voor je hulp bij de speckle opstelling, maar ook als koffie-baken in de gang. Abel en de ‘nieuwe’ generatie promovendi, als ik niet zo blij zou zijn dat ik dit nu kan typen zou ik jaloers zijn! Enjoy :) Alle andere lieve Biomedical Engineering & PHysics- ers: het was leuk met jullie!

Noortje, het was fijn om af en toe op het Voetenplein relativerende koffie te drinken met je! Veel succes met de zware laatste loodjes.

Tim Casey, you really know how to make red blood cells glow. Thanks for your excellent work in Paint 1.0. I owe you a coldie.

The Shakin’ Babies: wat kan ik zeggen, na al die jaren nog net zo strak. Eeuwige dank!

Zusjes Els & Marlies, jullie omringen mij in leeftijd en in expertise: het is zo lekker om tussen een wiskundige en een dokter-to-be in een proefschrift in biomedical optics te schrijven. Leuk dat je ook een halve BEPHer bent Els :) En Marlies, dank voor de reflectie en afleiding buiten werktijd. Pete, Ross & Jim: thanks for being supportive in-laws, I promise I will stop studying now...

Alle andere vrienden en familie: dank voor jullie interesse (en medelijden...)!

All other friends and family: thank you for your interest (and support to Ben...!)

Pap & mam, vanaf het plaatjes uitknippen voor werkstukken op de basisschool tot het solderen van LEDjes voor de opstelling op pagina 77, jullie hebben altijd voor me klaar gestaan tijdens mijn vele studies. Dank voor jullie onvoorwaardelijke steun en betrokkenheid, en het vertrouwen dat het wel goed komt met me aan die andere kant van de wereld. Kom nog maar vaak langs!

Ben, thanks for building our house while I was busy doing science. You’re a keeper.

Lastly and the most important: I would like to thank my red blood cells. The majority of this thesis would not have been written without them, I dare to say I wouldn’t even be here without them. They have always assisted in the validation of laser speckle contrast ideas and they were there to cover up upconversion nanoparticles to show their detectability through blood. Always flawless, looking like perfect pancake-donuts, rolling and gliding, flowing and slipping through my vessels, coming out when I gently asked them and punctured my finger. Red blood cells I love you. And, for the record, you should love yours too. We all should acknowledge our red blood cells right now. Here’s to everybodies red blood cells!

Get a dog up ya§.

Annie.

§ Australian slang: Get a dog up ya: an instruction to take your alcoholic beverage and drink it